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ABSTRACT 
Measures of workload have been developed on the basis of the various definitions, some are 
designed to capture the multi-dimensional aspects of a unitary resource pool (Kahneman, 1973) 
while others are developed on the basis of multiple resource theory (Wickens, 2002). Although many 
theory based workload measures exist, others have often been constructed to serve the purpose of 
specific experimental tasks. As a result, it is likely that not every workload measure is reliable and 
valid for all tasks, much less each domain. To date, no single measure, systematically tested across 
experimental tasks, domains, and other measures is considered a universal measure of workload. 
Most researchers would argue that multiple measures from various categories should be applied to a 
given task to comprehensively assess workload. The goal for Study 1 to establish task load 
manipulations for two theoretically different tasks that induce distinct levels of workload assessed by 
both subjective and performance measures was successful. The results of the subjective responses 
support standardization and validation of the tasks and demands of that task for investigating 
workload. After investigating the use of subjective and objective measures of workload to identify a 
universal and comprehensive measure or set of measures, based on Study 2, it can only be concluded 
that not one or a set of measures exists. Arguably, it is not to say that one will never be conceived 
and developed, but at this time, one does not reside in the psychometric catalog. Instead, it appears 
that a more suitable approach is to customize a set of workload measures based on the task. The 
novel approach of assessing the sensitivity and comprehensive ability of conjointly utilizing 
subjective, performance, and physiological workload measures for theoretically different tasks within 
the same domain contributes to the theory by laying the foundation for improving methodology for 
researching workload. The applicable contribution of this project is a stepping-stone towards 
developing complex profiles of workload for use in closed-loop systems, such as human-robot team 
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interaction. Identifying the best combination of workload measures enables human factors 
practitioners, trainers, and task designers to improve methodology and evaluation of system designs, 
training requirements, and personnel selection.  
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INTRODUCTION 
There is no such thing as a free lunch. Nothing is free. Human performance is not an 
exception. The opening phrase refers to the fact that there are costs associated with carrying out a 
task. Therein lies the question, what are the costs of performing a task? Most tasks require use of 
both physical and mental capabilities. Investigating human performance in complex environments 
concerns itself mostly with those two factors. Technological advances have altered the structure and 
complexity of tasking environments in ways that allow operators to efficiently perform tasks that 
were once rather strenuous. There are many physically laborious tasks, such as lifting cargo onto a 
ship, that have transformed into tasks that demand more mental effort, such as operating a crane. 
Even many simple tasks, such as opening a door, have lost most physical demand, which can lead to 
increases in mental imposition.  
The more complex the design, interface, or requirements for interacting and performing a 
task, the greater the demand imposed on the operator. This is particularly pertinent to procedures 
that necessitate complex technology systems. Domains such as military operations, emergency 
response, nuclear power plant regulation, medical procedures, aviation, and transportation are 
dependent upon advancing technology systems, which impose varying levels of demand on the 
operator (Stanton, Salmon, Walker, Baber, & Jenkins, 2010). A result of varying levels of demand on 
the operator is fluctuations in workload experienced. It is important that task demands not overload 
the operator’s cognitive processing because this can jeopardize task performance, comfort, and 
safety (Eggemeier, 1984; Hancock & Caird, 1993). Therefore, in order to avoid the negative 
consequences associated with cognitive overloading, assessments should capture the effects of task 
load on cognitive processing and identify sources of demand that influence workload. This 
information is crucial for designers of complex systems. A thorough investigation of task load 
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effects on performance first requires examining the theoretical underpinnings of the workload 
construct and human information processing. Once established, the impact of the task demands on 
performance can be evaluated using validated workload measures.  
Despite over 50 years of research related to workload (e.g. Knowles, 1963), there is yet an 
agreed upon definition that captures the complexity of this construct in its entirety. Early concepts 
of workload focused on physical load, but later emphasized the cognitive components of the 
construct. In 1977, the NATO Special Panel on Human Factors conducted a workshop with the 
goal of determining a definition that addresses the many issues surrounding workload (Moray, 1979). 
The current definitions of workload built upon the foundation of that workshop and some are 
presented here. The concept has been defined as the portion of operator’s limited capacity required 
to perform a particular task (Gopher & Donchin, 1986; O’Donnell & Eggemeier, 1986), and as a 
hypothetical construct that represents the investment by the operator to perform at a desired level 
(Hart & Staveland, 1988). Along the same line, a resource perspective states that the operator has a 
limited amount of resources to perform a task and workload is the total quantity of resources 
required by task demands (Kahneman, 1973). Workload has been proposed as a multi-dimensional 
construct (Boles & Adair, 2001a; Hart & Staveland, 1988; Rasmussen, 1979) and in one instance, this 
refers to the effort or fatigue operators experience during task performance (Mulder, 1986). The 
common theme across all workload definitions is a dynamic interaction between the task, the 
environment, and the operator (Hancock, & Caird, 1993; Hart & Staveland, 1988; Kahneman, 1973; 
Megaw, 2005; Veltman & Gaillard, 1996). The present series of experiments will not subscribe to a 
single definition of workload because support for all have been shown in the literature, and 
therefore will consider all options that are insightful for assessments of workload.   
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Theories of Workload 
Workload assessments should be derived from theoretical foundations. There are two 
popularly ascribed theories of workload: unitary resource theory, (Kahneman, 1973; Moray, 1967) 
and multiple resource theory (Navon & Gopher, 1979; Wickens, 1984, 1992, 2002, 2008). The 
former was developed in an attempt to predict an operator’s attentional behavior while the latter 
focuses more on structural differences that support prediction of time-sharing efficiency. Both 
theories have similar arguments for the concept of a resource as a pool of energy that is allocated to 
meet task demands. The differences between the theories lie in the structure of those resources. 
Unitary Resource Theory 
Kahneman (1973) developed the unitary resource model to describe the operator’s allocation 
of capacity to mental activities. He used the terms “exert effort,” “invest capacity,” and “pay 
attention” interchangeably implying the cost imposed on the operator to perform at a particular 
level. The model assumes that there are multiple possibilities of activities that the operator can 
engage but requires input from the limited attentional capacity to execute. The evaluation of 
demands on capacity influences the allocation policy by acting like a “governing system” that 
determines the amount of capacity necessary to complete any of the possible activities. Capacity 
itself is limited and resources for capacity come from an undifferentiated single pool, which are 
flexibly distributed, but also limited. Moray (1967) argued that the brain can divide the capacity, its 
processing networks, and allocate resources in different ways to meet the demands of the task 
performed. Support for a single resource pool has been observed in dual-task experiments, such that 
interference occurs even if two structurally different tasks are performed or responded to 
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simultaneously, but the degree of interference depends on the demands of the tasks (Kahneman, 
1973). Capacity theory argues that task interference is nonspecific and is dependent upon the 
demands of each task. The allocation policy within that model acts as a filter and is mainly 
determined by enduring dispositions of each individual that comprise involuntary attention such as 
allocation to novel stimuli, momentary intentions such as searching or listening for a specific target, 
and level of arousal such as level of fatigue. The level of arousal is influenced by miscellaneous 
determinants of the operator including, but not limited to fear, anxiety, effects of drugs, and/or 
muscular strain. High arousal is believed to narrow the operator’s attention (Easterbrook, 1959), 
reducing the available spare capacity. A distinct feature of this model observes that fluctuations of 
arousal and the accompanying available capacity vary together. Miscellaneous autonomic 
manifestations of arousal, such as pupillary dilation or changes in skin conductance, provide 
indication of mental effort exerted by the operator and physiological workload metrics should 
monitor these manifestations. This model is consistent with patterns of performance on time-
sharing efficiency tasks, but it does not account for every instance (see Kahneman, 1973 for a model 
diagram). 
Multiple Resource Theory 
As a result of the limitations of unitary resource theory, multiple resource theory emerged to 
account for time-sharing tasks in which one task, e.g. cognitive, does not interfere with another 
simultaneous task comprised of different demands, e.g. perhaps physical. That alludes to the idea of 
separate resources (Kantowitz & Knight, 1976; Wickens, 1976). Multiple resource theory extends the 
unitary approach by differentiating resource pools among cognitive processes. The Four-
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Dimensional (4-D) model describes each cognitive resource as “somewhat independent” and with 
multiple levels (Wickens, 2002). These include the stages of processing, codes of processing, 
modalities, and visual channels (see Wickens, 2002 for a model diagram). The stages of processing 
are divided into the perceptual, cognitive, and response levels. Perceptual and cognitive tasks require 
different resources than those utilized by selection and execution actions. The codes of processing 
are divided into spatial and verbal, indicating that verbal/linguistic resources are separate from 
spatial resources. The localization of verbal on the left and spatial on the right reflects the common 
brain hemispheric processing that is associated with each processing code. This separation in 
processing requirements associated with hemispheres is consistent for perception, cognition, and 
response. To be clear, a linguistic task would be perceived, mentally processed, and responded to 
from processing occurring in the left hemisphere and the opposite would be the case for a visual 
picture recognition task. The modality dimension suggests that perceptual information is divided 
into auditory or visual. The visual channel processing is separated into focal and ambient processing 
located within visual perception. Focal is defined as foveal perception and ambient refers to 
peripheral perception across the entire visual field. 
This model accounts for a large percentage of time-sharing efficiency between structurally 
different dual-tasks (Wickens, 2008). According to the model, time-sharing will be better as long as 
tasks involve the use of different types of resources along each dimension. Therefore, cross modal 
time-sharing is better than intramodal time-sharing (Wickens & Hollands, 2000). Resource usage is 
measured by overloading attention with task-demands or multiple tasks. These resource distinctions 
have a physiological basis. Neuroimaging supports distinctions between perceptual-
cognitive/response, verbal/spatial, auditory/visual, and focal/ambient visual processing (Just et al., 
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2001; Just, Carpenter, & Miyake, 2003). For these reasons, it is commonly used to predict multitask 
overload and therefore, is often used as a design tool.  
Unfortunately, the model does have flaws. Wickens’ (1991) model can be generalized to a 
simple conceptual equation, Performance = Resources ÷ Demand. According to this formula, the 
more resources that are allocated towards the task while demand remains constant will lead to an 
increase in performance. An increase in task demand, while keeping resource allocation constant, 
will lead to a performance decrement. One flaw is the model cannot account for data limited 
processing, which means a task might be so simple, or too complex, that allocating more resources 
would not improve performance (Norman & Bobrow, 1975). Further, Wickens’ (1984) argued that a 
non-specific pool of resources is at the peak of an information processing hierarchy, followed by 
processing stages, then processing codes, and finally processing modality. However, there is no 
consensus regarding the structure or actual physical existence of this hierarchy. This model also 
makes it difficult to determine the relationship between perceived experience and actual cognitive 
processing and even more difficult to measure the capacity. The model predicts performance when 
there is overload, but assessing capacity is a much more challenging effort. Another major 
disadvantage to the model is a lack of a tactile modality. Despite the shortcomings of the model, 
there is an agreement among theorists that some processes are more affected than others by 
resource availability (Mathews, Davies, Westerman, & Stammers, 2000).   
Both theories do converge on some level of agreement, such as suggesting a separate pool of 
cognitive resources is allocated to meet task demands, in contrast to cognitive theorists that believe 
resource capacity limitations are an indirect cause of the cognitive architecture. Cognitive theories 
assume limits that exist are the result of each component of information-processing (Allport, 1989). 
Capacity theory would argue that the operator is not a limited capacity channel with fixed capacities, 
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but is a limited capacity processor (Moray, 1967), i.e. central processor, or allocation policy, allocates 
the resources required for processing. Multiple resource theory proposes that there are different 
types of resources for each cognitive structure, and others add that the resources within these 
structures can be analyzed further (Boles & Adair, 2001a, 2001b). Workload measures have been 
developed to address each perspective. 
Measuring Workload 
Measures of workload have been developed on the basis of the various definitions, some are 
designed to capture the multi-dimensional aspects of a unitary resource pool while others are 
developed on the basis of multiple resource theory. Although many theory based workload measures 
exist, others have often been constructed to serve the purpose of the specific experimental tasks. As 
a result, it is likely that not every workload measure is reliable and valid for all tasks, much less each 
domain. Further, workload measures often yield low, inconsistent correlations with one another 
(Reinerman-Jones, Taylor, Cosenzo, & Lackey, 2011). In other words, one measure might be 
sensitive to workload changes in the domain of aviation, but not nuclear power plant operation, 
whereas a different measure might show opposite results (de Waard, 1996). Further, workload 
changes that occur for different tasks within each domain might require different measures. The goal 
for the present series of experiments is to determine if one measure is universally sufficient for 
indicating changes in workload for distinct tasks or if multiple measures are more suitable. A 
universal measure, for the purposes here, refers to one that is sensitive to task load manipulations 
for theoretically different tasks. If one measure is effective for representing changes in workload for 
a given task, then the most sensitive measure will be identified. This will be accomplished by 
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discriminating task parameters for equating changes in workload for two different theoretically 
driven tasks. The workload changes across tasks will be assessed by using two established subjective 
ratings and performance. Then, those narrowed parameters of each task will be used to assess 
workload as recorded by nine assessments tools. 
Each measure should adhere to criteria for workload indices including sensitivity, 
diagnosticity, selectivity, obtrusiveness, and bandwidth and reliability (O’Donnell & Eggemeier, 
1986, Wickens & Hollands, 2000), although that is often not the case. A sensitive measure will detect 
subtle changes in task difficulty. Diagnostic measures can identify the cause of these changes. The 
selectivity ensures that only factors assessed are related to workload and other variables such as 
stress will be ignored. Each measure should not obstruct the performed tasks. Finally, all measures 
should reliably assess workload the same way for the same level of workload. Usually not all criteria 
will be met by a single technique to measure the complex multi-dimensional nature of workload and 
therefore, trade-offs occur (O’Donnell & Eggemeier, 1986; Tattersall & Foord, 1996). This 
limitation to a comprehensive assessment is the central focus for the present series of studies. 
The workload construct is quantified and qualified using a number of techniques. 
Measurements are classified into three main categories: subjective, performance, and physiological 
measures. Subjective measures often refer to self-reports using ratings that indicate the operator’s 
perceived workload. Objective measures include performance and physiological responses. 
Performance is concerned with the operator’s ability to perform primary and secondary tasks with 
decrements reflecting changes in workload. Physiological measures continuously monitor state, 
equating changes in workload to changes in bodily response. 
The present study will address that limitation by evaluating related concerns associated with 
choosing workload measures. These concerns are cost of administration, such as equipment or 
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licensing, time required to administer, and training those who will administer and analyze the data. 
Identifying when, where, and how to use such methods is also pertinent to deciding which workload 
measure would be most effective for the given situation (Guznov, Reinerman-Jones, & Marble, 
2012; Miller, 2001). To date, no single measure, systematically tested across experimental tasks, 
domains, and other measures is considered a universal measure of workload. Most researchers 
would argue that multiple measures from various categories should be applied to a given task to 
comprehensively assess workload.  
Subjective Measures 
Johannsen (1979) argued that an operator’s experience of workload is a practical measure. 
Subjective measures are self-report techniques used to either probe perceived workload during a task 
or post-task. The subjectivity of such measures is argued to be a positive aspect because objective 
measures might fail to discriminate changes in workload associated with minor fluctuations in task 
demand (Muckler & Seven, 1992). Therefore, subjective measures tend to be more diagnostic and 
sensitive to task demands than physiological measures. Subjective ratings are also appealing because 
of their ease of use and interpretation. They can be applied very quickly in tasking environments, 
both within the laboratory and in the field. There are very few costs associated with these measuring 
techniques, especially compared to physiological approaches. Since most ratings are acquired post-
task, these measures are either un- or minimally intrusive to primary task performance. They are 
usually the least time consuming in regards to both administration and analysis.  
There are limitations with subjective ratings. For instance, there is a level of uncertainty with 
which ratings diagnostically reflect demands of resources and are not influenced by other biases 
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(Wickens & Holland, 2000). Contextual effects can bias ratings (Colle & Reid, 1998). Since most 
measures collect ratings post-task, mental workload is often correlated with the performance on the 
task under analysis and the operator is likely to forget where workload variations occurred during the 
task. Ratings can also be biased by the memory requirements of completing a self-report measure of 
workload. In other words, post-task administration relies heavily on the rater’s memory of their 
experienced workload, rather than capturing workload in ‘real-time’. Applying these measures on-
line reduces this disconnect, except the measures intrude on task performance, making it cautionary 
for operational environments (Hockey & Tattersall, 1995).  
There are numerous workload measures in the literature, but some were not systematically 
validated, only used in one domain, or created only for the purpose of a particular experiment. 
Certain measures can be more appropriate than others for a given task. The tradeoff of using one 
measure over another, or a combination of more than one, should be considered when measuring 
task load effects on performance. Three widely used subjective workload measures have been 
applied extensively across domains and through varying methods of administration: the 
instantaneous self-assessment (ISA), National Aeronautics and Space Administration-Task Load 
Index (TLX), and multiple resource questionnaire (MRQ). 
ISA 
The instantaneous self-assessment (ISA) is a subjective uni-dimensional workload rating 
method that allows for a continuous and concurrent assessment of task demand on perceived 
workload (Tattersall & Foord, 1996). Administration requires the operator to rate their workload on 
a 5-point scale, usually every two minutes, during the task. The rating scale labels for each of the 5 
points are excessive, high, comfortable, relaxed, and under-utilized (Tattersall & Foord, 1996). The 
questionnaire is very easy to use and does not have high associated costs. This measure is applied 
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on-line, rather than post-task, and administration time is very quick. Appling the ISA in a continuous 
manner at multiple times during a task allows for a workload profile to be generated. It provides a 
low degree of intrusiveness when response does not structurally interfere with the response required 
for the task. If the same response structure is used, the measure only minimally taxes resources. 
Compared to all other subjective, and some physiological, on-line measures, the ISA is the least 
intrusive to the task. It has been presented as a visual prompt that requires participants to enter a 
manual response by pressing buttons on a keypad, or through paper and pencil method. It has also 
been presented as an auditory prompt that requires an oral response. Ideally, it is best to use an 
administration technique that is less intrusive on the information processing requirements of the 
task. Other subjective workload measures are often used in conjunction with the ISA to increase 
comprehensiveness. The ISA has been applied to a variety of domains and showed correlations with 
other post-task ratings of workload (Castle & Leggatt, 2002; Hulbert, 1989; Leggatt, 2005) and 
physiological measures (Tattersall & Foord, 1996). A limited number of studies have shown 
sensitivity to variations in task difficulty and its validity as a measure of workload (Kirwan et al., 
1997). 
The ISA does have its limitations. Although the mode of administration does not structurally 
interfere with primary tasks, it still can impact performance due to taxing resources. The ISA does 
not distinguish between types of workload as do the TLX or MRQ, therefore lacking diagnosticity. 
Dissociations between self-report measures and performance have been found, indicating that the 
number of tasks, rather than resource competition, influence workload rating (Aretz, Johannsesn, & 
Obser, 1996; Yeh & Wickens, 1988). 
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TLX 
The TLX is the most commonly used subjective workload rating scale. The TLX provides an 
index of global workload and six subscales of workload: mental demand, physical demand, temporal 
demand, effort, frustration, and performance. The multi-dimensional approach allows a greater level 
of diagnosticity compared to uni-dimensional scales and has shown to be more beneficial than other 
measures, such as the SWAT or SWORD (Stanton, Salmon, Walker, Baber, & Jenkins, 2010). It 
accounts for between-rater variability such that is standardizes definitions of workload that raters 
might otherwise subscribe. Since this measure is usually applied post-task, there is no intrusion to 
task performance. Moreover, these ratings might reflect differences due to data limits of the tasks 
because of the separation of “performance” and “effort” as subscales (Wickens & Hollands, 2000). 
If the weighting section is included, it involves making pair-wise comparisons among the six 
subscales. Moroney, Biers, Eggemeier, and Mitchell (1992) compared the two methods for scoring 
and found no difference, thus either is acceptable practice. Others have also found no difference 
between a weighted and unweighted global workload score and suggest using raw scores (Byers, 
Bittner, and Hill, 1989; Nygren, 1991). 
Application of the TLX is very easy and is administered through computer software or, 
traditionally, as a pen and paper method. A hands-free approach has been evaluated requiring vocal 
responses (Carswell et al., 2010) enabling administration during a task, rather than post-task, to avoid 
interference with task performance. Participants are asked to provide a rating of their perceived 
workload during the task under investigation on a scale between zero (none) and 100 (high). Other 
modified versions of the questionnaire, such as removing subscales, have also been used, but the 
validity of the measure becomes uncertain (Hart, 2006). This is the most commonly used subjective 
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workload measure and considered the gold standard for workload assessment, therefore it has been 
generically applied across tasks and domains.  
As useful as it is, limitations still exist. This scale has limited diagnosticity (Nygren, 1991) in 
identifying the specific mental processes used because it is based on the unitary resource theory. 
There is high between-rater reliability found within tasks (Hart & Staveland, 1988), but systematic 
experiments have not been conducted to determine the reliability and validity across domains, 
regardless of its widespread application. Others have found a lack of internal consistency (Hankins 
& Wilson, 1998). The TLX has been applied to many areas such as aviation, transportation, nuclear 
power plant control room operations, air traffic control, and unmanned vehicle control, but it was 
developed and validated in the aviation field. There are instances where administration can be on-
line, but, according to multiple resource theory, interference with task performance will likely occur, 
especially if both required the same processing modality. If post-task administration is used, then 
raters might not remember where variations in workload occurred during the task. It is commonly 
found that mental workload often correlates (usually negatively) with the performance on the task 
under analysis and thus performance might be the actual construct rated, not workload (Stanton, 
Salmon, Walker, Baber, & Jenkins, 2010). In addition, the section of the questionnaire involving 
pair-wise comparisons is time consuming and has not been found to provide any additional benefit 
(Nygren, 1991).  
MRQ 
The Multiple Resource Questionnaire (MRQ) characterizes the nature of the mental 
processes used during a task (Boles & Adair, 2001a). The MRQ consists of 17-items comprised of 
14 encoding/central processing resources and three response resources (Boles & Adair, 2001a). 
Rating scales that have been used include from 0-4 (Boles & Adair, 2001a; Finomore et al., 2006) 
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and 0-100 (Finomore et al., 2009). The items on the questionnaire are based on factor analytic 
studies of lateralized processes (Boles, 1991, 1992, 1996, 2002). This suggests that current subjective 
mental workload measures based on multiple resource theory (Wickens, 1984, 1992, 2008) are too 
restrictive and need to expand to assess a wider range of mental processes. In comparison to other 
workload measures, the MRQ is highly diagnostic (Boles & Adair, 2001a). Administration is easy, 
has low cost, and is similar to most subjective workload measures requiring post-task ratings of each 
process used during the task through computer software or paper and pencil. A hands-free approach 
has also been applied, requiring a verbal response (Carswell et al., 2010). Reliability and validity 
across laboratory tasks and raters has been shown (Boles & Adair, 2001b). The MRQ is most often 
used in a laboratory setting, but it has been applied to many real-world domains (Boles, 2001a, 
2001b; Finomore et al., 2006; Finomore et al., 2008, Finomore et al., 2009), such as in medical 
practices (Carswell et al., 2010; Klein, Riley, Warm, & Matthews, 2005; Klein et al., 2008).  
Boles and Adair (2001a) identified three major issues with the MRQ. The first is that 
administration is commonly done in a lab setting and therefore more research in the field is required. 
The second issue is that the presence of irrelevant items on the questionnaire might bias the rater’s 
overall perception because their focus shifts from the evaluating their experience task to judging the 
quality of the questionnaire, affecting its reliability. Related to this issue is the need for the 
instructions to reflect the scales that are included based on relevancy in the particular administration 
for the given experiment. The instructions must be completely understood before administration, 
such that ‘all parts’ of the definition for each process (e.g. tactile figural, facial figural, etc.) required 
for task completion are included (Boles, 2001a). 
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Objective Measures 
Performance 
 The discussed theories of workload both state the operator has a limited capacity of 
resources to allocate towards the demands of a task (Kahneman, 1973; Moray, 1967; Wickens, 2008; 
Wickens & Hollands, 2000). Measuring performance of the task should provide an indication of 
workload. Specifically, the greater the task demand, the lower the expected performance. 
Performance is used to assess workload through various response measures, such as correct 
response, errors, and response time. Performance measures available for analyses are task dependent 
and might change if tasks are combined in a multi-tasking situation. 
 Performance measures are objective indicators of a person’s level of workload. However, 
only inferences about actual workload can be made. Additionally, performance measures are not 
diagnostic because they only measure one dimension of workload. It is also possible for additional 
resources to be allocated to a challenging task and therefore, performance can actually improve in 
some instances where it would normally be expected to decline.  
Physiological Measures 
Workload can be measured using physiological responses to changes in task demand (Hess 
& Polt, 1964; O’Donnell & Eggemeier, 1986; Rasmussen, 1979). These measures differ from 
questionnaires and performance assessments in that they are concerned with the physiological 
response of the operator. In order for physiological measures to benefit the study of workload, they 
must be sensitive to variations between- and within-tasks (Kahneman, 1973). Parasuraman & Wilson 
(2008) describe three considerations for physiological sensor devices: “(a) spatial resolution in 
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localizing neural activity within the brain, (b) temporal resolution in identifying the timing of neural 
processing, and (c) ease of use within the domain or environment of interest.”  
 The benefits of physiological measures are abundant. It is important to assess mental 
workload independently of performance measures because performance-workload dissociations 
might occur (Ayaz et al., 2011). Reliable and sensitive assessments of mental workload benefit from 
measures of physiological state (Parasuraman, 2011). Various techniques are sensitive to task 
demand variations (Wierwille & Eggemeier, 1993). Technological advances led to increased accuracy 
and sensitivity of physiological measures, which offers diagnosticity of sources of mental activity 
(Kramer, 1991). These measures do not require an intentional response and enable continuous 
monitoring of fluctuations in workload throughout task performance.  
 The main drawbacks of physiological measures of workload are diagnostic and equipment 
related. Physiological devices have high upfront costs in terms of purchasing the actual equipment 
and training personnel to proficiently employ the sensors. If the sensors have low spatial resolution, 
diagnosticity is limited. The lack of cognitive intrusiveness is replaced by a physical obtrusiveness. 
Physiological sensors are applied in many fields, although some equipment is limited in its mobility.  
Measures derived from physiological devices have not been widely validated across domains 
for assessing specific cognitive constructs. Also, the various measures often only yield weak 
correlations and even these correlations are inconsistent across experiments (Reinerman-Jones, 
Taylor, Cosenzo, & Lackey, 2011). Then again, different sensors are used to assess different systems 
that compose the human body. These systems operate interdependently and therefore, it is possible 
that current practices of analyzing the various physiological measures are not sufficient. Below is a 
discussion of some of the most commonly used physiological sensors and their associated measures 
in human performance research.  
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 Central measures (central nervous system) 
EEG 
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a direct measure of neural activity. Electrical activity of 
the brain is recorded with electrodes placed on the scalp of the operator. This approach adheres to 
the second and third considerations proposed by Parasuraman and Wilson (2008). In particular, 
EEG provides the opportunity for continuous monitoring of brain activity without intrusion on the 
task performed. EEG is sensitive to changes in mental workload and the cognitive tasks completed 
(Brookings, Wilson & Swain, 1996). It is applied in laboratory settings, but has been functional in 
the field. Common analysis techniques involve power spectral density (PSD) and event related 
potentials (ERPs).  
PSD describes how the power of a signal is distributed with frequency and was found to be 
sensitive to increased working memory load (a component believed to be a contributor to mental 
workload) and demand for attentional resources (Parasuraman & Wilson, 2008). Spectral analysis 
techniques enable analysis of these most commonly used bandwidths for workload and human 
performance research: theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), and beta (13-30 Hz)(Wilson, 2002). Data has 
shown increased activity in frontal theta and beta while alpha activity decreases as resource allocation 
increases (Gevins & Smith, 2003). Decreases in alpha activity have been associated with increases in 
task demand (Boystova & Danko, 2010; Brookings, Wilson, & Swain, 1996; Wilson, 2002) and 
spatial attention (Vázquez-Marrufo, Vaquero, Cardoso, & Gómez, 2001). Increased fronto-central 
beta activity has been found to be an indicator of spatial attention (Gómez, Vázquez, Vaquero, 
López-Mendoza, & Cardoso, 1998; Vázquez-Marrufo, Vaquero, Cardoso, & Gómez, 2001), but 
increases in motor movement shows a decrease in activity (Mulholland, 1995). Theta activity tends 
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to increase with increasing mental demand (Dolce, & Waldeier, 1974; Smith, Gevins, Brown, Karnik, 
& Du, 2001). 
ERPs are signatures in the EEG recordings following an event or stimulus. Due to change in 
polarity of electrical activity in the brain, they are either positive or negative, with P300 most 
commonly used. P300 is assumed to reflect investment of perceptual and cognitive processing 
resources (Isreal, Wickens, Chesney, & Donchin, 1980). P300 analyzes a period of 300 milliseconds 
after the stimulus presentation. It is sensitive to task demand and amplitude has been found to 
decrease with increases in cognitive demands of the task (Kok, 2001; Parasuraman, 1990). Evidence 
suggests it is proportional to the amount of cognitive resources allocated to a target (Johnson, 1986). 
A prolonged negative wave (negative drift) is less evident, but sensitive to task demand 
manipulations. An increase in task demand is associated with increases in negative drift (Kramer, 
1991; Rosler, Heil, & Roder, 1997). P300 latency increases with difficulty of identifying targets, but 
not with the increases in the difficulty of response choice, suggesting P300 reflects perceptual 
processing, independent of response stages (Kutas, McCarthy, & Donchin, 1977). It has been shown 
that P300 is not sensitive to response-related manipulations of a tracking task, but sensitive to 
display load manipulations (Isreal, Wickens, Chesney, & Donchin, 1980). 
There are many benefits and costs associated with using EEG. The physical hardware is not 
intrusive to task performance because it does not interfere with cognitive processing, but it is 
obstructive. Physical movements can introduce noise into the data, limiting its present applicability 
within the field, but most systems are designed to allow natural body movement without 
jeopardizing data quality. Although EEG is becoming more cost efficient, with some systems being 
developed for commercial use, more dense systems sustain a greater price tag. The spatial resolution 
is generally low to moderate, but its sensitivity as a workload measure seems to be enhanced if brain 
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activity is analyzed globally across sensors. Researchers must be trained to properly setup and 
analyze data. Analysis of data is time consuming, but software programs aid in organization and 
analysis, reducing this cost.  
TCD 
Transcranial Doppler (TCD) ultra-sonography monitors cerebral blood flow velocity 
(CBFV) in intracranial arteries (Tripp & Warm, 2007). Application of this device requires the use of 
an ultra-sound probe, similar to technology used during prenatal care, to capture CBFV in the 
medial cerebral arteries of both left and right hemispheres. This approach adheres to the second and 
third considerations proposed by Parasuraman and Wilson (2008). Increased CBFV in regions of the 
prefrontal cortex is used to quantify mental workload (Parasuraman & Caggiano, 2005). Recent 
studies using this less expensive and less restrictive imaging system, compared to other physiological 
measures, have provided strong independent evidence for resource changes (Warm et al, 2008). 
Cerebral metabolic processes associated with neural activity are coupled with resource depletion 
during vigilance tasks (Warm & Parasuraman, 2007), with right hemisphere functions linked stronger 
to vigilance control (Parasuraman, Warm, & See, 1998), but evidence for left hemisphere dominance 
has also been reported (Reinerman, 2006) 
Althought TCD imposes no intrusion on task performance and the system itself is portable, 
the device is obstructive and limits the operator’s mobility. The cost of TCD equipment is expensive 
when compared to questionnaires, but reasonable for the temporal resolution compared to 
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). TCD used as a workload measure is gaining 
popularity because of its direct measure of physical resources. Training, application, and analysis is 
also time consuming compared with other non-physiological workload measures, but software 
programs can reduce this cost.  
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fNIR 
Functional Near Infra-Red (fNIR) imaging is used to monitor (hemodynamic) changes in 
oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb) and deoxygenated hemoglobin, (deoxy-HB) in the prefrontal 
cortex (Ayaz et al., 2010, Ayaz et al., 2011; Chance, Zhuange, UnAh, Alter, & Lipton, 1993). 
Application of the device involves a head strap placed on the operator’s forehead. The head strap is 
lined with infrared lights and light sensors that omit and capture the reflected light off the 
oxygenated blood in the frontal cortex. This approach adheres to the second and third 
considerations proposed by Parasuraman and Wilson (2008). It has been shown that blood 
oxygenation increases with increasing task difficulty (Ayaz et al., 2010), memory load (Molteni, Butti, 
Bianchi, & Reni, 2008), vigilance (Helton et al., 2007) and sustained attention (Butti  et al., 2006) 
The fNIR device is portable and very easy to use. It is considered non-invasive and is less 
expensive than most other sensing devices. It is applied to both lab and field settings. Training, 
application, and analysis is not very time consuming compared with other physiological workload 
measures such as EEG. The cost of fNIR systems are as expensive as most other physiological 
sensing devices. These sensors are highly sensitive to motion artifacts, which can threaten the 
validity of the data set depending on the tasking environment. Since the equipment is not yet 
wireless, operators have limited mobility, yet it does not impede cognitive processing.  
Peripheral measures (autonomic nervous system) 
ECG 
Electrocardiography (ECG) is a direct measure of cardiac activity and one of the most 
common physiological measures of workload. This approach adheres to the second and third 
considerations proposed by Parasuraman and Wilson (2008). Various electrode configurations exist. 
However, to maximize the amplitude of the R-Wave for workload assessment, ECG single-lead 
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electrodes are placed on the center of the right clavicle and one on the lowest left rib (Henelius, 
Hirvonen, Holm, Korpela, & Muller, 2009). The electrodes are polar, meaning one is positive and 
one is negative, with a separate electrode as a ground. Common measures of ECG are heart rate 
(HR), inter-beat interval (IBI), and heart rate variability (HRV).  
HR is quantified in the form of beats per minute to provide a measure of workload (Roscoe, 
1992, 1993). Increases in workload have been associated with increases in HR (Jorna, 1993; Veltman 
& Gaillard, 1996; Wilson, 1992; Wilson, Fullenkamp, & Davis, 1994). IBI is the time interval 
between heart beats. Decreases in IBI have been associated with increased mental workload 
(Veltman & Gaillard, 1996). HRV is assumed to reflect engagement in effortful information 
processing, (Mulder, 1980; Kramer, 1991). HR measures are more sensitive to physiological 
workload, while HRV appears a better measure of mental or cognitive workload (Wilson & 
O’Donnell, 1988). Increases in workload are associated with decreases in HRV, variability that cycles 
with a period of around 10 seconds (0.1 Hz; Mulder & Mulder, 1981; Veltman & Gaillard, 1996; 
Wilson, Fullenkamp, & Davis, 1994; Roscoe, 1992, 1993).  
 Cardiac activity measures have been widely used in the lab and the field. The measures are 
applied to almost any domain. Continuous data collection is non-intrusive and minimally, if at all, 
obstructive to task performance. The key advantage of this technique is that it does not require a 
discrete stimuli and response to measure cardiac activity.  
In contrast, HR appears to be more sensitive to physical and emotional stress, rather than to 
cognitive demand (Hart & Wickens, 1990). Cardiac data analysis must account for physical load 
imposed on the operator to remove any associated variation. Some HRV analysis techniques require 
activity for long durations. They also appear more sensitive to changes in task demand rather than a 
diagnostic workload measure. Studies have found conflicting results where HRV has been more 
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sensitive to changes to task demand in laboratory experiments (Veltman & Gaillard, 1996), than in 
the field (Jorna, 1992; Wilson, 1992), and was influenced by psychological constructs such as fatigue 
(de Waard, 1996). Stand-alone ECG equipment is expensive, but some devices are equipped to 
monitor cardiac activity in combination with other physiological measures (e.g. Advanced Brain 
Monitoring’s B-Alert X10).     
Eye tracking 
Eye tracking is a means of assessing workload by monitoring ocular behavior. This measure 
adheres to the second and third considerations proposed by Parasuraman and Wilson (2008). 
Generally, eye tracking application involves a camera, or multiple cameras, monitoring the eye using 
a light source to illuminate ocular features. Traditional workload assessments mainly focused on 
pupillometry and blink behavior. Pupillometry is the measurement of pupil diameter. Increased pupil 
dilation is associated with increased task demand (Beatty, 1982; Beatty & Kahneman, 1966; 
Bradshaw, 1968; Hess & Polt, 1964). Similar to some measures of cardiac activity, these also appear 
more sensitive to changes in task demand rather than a diagnostic workload measure. Blink rate 
refers to the rapid closing of the eyelids, immediately followed by rapid opening of the eyelids. 
Decreases in eye blink durations are associated with increases in visual task demand (Bauer, 
Goldstein, & Stern, 1987; Brookings, Wilson, & Swain, 1996; Fogarty & Stern, 1989). A saccade 
refers to the rapid eye movement from one fixation to another. Increases in saccade frequency, but 
decreases in duration, have been shown to indicate increases in workload (Zeghal, Grimaud, 
Hoffman, Rognin, 2002). A visual fixation refers to maintaining visual gaze on a location and 
fixation duration refers to the length of time the eyes are fixated on a location (Poole & Ball, 2005). 
The number of fixations and saccades indicates efficiency in visual search (Goldberg & Kotval, 
1999). Duration of fixation is related to processing visual information and also suggests a level of 
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engagement (Just & Carpenter, 1976). Criticisms of most early work related to these measures of 
workload have led to more robust approaches.  
Recent techniques using the index of cognitive activity (ICA) and nearest neighbor index 
(NNI) are more favored. The ICA is an objective measure of cognitive workload and based on 
wavelet analysis of very small fluctuations in the pupil that occur over time. The pupil’s response to 
light reflex is filtered out and only the isolated response to cognitive stimuli is processed (Marshall, 
2002). Nearest Neighbor Index (NNI) relates the calculation of scan paths (e.g. saccades and 
fixations) as a measure of workload. The distances between a point and its neighboring points are 
used to determine if the point patterns exhibit clustering, randomness, or uniformity (Clark & 
Evans, 1954). Increased randomness in scan path equates to higher workload (Camilli, Terenzi, & Di 
Nocera, 2007; Di Nocera, Camilli, Terenzi & Nacchia, 2007).  
 Eye trackers have traditionally been used as a head-mounted device, but desk-mounted 
versions are becoming more commonplace. Current desk-mounted systems are easy to use and 
require little training to apply. Modern systems allow for drastically less setup time and are much 
more accurate than previous versions. Eye tracking has been applied to many fields such as aviation 
(Ellis, 2009), transportation (Ji & Yang, 2002), and nuclear power plant control analysis (Salmon, 
Stanton, Walker, & Green, 2006). Evidence has verified and validated the use of wavelet analysis of 
pupil diameter as an indicator of workload within such task domains (Marshall, 2002), suggesting its 
utility as a workload assessment.  
 Equipment for most eye trackers are expensive and require some user training. Although the 
calibration process is reduced compared to other devices and earlier models, calibration is still 
required. Participants are also limited to a range of allowable head movements. Unlike the previously 
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mentioned physiological sensors, taking a baseline is not common practice and not needed for eye 
tracking.  
Task Domain 
 It is important to understand the theoretical foundations of the tasks performed to 
comprehensively assess influential factors. The tasks performed in the present study resembled those 
of an intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) mission. ISR tasks focus on acquiring and 
processing information to base decisions when operating within a complex, and sometimes, 
multitasking environment. Two theories that form the foundation for tasks within the ISR domain 
are signal detection theory (SDT) and change blindness (CB).    
Signal Detection 
Signal detection theory (SDT) states that nearly all decisions are made in the presence of 
uncertainty (Green & Swets, 1966; Heeger, 1997). The assumption is that noise is always present. 
Noise is internal referring to perceptual processing and neural activity, external referring to 
environmental sources, or both. A signal produced is overlaid on the noise. The decision-making 
process is based on the extent to which the signal is discriminated from the noise. The operator’s 
ability to discriminate between the noise and signal plus noise is referred to as sensitivity (  ) and is 
in terms of standard deviation (Green & Swets, 1966). The further the distance between the two, the 
easier it is to detect. The signal strength and decision criterion ( ) adopted from the operator 
influence the decision-making process. Signal strength is the intensity of the signal compared to the 
surrounding noise. The operator is assumed to make a decision based on a set of rules or 
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restrictions, which determine  . It is also assumed the operator experiences an associated neural 
activation with the detection of a signal. Neural evidence that a signal exists is denoted as  . The 
critical threshold (  ) is positively correlated with   and refers to the point above which the 
probability of detecting a signal is greatest. If   is above    the operator will decide a signal is 
present, but if it is below, then the operator will decide a signal is not present. Optimal beta (    ) 
is the ideal decision bias placement, but evidence shows these two do not always align (Wickens, & 
Holland, 2000). Four possible outcomes result when a decision is made: hit, miss, false alarm, or 
correct rejection. A hit is deciding a signal is present and a miss is deciding it is not, when the signal 
actually exists. A false alarm is deciding a signal is present and a correct rejection is deciding it is not, 
when the signal actually does not exist. The consequence of each possible outcome (i.e. false alarm) 
is determined by the situation under analysis. 
SDT has been applied extensively in fields that require understanding of the operator’s 
confidence in making a decision, such as in military operations, emergency response, medical, 
nuclear power regulation, driving and baggage screening. Determining where the optimal beta 
should be for each situation will reduce costs associated with making unwanted decisions, such as a 
miss or false alarm. Comparing optimal beta to actual beta provides useful information to designers. 
Data gathered from workload measures can assist identification of task demands that might 
cognitively overload the operator during signal detection tasks.  
Change Detection and Change Blindness 
Change detection is the visual processing involved in first noticing a change that requires 
detection (Did a change occur?), identification (What kind of change was it?) and localization 
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(Where did the change occur?; Rensink, 2002). Rensink (2002) describes three major distinctions, 
change vs. motion, dynamic vs. completed change, and change vs. difference. The first identifies 
change as the modification of something while motion refers to its change in position over time. 
The second distinction states watching a change occur during its transformation would refer to 
dynamic change while noticing the change after it has occurred would describe detection of a 
completed change. Lastly, the third distinction states change refers to the modification of something 
while a difference would indicate that the original structure has different properties after a change 
occurs. The ability to notice change is important, but even more so is the inability to detect changes, 
especially for those who perform detection tasks, such as an air traffic controller. 
 Change blindness refers to the observer’s failure to notice change in a visual scene (Simon, 
1996; Simon & Ambinder, 2005; Simon & Levin, 1997; Rensink, 1997), even if it is large and 
normally easily noticed (Simon & Rensink, 2005). Many theories proposed address this behavior, 
such as unitary resource, multiple resource, object-file, coherence, comparison-failure, and 
overwriting theory. Unitary resource theory argues inability to detect a change is due to the 
operator’s limited attentional resources (Kahneman, 1973). The environment provides an exorbitant 
amount of detailed information, yet evidence has shown that humans are limited in the amount 
captured and processed by the senses (Rensink, Regan, & Clark, 1997). According to multiple 
resource theory, change blindness would more likely occur if the operator attended to two separate, 
but structurally similar tasks, such as two visual tasks (Wickens, 2008). Object-file theory argues that 
limited information from the attended item is stored during saccades, with focal processed 
information more likely to be detected than ambient information, therefore peripheral changes will 
be undetected most often (Kahneman & Treisman, 1984; Kahneman, Treisman & Gibbs, 1992; 
Rensink, Regan, & Clark, 1997). Similar is the coherence-theory that believes attended objects are 
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unstably represented and change over time, therefore a failure of detection would occur if an 
unattended object changes (Rensink, 2000). Some believe that change blindness is simply the failure 
to compare pre- and post-representations of the visual information (Angelone, Levin, & Simons, 
2003; Hollingworth & Henderson, 2002; Simons, Chabris, Schnur, & Levin, 2002), while others 
believe that post-representations overwrite the pre-representations (Beck & Levin, 2003; Rensink, 
Regan, & Clark, 1997). 
The inability to notice a change in our environment occurs quite often. Changes are likely to 
not be detected if they occur during saccades, (Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999), a blink (O’Regan, 
Deubel, Clark, & Rensink, 2000), partial occlusion (O’Regan, Rensink, & Clark, 1999), or a cut from 
or panning of a movie scene (Angelone, Levin, & Simons, 2003; Simons, 1996). From an 
evolutionary perspective, failure to detect change would decrease chances of survival. From a 
pragmatic view, failure to detect change could affect decision making in domains such as in military, 
emergency response, medical, nuclear regulation, or aviation settings.  
Experimental approaches are concerned with methods designed to test the ability to notice a 
change (detection) or the inability to notice (blindness). Change detection is studied from a 
contingency perspective such as gap- (Taylor, 2012; Reinerman-Jones, Barber, Lackey, & Nicholson, 
2010), saccade- (Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999; Mills, Hollingworth, Van der Stigchel, Hoffman 
& Dodd, 2011), gradual- (Simons & Chabris, 1999), and cut- (Levin & Simons, 1997, 2000) 
methods. Evidence has found sustained inattetional blindness for dynamic events (Simons & 
Chabris, 1999). Change blindness and processing in the visual pathways has been linked using eye 
tracking research (Hayhow, Bensinger, & Ballard, 1998; Haffenden & Goodale, 2000;). fMRI has 
been used to find neurologically correlated distinctions between change detection and change 
blindness (Beck, Rees, Firth, & Lavie, 2001; Beck Muggleton, Walsh & Lavie, 2006; Pessoa & 
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Ungerleider, 2004). Although the use of subjective and objective measures has been applied within 
the change blindness domain, the most informative (e.g. diagnostic, sensitive, and other discussed 
characteristics of a suitable measure) assessment has not been identified. 
Novel Approach 
The novel approach of assessing the sensitivity and comprehensive ability of conjointly 
utilizing subjective, performance, and physiological workload measures for theoretically different 
tasks within the same domain contributes to the theory by laying the foundation for improving 
methodology for researching workload. The applicable contribution of this project is a stepping-
stone towards developing complex profiles of workload for use in closed-loop systems, such as 
human-robot team interaction. The results from Study 1 were expected to yield manipulations that 
elicited distinct levels of workload. These determined manipulations were utilized in Study 2 to 
assess the availability of a comprehensive and universal measure of workload.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS FOR STUDY 1 
Power Analysis 
The data from an initial pilot study revealed that the task manipulations had a strong effect 
on both subjective and performance measures of workload as indicated by Cohen’s d ≈ 1. The 
power analysis conducted with α = .05 suggested that a total sample size of N = 46 was adequate to 
detect within-subject effects of task demand. 
Participants 
Fifty-five (age: M = 20.5, SD = 3.5) university undergraduate and graduate students 
participated in the study. Due to a logging error, the sample size for threat detection performance 
was reduced to 29, which included 19 males (age: M = 20.6, SD = 3.8) and 10 females (age: M = 
21.8, SD = 4.8). The sample size remained the same (N = 55) for the change detection performance, 
which included 34 males (age: M = 20.4, SD = 3.4) and 21 females (age: M = 20.7, SD = 3.6). 
Most participants were recruited using an online subject pool, SONA systems. The rest were 
recruited through word of mouth. Compensation was awarded as class credit to those who qualified. 
Although for Study 1 no physiological sensors were used, it was imperative that the same set of 
restrictions were used to screen participants for all related studies. Participants were right handed, 
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (included not colorblind), and had no prior experience 
using the MIX testbed. They also did not ingest alcohol or sedative medications at least 24 hours 
prior to the study or caffeine and/or nicotine at least two hours prior. 
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Experimental Tasks 
The experimental task consisted of the Mixed Initiative eXperimental testbed (MIX; see 
Figure 1; Reinerman-Jones, Barber, Lackey, & Nicholson, 2010) to simulate an operator control unit 
(OCU) for an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV). The UGV was fully autonomous and traveled 
along a pre-planned route at 2.8 miles per hour. The environment the UGV maneuvered through 
was a generic Middle Eastern town infiltrated by enemy threats. Two separate monitoring tasks were 
completed, both independently and combined. One task required participants to monitor a video 
feed from the UGV and identify threats. The other task involved monitoring an aerial map to 
identify entity changes. 
 
Figure 1. Screen capture of the MIX testbed with outlines overlaid to 
differentiate each task area. The blue outlined area refers to the threat 
detection task area, the orange indicates the threat detect button, and the 
red refers to the change detection task area. 
 
 
Threat Detection 
Change Detection 
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Threat Detection Task 
A video feed displayed the eXperimental Unmanned Vehicle (XUV) window of the OCU, 
which is outlined in blue in Figure 1. The video presented the forward perspective of the UGV while 
it traveled along its pre-planned route. The participants’ role was to monitor the UGV window and 
report any potential threats that were present within the environment. There were four categories of 
people, shown in Figure 2, within the environment: friendly soldiers, friendly civilians, enemy 
soldiers, and insurgents (armed civilians). Enemy soldiers and/or insurgents served as threats. The 
participant reported all threats identified within the UGV window by using the mouse to left-click 
the “Threat Detect” button located along the top right of the OCU and then to left-click on the threat 
within the UGV window (Figure 3). This task was completed as quickly and as accurately as 
possible. 
 
Figure 2. Example of characters used within the threat detection task. From left to 
right: friendly soldier, friendly civilian, enemy soldier, and insurgent (armed 
civilian).  
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Figure 3. Enlarged portion of the UGV window for illustrative purposes. 
 
Change Detection Task 
 The participant monitored a separate aerial map positioned at the bottom portion of the 
OCU that displayed the location of various entities, outlined in red in Figure 1. Entities were in the 
form of icons. The icons used were borrowed from the Department of Defense (2005) and carry 
with them associated meaning (Figure 4). The associated meaning was not tied to other events or 
locations in the OCU because the sample being used was that of novice participants and extensive 
training would have been required to attain expertise in the accurate application of the icons. 
Instead, those icons provided a symbolization of an intelligence update as would occur in the real-
world environment. The background was an aerial view of a Middle Eastern town. There was an 
equal proportion of icon colors (red, blue, green, & yellow). The size of the icons were on average 
28 x 28 pixels and separated by a minimum of 100 pixels. Participants were required to identify three 
types of changes that the icons exhibited: icons were added (appear), icons were removed 
(disappear), or icons changed location (movement). A movement resulted in an icon changing 
location to a distance about 100 pixels away from its current location in any direction. Three change 
detection buttons, labeled appeared, disappeared, and movement, were located directly above the 
change detection window (Figure 1). The icons were randomly displayed across a defined area with 
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24 icons present on average (Tollner, 2006). The approximations were due to the continuous nature 
of the task. All icon changes identified were reported by using the mouse to left-click on the 
appropriate change detection button as quickly and accurately as possible before another change 
event occurred. 
 
Figure 4. Icons used to represent entities for the change detection task. 
Experimental Approach 
The experimental approach involved a within-subjects design measuring workload associated 
with two structurally similar tasks, both involving visual processing. The threat detection task was a 
simultaneous task requiring little access to working memory because there was a reference for the 
participants to compare a signal to a non-signal. A simultaneous task presents two or more stimuli at 
the same time and a comparative judgment is made, opposed to a successive task that presents one 
stimulus at a time. The stimuli were concentrated on both the left and right sides of the designated 
UGV window requiring a visual search that enhanced the ability to recognize objects among a 
clustered background. 
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The change detection task was also a simultaneous task requiring little access to working 
memory because there was always a reference for the participants to compare any changes that had 
occurred. The change detection task applied gap-contingent techniques, which involved making a 
change during a temporal gap between the original and altered stimulus (Rensink, 2002). The “one-
shot” approach involved change only occurring once during each trial and performance measured by 
accuracy, which minimized eye movement and access to long-term memory. The stimuli were 
dispersed evenly within the designated aerial map window requiring a visual search that enhanced 
the ability to recognize the spatial position of icons. 
Conditions 
Task Demands 
Manipulations to both tasks were designed to increase subjective perception of workload 
and to decrease performance. A within-subjects design enabled testing effects of manipulations on 
performance and subjective workload. 
Threat Detection 
The threat detection task demand consisted of five conditions. The conditions manipulated 
both event rate and signal rate (threat probability). Specific event rates and threat probabilites were 
selected based on a meta-analysis of the sensitivity decrement in vigilance (See, Howe, Warm, & 
Dember, 1995). An event was the presence of a character in the UGV window. Event rates 
consisted of 15, 30, and 60 events per min (EPM), referred to as low, medium, and high, 
respectively. Threat probabilities consisted of 1:15, 2:15, and 4:15 referred to as low, medium, and 
high, respectively. The three event rates were paired with the medium threat probability (2:15), 
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which created three threat ratios of 2:15, 4:30, and 8:60. The opposite occurred as well and the three 
threat probabilities were paired with the medium event rate (30 EPM), which created three threat 
probabilites of 2:30, 4:30, and 8:30. Since the threat probability of 4:30 appeared twice, it was only 
utilized once, and resulted in five conditions. The complete within-subject design was 3 (event rate) 
x 3 (threat probability). Table 1 shows the levels for threat detection.      
Change Detection 
The change detection task demand consisted of five conditions. The conditions manipulated 
both event rate and signal saliency. Event rates and saliency sets were derived from previous work 
(Taylor, 2012; Taylor, Reinerman-Jones, Cosenzo, & Nicholson, 2010; Tollner, 2006).     
Event rates consisted of 6, 12, and 24 EPM, referred to as low, medium, and high 
respectively. The event rates were presented as averages to reduce the predictability of the icon 
changes. Signal saliency conditions varied the number of icons that changed simultaneously during 
an event change. All icons that changed during a single event exhibited the same type of change (i.e. 
disappeared). Signal saliency consisted of 1, 2, and 4 simultaneous icon changes, referred to as low, 
medium, and high, respectively. The three event rates were paired with medium signal saliency (two 
icons), which created saliency to event rate ratios of 2:6, 2:12, and 2:24. The three signal saliencies 
were paired with the medium event rate (12 EPM), which created saliency to event rate ratios of 
1:12, 2:12, and 4:12. Since the saliency to event rate ratio 2:12 appeared twice, it was only utilized 
once, and resulted in five conditions. The complete within-subject design was 3 (event rate) x 3 
(signal saliency). Table 1 shows the levels for change detection. 
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Experimental Scenarios 
Each participant experienced a single mission. One mission contained four scenarios. The 
four scenarios consisted of the: change detection task only, threat detection task only, change 
detection task with the threat detection task held at a constant level and the threat detection task 
with the change detection task held at a constant level (Table 2). For the dual-task scenarios, 
participants were told that each task was equally important, and one was not considered secondary 
to the other. Constant level referred to the medium condition for each variable. 
Table 2  
Example of a full experiment run (one mission) in Study 1 
 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 
Tasks Change detection 
Change detection  + 
Threat Detection at 
constant rate 
Threat Detection 
Threat Detection + 
Change Detection at 
constant rate 
Manipulations 
Signal set/Event Rate 
ratios: 
2:6, 2:12, 2:24, 1:12, 
4:12 
Signal set/Event Rate 
ratios: 
2:6, 2:12, 2:24, 1:12, 
4:12 
Threat ratios: 2:30, 
4:30, 8:30, 2:15, 8:60 
Threat ratios: 2:30, 
4:30, 8:30, 2:15, 8:60 
 Threat ratio: 4:30  
Signal set/Event Rate 
ratio: 2:12 
 
Scenario order was randomized and counter-balanced for each participant. One scenario 
contained five blocks (Figure 5) and each of those blocks contained one of the five levels of task 
demand manipulations. The start location was the transition area between two adjacent blocks and 
Table 1  
Levels of manipulations for both tasks in Study 1 
Manipulations Low Medium High 
 Threat Detection 
Threat Probability 1/15 2/15 4/15 
Event Rate 15/min 30/min 60/min 
 Change Detection 
Signal Saliency 4 icons 2 icons 1 icon 
Event Rate 6/min 12/min 24/min 
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was randomized for each participant. The direction of travel for the four scenarios included two 
clockwise and two counter-clockwise directions and the order was randomized across participants. 
Each block was six minutes, totaling 30 minutes per scenario. 
 
Figure 5. Screenshot with outlines overlaid to differentiate each separate 
block. 
 Measures 
Questionnaires 
Instantaneous Self-Assessment (ISA) 
The ISA (Hulbert 1989, Jordan 1992) was a technique developed by the UK Civil Aviation 
Authority as a measure of immediate subjective workload assessed during the performance of a task 
(Tattersall & Foord, 1996). The scale used a five-point rating scale. The ISA was administered at 
multiple designated locations (at 75% of block completion) throughout each scenario which used a 
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customized computer program to automatically activate an audio prompt that contained the 
questionnaire. The audio prompt contained the phrase, “please rate your workload,” which signaled 
participants to respond verbally with their rating. A copy of the scale with definitions was provided 
for the participant. 
NASA-Task Load Index (TLX) 
This TLX (Hart & Staveland, 1988; Hart, 2006) questionnaire assessed the participants’ perceived 
workload using a multi-dimensional scale immediately after completion a task. The subscales that 
comprised the measure were mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, effort, frustration, 
and performance. Each subscale rating used a 100-point sliding scale with five-point increments. 
The unweighted average score of the six subscales provided a separate measure of global workload. 
The TLX was administered at multiple designated locations (the end of each block) throughout each 
scenario which used a customized computer program to automatically activate a visual prompt that 
contained the questionnaire (APPENDIX E). Participants were provided with a copy of the scale 
with definitions. 
Apparatus 
The simulation was presented using a standard desktop computer (3.2GHz, Intel Core i7 
processor) with a 22” (16:10 aspect ratio) monitor. The room lights directly above the participants’ 
computer were turned off to reduce any glare. Their chair was adjusted to ensure the viewing 
distance to the monitor was held at a constant distance of approximately 65 centimeters. Responses 
to the detection tasks were collected using the left mouse button and audio responses to the ISA 
measure was collected using a standard external desktop computer microphone. 
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Experimental Procedure 
The researcher met the participants in the lobby of the building in which the experiment was 
conducted and escorted them to the lab. Cellphones were silenced or turned off and placed in a 
plastic container out of the participants’ reach for the duration of the experiment. Any time pieces 
were also placed within the container to reduce outside distractions. Participants were then provided 
with a copy of the informed consent (APPENDIX A) that described the experimental procedure 
briefly, their rights as a voluntary participant in a research study, any potential risks or benefits from 
participation, and contact information for both the research team and the Institutional  Review 
Board (IRB). 
After reading the informed consent, researchers administered the Ishihara color-blind test. If 
the participant scored 90% or higher, then a list of restriction questions (APPENDIX C) were asked 
that required only a yes or no verbal response. If they passed the screening, they completed the 
demographics questionnaire (APPENDIX D). Participants then trained on the tasks using a Power 
Point presentation. The presentation provided information that described the MIX testbed 
environment, how to complete the tasks, and fill out the workload questionnaires. Different 
portions of the training addressed each scenario separately. A brief practice session commenced 
after each portion, which allowed participants to perform each task individually. The final practice 
session provided the opportunity to practice both tasks simultaneously. Participants began their first 
of four scenarios once training was complete. 
After completion of the first two scenarios, the participants were given a one minute break 
to stand and stretch, but were not be allowed to leave the lab unless they choose to quit the 
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experiment. The participants then completed the last two scenarios. The experiment lasted 
approximately three hours. 
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RESULTS OF STUDY 1 
Analysis 
 In order to determine if one manipulation for each task yielded distinct levels of low, 
medium, and high workload as assessed by performance and subjective measures, general linear 
modeling was used to analyze the data. Separate one-way repeated measures analysis of variances 
(ANOVAs) with post-hoc pairwise comparisons were used to compare each variable to see if any 
distinct levels were found. Greenhouse-Geisser and Bonferroni corrections are reported. Effect size, 
means, and standard deviations are also reported. 
Threat Detection  
Subjective 
ISA 
 ISA results indicate that the event rate and threat probability manipulations had a significant 
main effect on online-subjective workload, F(2, 98) = 48.926, p < .001, ɳ2 = .500 and F(1.704, 
90.302) = 5.384, p = .009, ɳ2 = .092, respectively. As both event rate and threat probability 
increased, so did online workload ratings (Table 3; Figure 6). 
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Table 3  
Results of task manipulation on the ISA of the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
ISA Variables Low Medium High 
Event Rate 1.42a (.54) 1.82a (.60) 2.26a (.75) 
Threat Probability 1.52a (.61) 1.82a (.60) 2.12a (.77) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 6. ISA ratings for the threat detection task. Error bars in this figure 
represent standard errors. 
 
TLX 
 TLX results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on all 
subscales and global subjective workload, Mental Demand, F(1.562, 82.781) = 19.944, p < .001, ɳ2 = 
.273, Physical Demand, F(2, 106) = 6.354, p = .002, ɳ2 = .107, Temporal Demand, F(1.436, 76.118) 
= 18.484, p < .001, ɳ2 = .259, Effort, F(1.572, 83.305) = 16.147, p < .001, ɳ2 = .234, Performance, 
F(1.693, 89.711) = 10.823, p < .001, ɳ2 = .170, and Global, F(1.575, 83.483) = 21.204, p < .001, ɳ2 = 
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.286, with the exception of Frustration, (p >.007). As event rate increased, so did post-task workload 
ratings (Table 4; Figure 7). 
Table 4  
Results of event rate manipulation on the TLX of the threat detection 
 Level of Demand 
TLX Variables Low Medium High 
Mental Demand 18.056a (20.50) 23.148a (21.57) 30.648a (24.32) 
Physical Demand 8.80a (14.37) 10.28 (15.06) 13.24a (18.54) 
Temporal Demand 15.00a (17.88) 20.65a (20.31) 27.59a (25.31) 
Effort 19.81a (21.50) 24.63b (23.59) 31.20ab (25.23) 
Performance 7.41a (9.85) 9.26b (9.24) 13.70ab (13.07) 
Global 27.13a (11.91) 30.32a (13.39) 34.27a (15.34) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 7. TLX ratings for the event rate manipulation of the threat detection task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
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TLX results indicate that the threat probability manipulation had a significant main effect on 
Temporal Demand, F(1.478, 78.34) = 6.83, p = .005, ɳ2 = .114 and Global, F(1.651, 79.256) = 6.216, 
p = .005, ɳ2 = .115, with the exception of Mental Demand, Effort, Physical Demand, Frustration, 
and Performance subscales (p > .007). As threat probability increased, so did post-task workload 
ratings (Table 5; Figure 8). Physical demand and frustration showed no significant findings (p >.007). 
Table 5  
Results of threat probability manipulation on the TLX of the threat detection 
 Level of Demand 
TLX Variables Low Medium High 
Temporal Demand 17.22a (19.00) 20.65 (20.31) 24.44a (23.77) 
Global 28.15a (12.66) 30.32 (13.39) 32.30a (14.21) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 8. TLX ratings for the threat probability manipulation of the threat 
detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
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Performance 
 Performance was measured by mean percentage of correct detections. Results revealed that 
the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on the this measure, F(1.549, 43.371) = 
34.305, p < .001, ɳ2 = .551. As event rate increased, so did threat detection performance (Table 6). 
The threat probability also had a significant main effect on Percent Correctly Detected, F(1.660, 
46.485) = 10.342, p < .001, ɳ2 = .270, and showed a similar performance trend as event rate. As 
threat probability increased, so did threat detection performance (Table 6; Figure 9). 
Table 6  
Results of task manipulation on performance of the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Performance Variables Low Medium High 
Event Rate 58.27a (16.73) 68.30a (7.81) 80.94a (6.63) 
Threat Probability 68.10a (17.35) 68.30b (7.81) 78.74ab (8.32) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with 
equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 9. Performance accuracy for each task manipulation of the threat 
detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
Sensitivity & Bias 
The large number of zero false alarm rates indicated to the need to compute nonparametric 
measures of sensitivity and bias. Craig (1979) suggested using A’ to determine sensitivity and See, 
Warm, Dember, and Howe (1997) recommend β”D to calculate bias using the formulas in Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10. Sensitivity (A') and bias (β"D) formulas. h denotes hit rate and f denotes false alarm 
rate. 
 
Sensitivity results indicate that the event rate and threat probability manipulations had a 
significant main effect on perceptual discrimination, F(2, 56) = 24.454, p < .001, ɳ2 = .466 and F(2, 
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56) = 6.950, p = .002, ɳ2 = .199, respectively. Signal discrimination increased as both event rate and 
threat probability increased (Table 7; Figure 11). 
Table 7  
Results of task manipulation on sensitivity of the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Sensitivity Variables Low Medium High 
Event Rate 0.889a (0.047) 0.915a (0.023) 0.944a (0.021) 
Threat Probability 0.918a (0.044) 0.915b (0.023) 0.939ab (0.024) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
  
 
Figure 11. Sensitivity for each task manipulation of the threat detection 
task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
Bias results indicate that the event rate manipulations had a significant main effect on 
decision making criteria, F(1.605, 44.942) = 33.346, p < .001, ɳ2 = .544. Bias decreased as event rate 
increased (Table 8; Figure 12). The threat probability manipulation had no significant effect, p > .05. 
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Table 8  
Results of event rate manipulation on bias of the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Bias Variables Low Medium High 
Event Rate 0.962a (0.071) 0.956b (0.075) 0.819ab (0.105) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 12. Bias for the event rate manipulation of the threat 
detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
Change Detection 
Subjective 
ISA 
ISA results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on online-
subjective workload, F(2, 96) = 27.466, p < .001, ɳ2 = .364, but not from signal saliency (p > .05). As 
event rate increased, so did online workload ratings (Table 9; Figure 13). 
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Table 9  
Results of event rate manipulation on the ISA of the change detection task 
 Level of Demand 
ISA Variables Low Medium High 
Event Rate 2.47a (.89) 2.77b (.94) 3.39ab (.86) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 13. ISA for the event rate manipulation of the change 
detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
TLX 
TLX results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on all 
subscales and global subjective workload, Mental Demand, F(2, 98) = 18.460, p < .001, ɳ2 = .274 
Physical Demand, F(1.615, 79.145) = 6.775, p = .004, ɳ2 = .121, Temporal Demand, F(1.745, 
85.502) = 24.958, p < .001, ɳ2 = .337, Effort, F(1.627, 79.723) = 15.111, p < .001, ɳ2 = .236, 
Frustration, F(2, 98) = 10.227, p < .001, ɳ2 = .173, Performance, F(2, 98) = 8.849, p < .001, ɳ2 = 
.153, and Global, F(1.633, 80.023) = 23.019, p < .001, ɳ2 = .320. As event rate increased, so did 
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post-task workload ratings (Table 10; Figure 14). Main effects from signal saliency lacked statistical 
significance (p > .007). 
Table 10 
Results of event rate manipulation on the TLX of the change detection 
 Level of Demand 
TLX Variables Low Medium High 
Mental Demand 47.90a (26.75) 56.70a (27.53) 63.40a (25.30) 
Physical Demand 19.00a (17.87) 22.70 (21.93) 27.20a (25.86) 
Temporal Demand 41.00a (27.31) 47.70a (28.56) 58.60a (26.97) 
Effort 49.40a (25.85) 53.60b (26.03) 62.50ab (25.10) 
Frustration 31.20a (25.73) 33.00b (25.50) 43.30ab (28.24) 
Performance 34.50a (20.08) 35.90b (22.08) 43.20ab (22.20) 
Global 42.33a (15.04) 46.30a (16.11) 51.97a (15.99) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 14. TLX ratings for the event rate manipulation of the change detection task. Error bars in this figure 
represent standard errors. 
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Performance 
Performance was measured as mean percentage of correct detection. Results revealed that 
the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on Percent Correctly Detected, F(2, 94) = 
116.856, p < .001, ɳ2 = .713. Each type of change was analyzed separately to ensure all types had 
similar main effects, Percent Appeared Correctly Detected, F(2, 94) = 66.914, p < .001, ɳ2 = .587, 
Percent Disappeared Correctly Detected, F(2, 94) = 55.444, p < .001, ɳ2 = .541, and Percent 
Movement Correctly Detected, F(1.692, 79.542) = 44.919, p < .001, ɳ2 = .515. As event rate 
increased, change detection performance decreased (Table 11; Figure 15). 
Table 11 
Results of event rate manipulation on performance of the change detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Performance Variables Low Medium High 
Percent Total Detect 61.16a (16.82) 59.41b (15.74) 38.93ab (11.13) 
Percent Appear Detect 64.06a (17.83) 58.35b (17.79) 39.35ab (12.45) 
Percent Disappear Detect 64.17a (20.31) 67.15b (17.47) 43.44ab (14.09) 
Percent Movement Detect 55.21a (21.72) 52.69b (18.64) 33.98ab (12.61) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of demand. 
Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with equivalent 
subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 15. Performance accuracy of the event rate manipulation on each 
type of change in the change detection task. Error bars in this figure 
represent standard errors. 
 
The signal saliency also had a significant main effect on the performance dependent variable, 
Percent Correctly Detected, F(2, 94) = 86.472, p < .001, ɳ2 = .648. Each type of change detection 
was analyzed separately to ensure all types had similar main effects, Percent Appeared Correctly 
Detected, F(2, 94) = 44.768, p < .001, ɳ2 = .488, Percent disappeared Correctly Detected, F(2, 94) = 
39.725, p < .001, ɳ2 = .458, and Percent Movement Correctly Detected, F(2, 94) = 46.515, p < .001, 
ɳ2 = .497. As signal saliency decreased, change detection performance decreased (Table 12; Figure 
16). 
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Table 12 
Results of event rate manipulation on performance of the change detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Performance Variables Low Medium High 
Percent Total Detect 70.06a (15.87) 59.41a (15.74) 48.55a (11.20) 
Percent Appear Detect 71.12a (15.19) 58.35a (17.79) 50.04a (12.39) 
Percent Disappear Detect 74.5a (17.39) 67.15a (17.47) 53.59a (16.55) 
Percent Movement Detect 64.64a (19.91) 52.69a (18.64) 41.99a (14.31) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of demand. 
Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with equivalent 
subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Performance accuracy of the signal saliency manipulation on 
each type of change in the change detection task. Error bars in this figure 
represent standard errors. 
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Threat Detection with Change Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
Subjective 
ISA 
 ISA results indicate that the event rate and threat probability manipulations had a significant 
main effect on online-subjective workload respectively, F(2, 92) = 17.224, p < .001, ɳ2 = .272 and 
F(2, 92) = 8.050, p = .001, ɳ2 = .149. As both event rate and threat probability increased, so did 
online workload ratings (Table 13; Figure 17). 
Table 13 
Results of task manipulation on the ISA of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
ISA Variables Low Medium High 
Event Rate 3.19a (.89) 3.47a (.69) 3.79a (.86) 
Threat Probability 3.30a (.62) 3.47 (.69) 3.70a (.62) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 17. ISA ratings for task manipulation of the threat detection dual-
task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors 
 
TLX 
 TLX results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on all 
subscales and global subjective workload, Mental Demand, F(2, 96) = 12.518, p < .001, ɳ2 = .207, 
Physical Demand, F(2, 96) = 10.902, p < .001, ɳ2 = .185, Temporal Demand, F(2, 96) = 9.809, p < 
.001, ɳ2 = .170, Effort, F(1.742, 83.604) = 8.714, p < .001, ɳ2 = .154, Frustration, F(2, 96) = 7.565, p 
= .001, ɳ2 = .136, Performance, F(2, 96) = 10.394, p < .001, ɳ2 = .178, and Global, F(1.782, 85.523) 
= 21.957, p < .001, ɳ2 = .314. As event rate increased, so did all post-task workload ratings (Table 
14; Figure 18). Main effects from threat probability lacked statistical significance (p > .007). 
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Table 14 
Results of event rate manipulation on the TLX of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
TLX Variables Low Medium High 
Mental Demand 63.98a (24.17) 67.96b (23.52) 72.55ab (23.48) 
Physical Demand 33.37a (27.68) 33.98b (29.08) 42.24ab (31.03) 
Temporal Demand 59.18a (25.42) 61.43b (23.83) 66.63ab (24.48) 
Effort 64.59a (23.2) 67.76b (19.45) 71.43ab (21.24) 
Frustration 41.33a (28.08) 44.59 (27.42) 48.16a (28.35) 
Performance 38.16a (22.02) 41.33b (20.02) 45.71ab (22.52) 
Global 50.10a (18.58) 52.84b (17.85) 57.79ab (18.67) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 18. TLX ratings for the event rate manipulation of the threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure 
represent standard errors. 
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Performance 
Performance of the threat and change detection dual-task were measured by mean 
percentage of correct detections. Results revealed that the event rate manipulation had a significant 
main effect on Percent Correctly Detected of the threat detection, F(1.550, 43.412) = 26.005, p < 
.001, ɳ2 = .482. Change detection task performance was also significant, Percent Correctly Detected 
F(1.725, 84.538) = 17.223, p < .001, ɳ2 = .260. As event rate increased, so did threat detection 
performance, but change detection performance decreased (Table 15; Figure 19). 
Table 15 
Results of task manipulation on performance of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
Threat Detection 53.25a (16.53) 60.95a (8.87) 74.40a (7.81) 
Change Detection 33.54a (11.59) 29.36a (11.88) 25.94a (10.28) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 19. Performance accuracy for event rate manipulation of the threat 
detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
The threat probability also had a significant main effect on the Percent Correctly Detected 
on the threat detection task, F(1.427, 39.959) = 7.425, p = .005, ɳ2 = .210. The change detection task 
was not statistically significant (p > .0125). Results showed a similar performance trend as event rate. 
As threat probability increased, so did threat detection performance (Table 16; Figure 20). 
Table 16 
Results of the threat probability manipulation on performance of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
Threat Detection 62.09a (20.04) 60.95b (8.87) 73.35ab (8.1) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 20. Performance accuracy for threat probability 
manipulation of the threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this 
figure represent standard errors.  
 
Sensitivity & Bias 
The large number of zero false alarm rates suggested that nonparametric algorithms be used 
to calculate sensitivity and bias. Craig (1979) suggested using A’ to determine sensitivity and See, 
Warm, Dember, and Howe (1997) recommend β”D  to calculate bias for vigilance using the formulas 
in Figure 6. 
  Sensitivity results indicate that the event rate and threat probability manipulations had a 
significant main effect on perceptual discrimination, F(2, 56) = 14.704, p < .001, ɳ2 = .344 and 
F(1.562, 43.737) = 4.385, p = .026, ɳ2 = .135, respectively. Signal discrimination increased as both 
event rate and threat probability increased (Table 17; Figure 21). 
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Table 17 
Results of task manipulation on sensitivity of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
Event Rate 0.874a (0.049) 0.891b (0.031) 0.924ab (0.029) 
Threat Probability 0.900 (0.054) 0.891a (0.031) 0.920a (0.025) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
  
 
Figure 21. Sensitivity for each task manipulation of the threat 
detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent standard 
errors. 
 
Bias results indicate that the event rate and threat probability manipulations had a significant 
main effect on decision making criteria, F(1.617, 45.285) = 24.856, p < .001, ɳ2 = .470 and F(1.414, 
39.583) = 3.789, p = .045, ɳ2 = .119, respectively. Bias decreased as both event rate and threat 
probability increased (Table 18; Figure 22). 
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Table 18 
Results of task manipulation on bias of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
Event Rate 0.962a (0.076) 0.945b (0.042) 0.864ab (0.072) 
Threat Probability 0.915 (0.254) 0.945a (0.042) 0.832a (0.136) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
  
 
Figure 22. Bias for each task manipulation of the threat detection dual-task. 
Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
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Change Detection with Threat Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
Subjective 
ISA 
ISA results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on online-
subjective workload respectively, F(2, 98) = 9.696, p < .001, ɳ2 = .165, but not from signal saliency 
(p > .05). As event rate increased, so did online workload ratings (Table 19; Figure 23). 
Table 19 
Results of the event rate manipulation on the ISA of the change detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
ISA Variables Low Medium High 
Event Rate 3.43a (0.83) 3.42b (0.76) 3.82ab (0.75) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 23. ISA ratings for the event rate manipulation of the 
change detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors 
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TLX 
TLX results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on all 
subscales and global subjective workload, Mental Demand, F(2, 102) = 11.402, p < .001, ɳ2 = .183, 
Physical Demand, F(1.687, 86.020) = 8.269, p = .001, ɳ2 = .140, Temporal Demand, F(2, 102) = 
16.607, p < .001, ɳ2 = .246, Effort, F(2, 102) = 9.402, p < .001, ɳ2 = .156, Frustration, F(2, 102) = 
6.761, p = .002, ɳ2 = .117, Performance, F(2, 102) = 7.922, p = .001, ɳ2 = .134, and Global, F(2, 102) 
= 18.222, p < .001, ɳ2 = .263. As event rate increased, so did post-task workload ratings (Table 20; 
Figure 24). Main effects from signal saliency lacked statistical significance (p > .007).  
Table 20 
Results of event rate manipulation on the TLX of the change detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
TLX Variables Low Medium High 
Mental Demand 62.98a (25.88) 63.65b (26.55) 70.48ab (25.69) 
Physical Demand 30.29a (26.26) 30.58b (28.03) 38.46ab (31.66) 
Temporal Demand 56.15a (26.11) 57.12b (26.37) 66.73ab (27.02) 
Effort 62.21a (23.17) 63.46b (23.69) 69.23ab (23.98) 
Frustration 39.52a (24.58) 41.35 (27.44) 46.83a (28.68) 
Performance 39.71a (17.58) 41.73b (21.3) 47.79ab (20.52) 
Global 48.48a (18.04) 49.65b (19.39) 56.59ab (20.11) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 24. TLX ratings for the event rate manipulation of the change detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure 
represent standard errors 
 
Performance 
Performance was measured as mean percentage of correct detection. Results revealed that 
the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on Percent Correctly Detected on the 
change detection task, F(2, 104) = 89.148, p < .001, ɳ2 = .632. Threat detection task performance 
was not statistically significant, (p > .0125). Each type of change detection was analyzed separately to 
ensure all types had similar main effects, Percent Appeared Correctly Detected, F(1.704, 88.624) = 
27.274, p < .001, ɳ2 = .344, Percent Disappeared Correctly Detected, F(1.712, 89.015) = 34.336, p < 
.001, ɳ2 = .398, and Percent Movement Correctly Detected, F(2, 104) = 39.299, p < .001, ɳ2 = .430. 
As event rate increased, change detection performance decreased (Table 21; Figure 25). 
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Table 21 
Results of event rate manipulation on performance of the change detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
Percent Total Detect 44.77a (15.81) 45.12b (14.61) 28.60ab (9.02) 
Percent Appear Detect 44.80a (23.47) 45.88b (16.58) 28.44ab (10.84) 
Percent Disappear Detect 48.83a (22.15) 49.16b (18.06) 32.09ab (10.72) 
Percent Move Detect 40.32a (18.87) 40.45b (16.54) 25.28ab (10.02) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of demand. 
Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with equivalent 
subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 25. Performance accuracy of the event rate manipulation on each 
type of change in the change detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure 
represent standard errors. 
 
The signal saliency also had a significant main effect on Percent Correctly Detected on the 
change detection task, F(2, 104) = 107.951, p < .001, ɳ2 = .675. Threat detection task performance 
was not statistically significant, (p > .0125). Each type of change detection was analyzed separately to 
ensure all types had similar main effects, Percent Appeared Correctly Detected, F(2, 104) = 55.476, p 
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< .001, ɳ2 = .516, Percent Disappeared Correctly Detected, F(2, 104) = 43.895, p < .001, ɳ2 = .458, 
and Percent Movement Correctly Detected, F(2, 104) = 20.974, p < .001, ɳ2 = .287. As signal 
saliency decreased, change detection performance decreased (Table 22; Figure 26). 
Table 22 
Results of signal saliency manipulation on performance of the change detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Performance Variables Low Medium High 
Percent Total Detect 55.26a (14.05) 45.12a (14.61) 36.08a (12.17) 
Percent Appear Detect 58.02a (16.10) 45.88a (16.58) 35.84a (13.93) 
Percent Disappear Detect 59.19a (18.56) 49.16a (18.06) 38.35a (15.98) 
Percent Move Detect 48.71a (18.38) 40.45a (16.54) 34.09a (15.99) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of demand. 
Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with equivalent 
subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 26. Performance accuracy of the signal saliency manipulation on 
each type of change in the change detection dual-task. Error bars in this 
figure represent standard errors. 
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DISCUSSION OF STUDY 1 
The importance of methodically investigating manipulation criteria for experiments was 
presented within Study 1. Prior to generalizing manipulations to tasks within various domains, 
careful consideration of the theories and related cognitive processing should be understood. 
Identifying the strengths and limitations of measures for a given construct is recommended, not just 
to apply measures assuming they remain valid in untested environments. 
The goal for establishing task load manipulations for two theoretically different tasks that 
induce distinct levels of workload assessed by both subjective and performance measures were 
successful. The results of the subjective responses support standardization and validation of the 
tasks and demands of that task for investigating workload. Recommendations for most effective task 
manipulations for Study 2 are provided. 
Threat Detection 
Event Rate 
Results of the subjective and performance measures of the threat detection task indicate that 
event rate elicited distinct workload levels as measured by subjective ratings. Both the ISA and TLX 
were sensitive to capturing workload associated with all levels of task demand. The ISA was a 
sensitive measure of participants’ perceived workload occurring during the chosen event rate levels 
and seemed to not interfere with cognitive processing and performance of the task. Measuring the 
participants’ perceived workload post-task with the TLX also was a sensitive measure of workload 
elicited by the chosen event rate levels. The event rate levels were chosen because they standardized 
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against the TLX, which is the most widely accepted workload measure. In other words, event rates 
corresponded to low, medium, and high workload ratings on the TLX. 
Threat detection performance showed an interesting trend. As demands of the task increased 
so did both performance and subjective ratings of workload as was shown by the ISA and almost all 
subscales of the TLX. This task manipulation led to a performance-workload dissociation (Yeh & 
Wickens, 1988). A contributing factor to this interaction might be due to the task being resource-
limiting (Yeh & Wickens, 1988). Resource-limiting tasks constitute a situation in which increases in 
processing resources leads to task improvement (Norman & Bobrow, 1975). The decision to 
maintain performance under increasing demand does not come without costs (Hockey’s 1997). As 
more resources are allocated to the task, performance increases, but subjective workload ratings also 
increase. Participants are deciding to maintain a high level of performance at the cost of increasing 
workload as supported by the increase in ISA and TLX ratings with increasing task demand.  
Another possible explanation is that an increase in the number of events (i.e. actors present 
in the environment) homogenized the background in the tasking environment. As the noise in the 
environment increased (became more similar), the signals became clearer. In a simultaneous 
presentation task, the contrast between noise and signal is always present. Therefore, a greater 
amount of noise present in the environment makes detecting signals more likely as long as the noise 
does not occlude the signal. Participants also showed greater sensitivity to signal discrimination as 
events rate increased. In a sense it became easier to detect the signal, although based on the 
sensitivity scores, discrimination was always high. Bias had a negative relationship with task demand, 
such that participants became more confident in their decisions as the number of events increased. 
The type of signal and the task itself might also have an effect on this performance-workload 
dissociation. Signals in many laboratory tasks are usually comprised of monotonous dull content. 
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Typically, an increase in exposure to this type of content would be a factor of the vigilance 
decrement. The signals for the threat detection task were characters (i.e. enemy soldiers), and 
reflected potential real-world situations, which might influence a participants’ decision to increase 
effort or allocate more resources. The impact might carry social and emotional ties that affect 
participants’ level of arousal. Unitary resource theory suggests that the change in arousal and the 
intentions of increasing search effort influenced the allocation of more resources. Participants 
increased their effort to perform a search in an environment crowded with people and potentially 
reflected a real-world scenario. On the other hand, the task might resemble a video game, thereby 
engaging and motivating participants . The TLX did not show frustration associated with the task, 
which might suggest that negative feelings were absent, participants were able to achieve their 
performance goal, and the task was enjoyable. Regardless of the proposed explanations for the 
performance-workload dissociation, a recommended threat detection manipulation for workload 
investigation is event rate.  
Threat Probability 
Results of the subjective and performance measures of the threat detection task indicate that 
threat probability elicited distinct workload levels as measured by subjective ratings, but its effects 
were not as strong as the event rate manipulation. Both the ISA and TLX were sensitive to capturing 
workload associated with all levels of task demand. Measuring the participants’ perceived workload 
during the task with the ISA was a sensitive measure of workload elicited by the chosen threat 
probability manipulations and did not interfere with cognitive processing and performance of the 
tasks. Temporal demand and global TLX subscales were only sensitive enough to capture workload 
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associated with the task demand. Probability changes might have more of an effect on participants’ 
perceived sense of time, most likely the amount of time to respond to changes in the task because of 
the nature of the task being time sensitive. Therefore, according to the TLX, the driving factor for 
significant changes in perceived workload and performance might to be time. Measuring the 
participants’ perceived workload, post-task, with the TLX, appears to be a potential sensitive 
measure of workload elicited by the chosen threat probability manipulations. Further investigation 
needs to vary threat probabilities over larger increments to determine if the TLX is sensitive to 
greater differences in task load.  
Performance results were similar to the event rate manipulation performance. The more 
likely a signal was present the greater the workload and the better the threat detection performance. 
The same theories and arguments described for event rate outcome hold for explaining this 
outcome. Sensitivity results showed that signal discrimination became clearer as the likelihood of a 
presented signal increased. Stated differently, detecting signals became easier, but based on the 
sensitivity scores, discrimination was always high. Changes in threat probability did not affect bias 
because according to sensitivity scores, detection was always high, and therefore no shifts needed to 
occur.  
Compared to the event rate manipulation overall, the threat probability had much less of an 
effect on workload ratings and a distinct performance difference between low and medium was not  
found, suggesting the need for further investigation of threat probability as a workload manipulation 
task. The popularly ascribed subjective measures of workload might not be sensitive to probability 
changes that actually do increase or decrease operator workload. A future study should look at 
different probabilities of the signal to noise ratio with perhaps greater increments in the 
probabilities. Additionally, the type of event and contextual environment should be further 
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investigated. The present study used enemy soldiers and insurgents as signals presented in a generic 
Middle Eastern town. It is possible that this manipulation would elicit distinct levels of workload if 
different objects, such as improvised explosive devices (IEDs), and locations, such as a town in the 
U.S., were used. 
Change Detection 
Event Rate 
Results of the subjective and performance measures of the change detection task indicate 
that event rate elicited distinct workload levels as measured by subjective ratings. Both the ISA and 
TLX were sensitive to capturing workload associated with all levels of task demand. The ISA was a 
sensitive measure of the participants’ perceived workload in response to the chosen event rate 
manipulations, and seemed to not interfere with cognitive processing and performance of the task. 
The TLX also seems to be a sensitive measure of workload elicited by the chosen event rate 
manipulations. Again, the event rate levels were chosen for Study 2 because they standardized 
against the TLX, which is the most widely accepted workload measure. In other words, event rates 
corresponded to low, medium, and high workload ratings on the TLX. 
Change detection performance was consistent with past research (Tollner, 2006). As 
demands of the task increased, performance decreased, and subjective ratings of workload increased 
as was shown by the ISA and all subscales of the TLX. This is the typical finding of change 
detection research using event rate as a manipulation. A noteworthy finding is that all change types 
had a similar effect on detection performance, supporting the use of all change types for 
investigating workload further in Study 2.  
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The type of signal might have an effect on performance. As suggested for the threat 
detection results, the content of the signals surveyed appears to influence the perceived workload 
and task performance. The signals for the change detection task were simple single colored icons 
and for the purposes of this experiment the symbols within the icons conveyed no meaning 
associated with the task. Therefore, if more resources were available, it might not have influenced a 
participants’ decision to increase effort or allocate more resources to maintain a high level of 
performance. Along with the threat detection task, event rate is recommended as a change detection 
manipulation for workload investigation. 
Signal Saliency 
Results of the subjective and performance measures of the threat detection task indicate that 
signal saliency did not elicit distinct workload levels as measured by subjective ratings. Both the ISA 
and TLX were insensitive to capturing workload differences between any levels of task demand. 
Measuring the participants’ perceived workload during the task with the ISA was not a sensitive 
measure of workload as elicited by the chosen signal saliency manipulations. The TLX was also 
found to not be a sensitive measure of workload as elicited by signal saliency manipulations. The 
levels of demand chosen appear to induce the same level of workload and therefore, using greater 
increments of demand might allow these subjective measures to capture the workload difference.  
Performance results indicated the more icons that changed simultaneously, the better 
participants were at detecting a change and the correct type of change. These results are consistent 
with past research that found a similar performance trend (Taylor, Reinerman-Jones, Cosenzo, & 
Nicholson, 2010; Taylor, 2012). Multiple resource theory posits that the change detection task 
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required more use of the peripheral visual resources because the icons spanned over a larger visual 
area relative to the threat detection task. It was advantageous to have more icons changing 
simultaneously, which increased the chance that peripheral vision aided detection in cases where 
focal vision failed to detect the change. 
The signal saliency had no effect on workload ratings, although distinct performance 
differences were found at all levels of demand. The popularly ascribed subjective measures of 
workload might not be sensitive to saliency changes that actually do increase or decrease operator 
workload. A future study should look at different levels of saliency with perhaps greater increments. 
Additionally, the type of event, including any associated meaning, and contextual environment 
should be further investigated. It is possible that this manipulation would elicit distinct levels of 
workload if different objects, such as army tanks or soldiers, and locations, such as a town in the 
U.S., were used. 
Threat Detection with Change Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
Event Rate 
Overall, results of the subjective and dual-task performance measures of the threat detection 
task indicate that event rate elicited distinct workload levels as measured by subjective ratings. Both 
the ISA and TLX were sensitive to capturing workload associated with all levels of task demand. 
Participants’ perceived ISA workload ratings during the dual-task were found to be sensitive to 
differences in workload elicited by the chosen event rate manipulations. Although the TLX ratings 
were also significant, they became less sensitive to differences between low and medium task 
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demand. Therefore, the sensitivity of the ISA remained consistent in both single- and dual-task 
scenarios, but the TLX became less sensitive 
Dual-task threat detection performance showed the same trend as when it was performed 
alone. As demands of the task increased so did both performance and subjective ratings of workload 
as was shown by the ISA and all subscales of the TLX. It is interesting that the results were similar 
to the findings from the single task even when performed in a multi-tasking environment. The 
performance on the change detection task decreased, yet the threat detection performance still 
increased, even though the task demand was constant for the change detection task. At first glance, 
this would undoubtedly support a unitary resource theory of workload, which found task tradeoffs 
to occur. On the other hand, multiple resource theory would argue that both tasks are drawing from 
the visual resource pool, and therefore a performance decrement in one task is not unexpected.  
Threat Probability 
Results of the subjective and performance measures of the threat detection dual-task indicate 
that threat probability elicited distinct workload levels as measured by subjective ratings. Its effects 
were not nearly as strong as the event rate manipulation or when the threat detection task was 
performed alone. The ISA was sensitive to capturing workload associated with task demands. 
Participants’ perceived ISA workload ratings during the dual-task were sensitive to workload 
differences elicited by the chosen threat probability manipulations. The TLX lost sensitivity to the 
workload differences elicited by the chosen threat probability manipulations in the dual-task 
environment. Post-task workload ratings seem to be masked by presence of the second task even 
though past research has found the TLX to continue to be sensitive during multi-task performance 
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(Rubio, Diaz, Martin, & Puente, 2004; Hart, 2006). This masking effect might be due to the levels of 
demand selected for the threat probability manipulation. The TLX results of the threat probability 
manipulation of the threat detection single-task showed only two subscales to be sensitive at 
capturing workload differences. Therefore, the addition of a second task might have increased their 
workload across demand levels to a point that no differences were found. 
Threat detection and change detection performance showed similar results to the event rate 
dual-task manipulation and the single-task. Higher signal probability led to increased workload 
ratings, but performance of the threat detection task improved. The same theories and arguments 
described for the event rate dual-task and single task outcomes apply to these findings, specifically 
the performance-workload dissociation. 
Change Detection with Threat Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
Event Rate 
Overall, results of the subjective and performance measures of the change detection dual-
task indicate that event rate elicited distinct workload levels as measured by subjective ratings. 
Findings were fairly consistent with the change detection single task results. Both the ISA and TLX 
were still sensitive to measuring workload elicited by the chosen event rate manipulations, but were 
unable to differentiate between low and medium task demand in the multi-tasking scenario. In other 
words, the distinct difference between these two workload levels was blurred by the dual-task, even 
though they were discrete when performing change detection (event rate) alone.  
Change detection performance was consistent with the change detection single-task 
performance and past research. As demands of the task increased, change detection performance 
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decreased and subjective ratings of workload increased, as was shown by the ISA and all subscales of 
the TLX. Even though change detection performance declined within increased task demand, the 
performance on the threat detection task maintained a consistent level, which provides evidence of 
multiple resources. Participants’ were able to maintain their level of performance on the threat 
detection while allocating additional resources to perform the change detection task as indicated by 
subjective ratings. It seems that participants were still prioritizing the threat detection task, but in 
this instance, performance on threat detection did not increase perhaps from the resource allocation 
necessary to complete the change detection task as demand requirements altered. In other words, 
the event rate manipulation did seem to impact performance on both detection tasks. It is also 
possible that the threat detection task was a data-limited task. The demand levels were constant for 
the threat detection task in this dual-task scenario, therefore the demand never changed which 
suggests that allocating more resources would not have improved performance. 
Signal Saliency 
Results remained the same as single-task subjective ratings of the change detection task, 
indicating that signal saliency did not elicit distinct workload levels as measured by subjective ratings. 
Both the ISA and TLX were not sensitive to capturing workload associated with any level of task 
demand. The levels of demand utilized elicited the same workload ratings, therefore using greater 
increments between demand levels might allow subjective measures to capture the workload 
differences. 
Performance results indicated the more icons that changed simultaneously, the better 
participants were at detecting a change and the correct type of change. These results are consistent 
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with the change detection single task performance and past research that found a similar 
performance trend (Taylor, Reinerman-Jones, Cosenzo, & Nicholson, 2010; Taylor, 2012), but due 
to the lack of sensitivity of the subjective measures, it is recommended to investigate this task 
manipulation further.  
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METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR STUDY 2 
The experimental methods and materials for Study 2 were determined from the results of 
Study 1. There were two key differences. First, after analysis of the results for Study 1, only the 
manipulations that significantly influenced subjective workload and performance were implemented, 
which were the event rate manipulations for both the threat and change detection tasks. Second, the 
addition of physiological sensing devices served as objective workload measures. Therefore, the 
same sections as Study 1 were not repeated for they are accessible above. Only new sections or 
additions to sections are described below.  
Power Analysis 
The data from Study 1 revealed that task manipulations had a strong effect on both 
subjective and performance measures of workload as indicated by Cohen’s d ≈ 1. A previous study 
(Taylor, Reinerman-Jones, Cosenzo, & Nicholson, 2010) used both the same tasking environment 
and similar tasks found an effect size for physiological variables of interest to be d ≈ .32. Taking 
performance, subjective, and physiological measures into account, the power analysis conducted 
with p = .05 suggested that a total sample size of N = 150 was adequate to confidently detect within-
subject effects of workload. 
Participants 
One-hundred and fifty (age: M = 19.6, SD = 3.5) university undergraduate and graduate 
students participated in the study. The sample demographics included 85 males (age: M = 19.6, SD 
= 3.7) and 65 females (age: M = 19.5, SD = 3.1). 
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Participant recruitment occurred primarily through an online subject pool, SONA systems. 
The remaining participants were recruited through word of mouth. Compensation was awarded as 
class credit to those who qualified. A set of restrictions screened participants. Participants were right 
handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (included not colorblind), and had no prior 
experience using the MIX testbed. They also did not ingest alcohol or sedative medications at least 
24 hours prior to the study or caffeine and/or nicotine at least two hours prior. 
Conditions 
Task Demands 
Tasks manipulations selected from Study 1 were tested using a within-subjects design and 
subjective, performance, and physiological workload measures were employed. 
Threat Detection 
The threat detection task demand consisted of three conditions. The conditions manipulated 
event rate. Event rates were derived from Study 1. An event was the presence of a character in the 
UGV window. Event rates consisted of 15, 30, and 60 events per min (EPM), referred to as low, 
medium, and high, respectively. The three event rates were paired with the medium threat 
probability (2:15) which created threat ratios of 2:15, 4:30, and 8:60. Table 23 shows the levels for 
threat detection. 
Change Detection 
The change detection task demand consisted of three conditions. The conditions 
manipulated event rate. Event rates were derived from Study 1. Event rates consisted of 6, 12, and 
24 EPM, referred to as low, medium, and high respectively. The event rates were presented as 
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averages to reduce the predictability of the icon changes. All icons that changed during a single event 
exhibited the same type of change. The three event rates were paired with medium signal saliency 
(two icons) which created saliency to event rate ratios of 2:6, 2:12, and 2:24. Table 23 shows the 
levels for threat detection. 
Experimental Scenarios 
Each participant went through one mission. One mission contained four scenarios. The four 
scenarios consisted of the change detection task only, threat detection task only, change detection 
task with the threat detection task held at a constant level, and the threat detection task with the 
change detection task held at a constant level (Table 24). Constant level referred to the medium 
condition for each variable. 
Table 24 
Example of a full experiment run (one mission) in Study 2 
 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 
Tasks Change detection 
Change detection  + 
Threat Detection at 
constant rate 
Threat Detection 
Threat Detection + 
Change Detection at 
constant rate 
Manipulations 
Event Rates: 6, 12, 24 Event Rates: 6, 12, 24 Event Rates: 15, 30, 60 Event Rates: 15, 30, 60 
 
Event Rate (threat 
detect): 30 
 
Event Rate (change 
detect): 12 
 
Scenario order was randomized and counter-balanced for each participant. One scenario 
contained three blocks (Figure 27) and each of those blocks contained one of the three levels of task 
Table 23 
Levels of manipulations for both tasks in Study 2 
Manipulations Low Medium High 
 Threat Detection 
Event Rate 15/min 30/min 60/min 
 Change Detection 
Event Rate 6/min 12/min 24/min 
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demand manipulations. The start location was the transition area between two adjacent blocks and 
was randomized for each participant. The direction of travel for the four scenarios included two 
clockwise and two counter-clockwise directions and the order was randomized. Each block was five 
minutes, totaling 15 minutes per scenario. 
 
Figure 27. Screenshot with outlines overlaid to differentiate each 
separate block 
Measures 
In addition to the subjective questionnaires (ISA & TLX) and performance measures used in 
Study 1, physiological measures were used for Study 2. Physiological sensors were used to capture 
any physical indicators of workload associated with the established task manipulations. The multiple 
resources questionnaire was included as an additional subjective measure. 
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Questionnaire 
Multiple Resource Questionnaire (MRQ) 
The MRQ (Boles & Adair, 2001a; 2001b) assessed the participants’ perceived workload using 
a multi-dimensional scale immediately after completion of each level of demand for each task. The 
subscales included auditory linguistic process, manual process, short-term memory process, spatial 
attentive process, spatial concentrative process, spatial emergent process, spatial positional process, 
visual lexical process, visual temporal process, and vocal process (see Boles, Bursk, Phillips, & 
Perdelwitz, 2007, for scale removal). Each subscale was rated using a 100-point sliding scale with 
one-point increments. The definitions of each subscale were included in the questionnaire (Boles & 
Adair, 2001a; 2001b). The MRQ was administered at multiple designated locations (the end of each 
block) throughout each scenario which used a customized computer program to automatically 
activate a visual prompt that contained the questionnaire (APPENDIX F).  
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Sensing Devices 
Electroencephalogram (EEG) 
 
Figure 28. ABM's nine channel EEG system. 
 
Advanced Brain Monitoring’s (ABM) B-Alert X10 wireless Bluetooth EEG was used to 
capture brain activity from each participant (Figure 28). The sampling rate at 256 Hz captured 
signals from 9 channels referred to as Fz, F3, F4, Cz, C3, C4, Pz, P3, and P4. Reference electrodes 
were placed at each mastoid. Power Spectral Density (PSD) analysis techniques were used to analyze 
three standard bandwidths: theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (9-13 Hz), and beta (14-30 Hz; Wilson, 2002). 
These bandwidths were collected for each of the nine channels and were combined to compare 
frontal, parietal, and occipital lobes and to compare left and right hemispheres. 
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Transcranial Doppler (TCD) 
 
Figure 29. Spencer Technologies’ ST3 Transcranial 
Doppler 
 
 Spencer Technologies’ ST3 Digital Transcranial Doppler, model PMD150 (1HZ), was 
utilized to capture cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFV) of the medial cerebral artery in the left and 
right hemisphere (Figure 29). High pulse repetition frequency (PRF) was used for velocity measures. 
The TCD probes were held in place with the Marc 600 head frame set. 
Functional Near Infrared Imaging (fNIR) 
 
Figure 30. Somanetics’ Invos  fNIR 5100C device. 
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Somanetics’ Invos Cerebral/Somatic Oximeter, model 5100C (.2HZ), was used to monitor 
(hemodynamic) changes in oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb) and deoxygenated hemoglobin, 
(deoxy-HB) in the left and right hemisphere prefrontal cortex (Ayaz et al., 2010; Ayaz et al., 2011; 
Chance, Zhuange, UnAh, Alter, & Lipton, 1993; Figure 30).  
Electrocardiogram (ECG) 
 
Figure 31. Electrode locations for the ECG 
system. 
 
ECG captured by the ABM B-Alert X10 system, sampled at 256 Hz. Single-lead electrodes 
were placed on the center of the right clavicle and one on the lowest left rib (Figure 31). This 
maximized the amplitude of the R-wave (Henelius et al., 2009). HR was calculated using peak 
cardiac activity to measure the interval from each beat per second. The “So and Chan” QRS 
detection method was used to compute inter-beat interval (IBI) and Heart Rate Variability (HRV; 
Taylor, Reinerman-Jones, Cosenzo, & Nicholson, 2012). 
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Eye Tracking 
 
Figure 32. Seeing Machines’ faceLAB 5 desk-mounted 
eye tracking system 
 
Seeing Machines’ faceLAB 5 desk-mounted eye tracking system was used to capture ocular 
data (60HZ) including fixations, duration, saccades, and pupil diameter (Figure 32). Additionally, the 
Index of Cognitive Activity (ICA) and Nearest Neighbor Index (NNI) were calculated. The device 
used two stereoscopic cameras and an infrared light source located in the center. 
Apparatus 
The simulation was presented using a standard desktop computer (3.2GHz, Intel Core i7 
processor) with a 22” (16:10 aspect ratio) monitor. The room lights directly above the participants’ 
computer were turned off to reduce any glare. Their chair was adjusted to ensure the viewing 
distance to the monitor was held at a constant distance of approximately 65 centimeters. Responses 
to the detection tasks were collected using the left mouse button and audio responses to the ISA 
measure were collected using a standard external desktop computer microphone. 
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Experimental Procedure 
The researcher met the participants in the lobby of the building where the experiment was 
conducted and escorted them to the lab. Cellphones were silenced or turned off and placed in a 
plastic container out of the participants’ reach for the duration of the experiment. Any time pieces 
were also placed within the container to reduce outside distractions. Participants then received a 
copy of the informed consent (APPENDIX B) that described the experimental procedure briefly, 
their rights as a voluntary participant in a research study, any potential risks or benefits from 
participation, and contact information for both the research team and the Institutional Review 
Board (IRB). 
After reading the informed consent, the researcher administered the Ishihara color-blind 
test. If the participants scored 90% or higher, then the participant answered a list of restriction 
questions (APPENDIX C) that required only a yes or no verbal response. Once screened, 
participants completed the demographics questionnaire (APPENDIX D), while the researcher 
prepared the physiological sensors. The researcher then fit the participants with the five 
physiological sensors. Each sensor was briefly described to participants prior to setup to ensure full 
cooperation and comfort. 
Participants then trained on the tasks using a Power Point presentation. The presentation 
provided information that described the MIX testbed environment, how to complete the tasks, and 
fill out the workload questionnaires. Different portions of the training addressed each scenario 
separately. A brief practice session commenced after each portion, which allowed participants to 
perform each task individually. The final practice session provided the opportunity to practice both 
tasks simultaneously. Participants began their first of four scenarios following training completion. 
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After completion of the first two scenarios, the participants were given a one minute break 
to sit and relax, but were not be allowed to leave the lab. The participants then completed the last 
two scenarios. The experiment lasted approximately three and a half hours.  
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RESULTS FOR STUDY 2 
Analysis 
 General linear modeling was first used to conduct a manipulation check to show 
each task consistently yielded distinct levels of low, medium, and high workload as assessed by 
subjective measures and performance from Study 1. One-Way repeated measures ANOVAs were 
used to compare each variable to see if any distinct levels were still present. Greenhouse-Geisser and 
Bonferroni corrections are reported. Effect size, means, and standard deviations are also reported 
The addition of multiple regression analyses conducted in Study 2 showed how well the subjective 
and physiological measures could predict performance on each task.. 
Manipulation Check 
Threat Detection 
Subjective 
ISA 
ISA results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on online-
subjective workload, F(2, 284) = 182.508, p < .001, ɳ2 = .562 As event rate increased, so did online 
workload ratings (Table 25; Figure 33). Results are consistent with Study 1. 
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Table 25 
Results of event rate manipulation on the ISA of the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
ISA 1.64a (0.69) 2.09a (0.69) 2.69a (0.68) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each 
level of demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly 
different from means with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 33. ISA ratings for the threat detection task. Error bars in 
this figure represent standard errors.  
 
TLX 
TLX results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on all 
subscales and global subjective workload, Mental Demand, F(1.858, 263.853) = 87.207, p < .001, ɳ2 
= .380, Physical Demand, F(1.591, 225.864) = 38.544, p < .001, ɳ2 = .213, Temporal Demand, 
F(1.887. 267.890) = 79.087, p < .001, ɳ2 = .358, Effort, F(2, 284) = 95.573, p < .001, ɳ2 = .402, 
Frustration, F(2, 284) = 16.833, p < .001, ɳ2 = .106, Performance, F(1.808, 256.688) = 12.480, p < 
.001, ɳ2 = .081, and Global, F(1.854, 263.223) = 120.061, p < .001, ɳ2 = .458. As event rate 
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increased, so did all post-task workload ratings (Table 26; Figure 34). Results are consistent with 
Study 1. 
Table 26 
Results of event rate manipulation on the TLX of the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
TLX Variables Low Medium High 
Mental Demand 36.05a (26.82) 45.66a (27.59) 57.66a (23.81) 
Physical Demand 17.48a (19.91) 20.17a (21.3) 28.04a (24.6) 
Temporal Demand 29.9a (26.57) 37.80a (25.25) 49.30a (24.44) 
Effort 33.18a (25.68) 42.45a (25.71) 54.20a (23.38) 
Frustration 19.79a (24.31) 24.16a (24.67) 28.67a (24.67) 
Performance 11.71ab (18.64) 16.68a (21.56) 18.74b (19.77) 
Global 24.69a (18.28) 31.15a (18.59) 39.43a (16.64) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 34. TLX ratings for the threat detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
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Performance 
Performance was measured by mean percentage of correct detections. Results revealed that 
the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on Percent Correctly Detected, F(2, 284) = 
184.144, p < .001, ɳ2 = .565. As event rate increased, so did threat detection performance (Table 27; 
Figure 35). Results are consistent with Study 1. 
Table 27 
Results of event rate manipulation on performance of the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
Percent Correct Detect 74.88a (8.54) 84.42a (8.28) 89.51a (9.24) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with 
equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 35. Performance accuracy for the event rate manipulation 
of the threat detection task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
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Sensitivity & Bias 
The large number of zero false alarm rates suggested that nonparametric algorithms be used 
to calculate sensitivity and bias. Craig (1979) suggested using A’ to determine sensitivity and See, 
Warm, Dember, and Howe (1997) recommend β”D  to calculate bias using the formulas in Figure 6. 
Results are similar to Study 1. 
 Sensitivity results indicate that the event rate manipulations had a significant main effect on 
perceptual discrimination, F(1.907, 270.783) = 12.877, p < .001, ɳ2 = .083. Signal discrimination 
decreased at medium event rate, and increased at high event rate, but overall discrimination was 
always high (Table 28; Figure 36). 
Table 28 
Results of event rate manipulation on sensitivity of the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
Sensitivity 0.954a (0.026) 0.946ab (0.03) 0.961b (0.028) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 36. Sensitivity for each task manipulation of the threat 
detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
Bias results indicate that the event rate manipulations had a significant main effect on 
decision making criteria, F(1.492, 211.930) = 5.959, p = .007, ɳ2 = .040. Bias increased at medium 
event rate, and decreased at high event rate, but overall bias was always extremely positive (Table 29; 
Figure 37). 
Table 29 
Results of event rate manipulation on bias of the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
Bias 0.827a (0.263) 0.922a (0.119) 0.883 (0.289) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 37. Sensitivity for each task manipulation of the threat 
detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
Change Detection 
Subjective 
ISA 
ISA results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on online-
subjective workload, F(1.815, 259.496) = 93.066, p < .001, ɳ2 = .394. As event rate increased, so did 
online workload ratings (Table 30; Figure 38). Results are consistent with Study 1. 
Table 30 
Results of event rate manipulation on the ISA of the change detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
ISA 2.33a (0.85) 2.59a (0.73) 3.25a (0.86) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 38. ISA ratings for the change detection task. Error bars in 
this figure represent standard errors. 
 
TLX 
TLX results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on all 
subscales and global subjective workload, Mental Demand, F(1.738, 246.823) = 69.446, p < .001, ɳ2 
= .328, Physical Demand, F(1.856, 263.510) = 27.402, p < .001, ɳ2 = .162, Temporal Demand, 
F(1.656, 235.187) = 58.508, p < .001, ɳ2 = .292, Effort, F(1.827, 259.500) = 70.814, p < .001, ɳ2 = 
.333, Frustration, F(1.823, 258.893) = 34.533, p < .001, ɳ2 = .196, Performance, F(2, 284) = 16.090, 
p < .001, ɳ2 = .102, and Global, F(1.437, 204.030) = 21.276, p < .001, ɳ2 = .130. As event rate 
increased, so did all post-task workload ratings (Table 31; Figure 39). Results are consistent with 
Study 1. 
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Table 31 
Results of event rate manipulation on the TLX of the change detection task 
 Level of Demand 
TLX Variables Low Medium High 
Mental Demand 57.17a (26.17) 61.40a (23.18) 75.03a (16.79) 
Physical Demand 25.77a (23.13) 27.52b (22.89) 35.21ab (26.02) 
Temporal Demand 50.49a (25.73) 54.65a (23.62) 68.78a (20.96) 
Effort 51.50a (25.41) 57.76a (22.48) 69.72a (20.22) 
Frustration 39.30a (29.1) 38.43b (26.78) 52.52ab (27.36) 
Performance 32.83a (22.65) 32.48b (21.51) 40.38ab (21.17) 
Global 46.44a (18.91) 45.37b (15.88) 53.34ab (15.8) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 39. ISA ratings for the change detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
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Performance 
Performance was measured by mean percentage of correct detections. Results revealed that 
the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on Percent Correctly Detected, F(1.909, 
273.055) = 338.277, p < .001, ɳ2 = .703. Each type of change was analyzed separately to ensure all 
types had similar main effects and were consistent with Study 1, Percent Appeared Correctly 
Detected, F(1.767, 252.704) = 181.558, p < .001, ɳ2 = .559, Percent Disappeared Correctly Detected, 
F(1.706, 243.894) = 134.583, p < .001, ɳ2 = .485, and Percent Movement Correctly Detected, 
F(1.851, 264.699) = 100.184, p < .001, ɳ2 = .412. As event rate increased, change detection 
performance decreased (Table 32; Figure 40). Results are consistent with Study 1. 
Table 32 
Results of event rate manipulation on performance of the change detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Performance Variables Low Medium High 
Percent Total Detect 64.07a (15.99) 61.67a (14.23) 42.40a (10.05) 
Percent Appear Detect 67.97a (20.79) 63.30a (16.26) 41.76a (11.43) 
Percent Disappear Detect 70.59a (20.99) 67.91b (16.14) 49.31ab (13.14) 
Percent Movement Detect 57.12a (21.57) 51.85a (20.26) 36.75a (13.31) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of demand. 
Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with equivalent 
subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 40. Performance accuracy of the event rate manipulation on each 
type of change in the change detection task. Error bars in this figure 
represent standard errors. 
 
Threat Detection with Change Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
Subjective 
ISA 
ISA results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on online-
subjective workload, F(1.891, 270.360) = 109.663, p < .001, ɳ2 = .434. As event rate increased, so 
did online workload ratings (Table 33; Figure 41). Results are consistent with Study 1. 
Table 33 
Results of event rate manipulation on the ISA of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
ISA 3.08a (0.74) 3.43a (0.75) 3.95a (0.75) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 41. ISA ratings for the threat detection dual-task. Error 
bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
TLX 
TLX results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on all 
subscales and global subjective workload, Mental Demand, F(1.879, 268.748) = 52.827, p < .001, ɳ2 
= .270, Physical Demand, F(2, 286) = 9.786, p < .001, ɳ2 = .064, Temporal Demand, F(1.880, 
268.807) = 50.924, p < .001, ɳ2 = .263,  Effort, F(1.826, 261.164) = 42.827, p < .001, ɳ2 = .230, 
Frustration, F(1.895, 270.923) = 38.118, p < .001, ɳ2 = .210, Performance, F(1.832, 262.008) = 
21.988, p < .001, ɳ2 = .133, and Global, F(1.782, 254.828) = 83.102, p < .001, ɳ2 = .368. As event 
rate increased, so did all post-task workload ratings (Table 34; Figure 42). Results are consistent with 
Study 1. 
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Table 34 
Results of event rate manipulation on the TLX of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
TLX Variables Low Medium High 
Mental Demand 70.21a (21.65) 75.49a (19.49) 82.99a (16.09) 
Physical Demand 31.22a (26.31) 33.02b (27.76) 36.70ab (29.77) 
Temporal Demand 62.85a (22.11) 67.12a (19.87) 75.52a (19.44) 
Effort 65.52a (21.5) 70.66a (20.29) 76.91a (18.12) 
Frustration 44.48a (25.04) 50.00a (26.47) 57.22a (24.92) 
Performance 37.19a (21.72) 40.80a (21.32) 46.74a (22.43) 
Global 51.91a (15.57) 56.18a (15.05) 62.68a (14.68) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 42. TLX ratings for the threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
Performance 
Performance was measured by mean percentage of correct detections. Results revealed that 
the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on Percent Correctly Detected on the 
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threat detection task, F(2, 286) = 75.908, p < .001, ɳ2 = .347. Change detection task performance 
was also statistically significant, F(2, 286) = 105.532, p < .001, ɳ2 = .425. As event rate increased, so 
did threat detection performance, but change detection performance decreased (Table 35; Figure 
43). Results are consistent with Study 1. 
Table 35 
Results of event rate manipulation on performance of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
Threat Detection 72.20a (9.66) 79.72a (11.35) 83.57a (8.97) 
Change Detection 46.61a (13.33) 42.05a (12.91) 34.53a (12.64) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 43. Performance accuracy for event rate manipulation of the threat 
detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
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Sensitivity & Bias 
The large number of zero false alarm rates suggested that nonparametric algorithms be used 
to calculate sensitivity and bias. Craig (1979) suggested using A’ to determine sensitivity and See, 
Warm, Dember, and Howe (1997) recommend β”D  to calculate bias using the formulas in Figure 6. 
Sensitivity results were consistent with the single-task indicating that the event rate 
manipulations had a significant main effect on perceptual discrimination, F(2, 286) = 15.368, p < 
.001, ɳ2 = .097. Signal discrimination decreased from low to medium event rate, and increased from 
medium to high event rate, but overall discrimination was always high (Table 36; Figure 44). 
 Table 36 
Results of event rate manipulation on sensitivity of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
Sensitivity 0.944a (0.030) 0.933b (0.029) 0.949ab (0.030) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 44. Sensitivity for each task manipulation of the threat 
detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent standard 
errors. 
 
Bias results were consistent with the single-task indicating that the event rate manipulations 
had a significant main effect on decision making criteria, F(1.585, 226.658) = 4.824, p = .014, ɳ2 = 
.033. Bias increased at medium event rate, and decreased at high event rate, but overall bias was 
always positive (Table 37; Figure 45). 
Table 37 
Results of event rate manipulation on bias of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
Bias 0.859a (0.202) 0.929a (0.141) 0.890 (0.262) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 45. Bias for each task manipulation of the threat detection 
dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
Change Detection with Threat Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
Subjective 
ISA 
ISA results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on online-
subjective workload, F(1.863, 270.150) = 49.781, p < .001, ɳ2 = .256. As event rate increased, so did 
online workload ratings (Table 38; Figure 46). Results are consistent with Study 1. 
Table 38 
Results of task manipulation on the ISA of the threat change detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Variables Low Medium High 
ISA 3.27a (0.85) 3.40b (0.80) 3.84ab (0.82) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each 
level of demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly 
different from means with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 46. ISA ratings for the change detection dual-task. Error 
bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
TLX 
TLX results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on all 
subjective workload subscales, Mental Demand, F(1.855, 267.061) = 23.362, p < .001, ɳ2 = .140, 
Physical Demand, F(1.872, 269.559) = 4.933, p = .008, ɳ2 = .033, Temporal Demand, F(1.860, 
267.879) = 15.742, p < .001, ɳ2 = .099, Effort, F(1.854, 266.969) = 13.196, p < .001, ɳ2 = .084, 
Frustration, F(1.778, 256.103) = 12.793, p < .001, ɳ2 = .082, and Performance, F(1.868, 268.998) = 
7.565, p = .001, ɳ2 = .050, but not Global (p > .007). As event rate increased, so did ratings on post-
task workload ratings (Table 39; Figure 47). Results are consistent with Study 1. 
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Table 39 
Results of event rate manipulation on the TLX of the change detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
TLX Variables Low Medium High 
Mental Demand 73.03a (21.54) 75.79a (19.3) 80.93a (17.76) 
Physical Demand 34.79 (27.14) 33.76a (26.08) 37.45a (29.28) 
Temporal Demand 66.79a (23.26) 69.31b (20.99) 74.41ab (20.77) 
Effort 67.45a (23.66) 70.00b (21.64) 74.41ab (20.43) 
Frustration 48.83a (26.73) 50.79b (25.98) 56.72ab (25.98) 
Performance 43.03a (25.28) 43.83b (22.94) 48.90ab (23.63) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 47. TLX ratings for the change detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
Performance 
Performance was measured by mean percentage of correct detections. Results revealed that 
the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on Percent Correctly Detected, F(1.863, 
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268.312) = 159.401, p < .001, ɳ2 = .525. Threat detection task performance was not statistically 
significant (p > .0125). Each type of change was analyzed separately to ensure all types had similar 
main effects and were consistent with Study 1, Percent Appeared Correctly Detected, F(1.750, 
251.994) = 69.271, p < .001, ɳ2 = .325, Percent Disappeared Correctly Detected, F(1.767, 254.394) 
= 72.169, p < .001, ɳ2 = .334, and Percent Movement Correctly Detected, F(2, 288) = 44.553, p < 
.001, ɳ2 = .236. As event rate increased, change detection performance decreased (Table 40; Figure 
48). Results are consistent with Study 1. 
Table 40 
Results of event rate manipulation on performance of the change detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Performance Variables Low Medium High 
Percent Total Detect 42.19a (14.57) 41.27b (14.49) 27.73ab (8.76) 
Percent Appear Detect 42.33a (22.06) 43.59b (17.05) 27.03ab (10.81) 
Percent Disappear Detect 48.36a (20.95) 44.86b (18.07) 31.53ab (12.74) 
Percent Movement Detect 37.99a (18.55) 33.88a (19.25) 24.93a (10.93) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of demand. 
Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with equivalent 
subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 48. Performance accuracy of the event rate manipulation on each 
type of change in the change detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure 
represent standard errors. 
Subjective Measures 
The MRQ was included in this study to determine if the TLX was the most sensitive and 
diagnostic subjective measure for changes in workload and to identify other contributing factors to 
subjective workload that might not be revealed by the TLX. 
Threat Detection 
MRQ 
MRQ results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on most 
subjective workload subscales, Manual, F(1.841, 261.362) = 29.685, p < .001, ɳ2 = .173, Short-term 
Memory, F(1.845, 261.965) = 30.799, p < .001, ɳ2 = .178, Spatial Attentive, F(2, 284) = 30.740, p < 
.001, ɳ2 = .178, Spatial Concentrative, F(1.852, 262.980) = 65.399, p < .001, ɳ2 = .315, Spatial 
Emergent, F(1.831, 260.032) = 80.921, p < .001, ɳ2 = .363, Spatial Positional, F(1.918, 272.374) = 
15.560, p < .001, ɳ2 = .099, and Visual Temporal, F(1.772, 251.660) = 15.960, p < .001, ɳ2 = .101. 
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Auditory Linguistic, Visual Lexical, and Vocal mental processes were not statistically significant (p > 
.005). As event rate increased, so did post-task workload ratings (Table 41; Figure 49). 
Table 41 
Results of event rate manipulation on the MRQ of the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
MRQ Variables Low Medium High 
Manual 30.35a (25.37) 35.31a (25.51) 39.10a (26.08) 
Short-term Memory 29.55a (25.61) 35.56a (26.52) 39.59a (26.25) 
Spatial Attentive 50.59a (27.91) 57.17a (26.69) 63.45a (25.73) 
Spatial Concentrative 39.89a (26.04) 51.41a (26.23) 59.50a (25.22) 
Spatial Emergent 52.81a (28.22) 64.75a (25.78) 74.14a (20.29) 
Spatial Positional 39.78a (26.23) 44.48a (26.82) 49.51a (26.35) 
Visual Temporal 28.46a (23.31) 32.48a (25.09) 37.68a (27.65) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 49. MRQ ratings for the threat detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
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Change Detection 
MRQ 
MRQ results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on most 
subjective workload subscales, Manual, F(1.672, 237.476) = 16.282, p < .001, ɳ2 = .103, Short-Term 
Memory, F(1.882, 267.192) = 18.090, p < .001, ɳ2 = .113, Spatial Attentive, F(1.884, 267.561) = 
17.988, p < .001, ɳ2 = .112, Spatial Concentrative, F(2, 284) = 10.401, p < .001, ɳ2 = .068, Spatial 
Emergent, F(2, 284) = 20.386, p < .001, ɳ2 = .126, Spatial Positional, F(2, 284) = 16.06, p < .001, ɳ2 
= .104, Visual Lexical, F(2, 284) = 5.590, p = .004, ɳ2 = .038, and Visual Temporal, F(2, 284) = 
21.820, p < .001, ɳ2 = .133. Auditory Linguistic and Vocal mental processes were not statistically 
significant (p > .005). As event rate increased, so did post-task workload ratings (Table 42; Figure 
50). 
Table 42 
Results of event rate manipulation on the MRQ of the change detection task 
 Level of Demand 
MRQ Variables Low Medium High 
Manual 35.64a (25.91) 37.57b (25.76) 42.74ab (26.84) 
Short-term Memory 53.71a (26.87) 55.89b (26.73) 62.06ab (26.42) 
Spatial Attentive 69.33a (22.83) 72.96a (20.93) 77.59a (20.01) 
Spatial Concentrative 56.25ab (23.19) 61.21a (22.67) 63.57b (23.34) 
Spatial Emergent 57.23a (26.34) 59.74b (25.68) 66.83ab (24.21) 
Spatial Positional 66.39a (23.66) 68.03b (22.56) 75.03ab (21.09) 
Visual Lexical 19.26a (22.39) 19.73b (22.29) 23.10ab (24.82) 
Visual Temporal 42.73a (26.42) 44.32b (26.9) 52.61ab (27.42) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 50. MRQ ratings for the change detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
Threat Detection with Change Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
MRQ 
MRQ results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on most 
subjective workload subscales, Manual, F(, 286) = 6.808, p = .001, ɳ2 = .045, Short-Term Memory, 
F(1.842, 263.379) = 10.311, p < .001, ɳ2 = .067, Spatial Attentive, F(1.842, 263.383) = 12.441, p < 
.001, ɳ2 = .080, Spatial Concentrative, F(2, 286) = 24.109, p < .001, ɳ2 = .144, Spatial Emergent, 
F(1.832, 261.928) = 19.280, p < .001, ɳ2 = .119, Spatial Positional, F(2, 286) = 7.661, p < .001, ɳ2 = 
.051, and Visual Temporal, F(2, 286) = 10.760, p < .001, ɳ2 = .070. Auditory Linguistic, Visual 
Lexical, and Vocal mental processes were not statistically significant (p > .005). As event rate 
increased, so did post-task workload ratings (Table 43; Figure 51). 
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Table 43 
Results of event rate manipulation on the MRQ of the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
MRQ Variables Low Medium High 
Manual 40.87a (28.04) 42.72 (27.63) 45.69a (29.35) 
Short-term Memory 58.88a (24.1) 61.35b (24.37) 64.39ab (25.59) 
Spatial Attentive 74.29a (20.2) 76.32b (18.8) 80.17ab (18.24) 
Spatial Concentrative 65.40a (23.38) 68.55a (22.6) 74.31a (21.88) 
Spatial Emergent 74.98a (20.74) 78.04a (16.69) 82.59a (16.07) 
Spatial Positional 69.39a (20.19) 72.26 (20.38) 74.54a (20.56) 
Visual Temporal 50.18a (26.85) 50.52b (27.51) 56.00ab (27.94) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 51. MRQ ratings for the threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
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Change Detection with Threat Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
MRQ 
MRQ results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on three 
subjective workload subscales, Spatial Concentrative, F(2, 284) = 5.373, p = .005, ɳ2 = .036, Spatial 
Emergent, F(1.903, 272.183) = 6.356, p = .002, ɳ2 = .043, and Visual Temporal, F(1.885, 269.596) = 
5.685, p = .005, ɳ2 = .038. Auditory Linguistic, Manual, Short-term Memory, Spatial Attentive, 
Spatial Positional, and Vocal mental processes were not statistically significant (p >. 005). As event 
rate increased, so did post-task workload ratings (Table 44; Figure 52). 
Table 44 
Results of event rate manipulation on the MRQ of the change detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
MRQ Variables Low Medium High 
Spatial Concentrative 67.22a (23.33) 68.75 (22.64) 71.51a (21.78) 
Spatial Emergent 76.72a (18.82) 77.13b (19.54) 80.61ab (17.28) 
Visual Temporal 49.93a (27.73) 50.76b (27.44) 54.47ab (27.49) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 52. MRQ ratings for the change detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
Physiological Measures 
The physiological measures were used to investigate their sensitivity to the established 
workload levels. All physiological results were analyzed as a difference from baseline unless 
otherwise noted.  
Threat Detection 
EEG 
EEG results revealed that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on many EEG 
variables, Alpha: F3, F(2, 284) = 13.686, p < .001, ɳ2 = .088, Fz, F(1.712, 243.152) = 5.093, p = 
.010, ɳ2 = .035, F4, F(2, 284) = 24.020, p < .001, ɳ2 = .145, C3, F(1.672, 237.443) = 29.430, p < 
.001,  ɳ2 = .172, C4, F(1.808, 256.737) = 7.825, p = .001, ɳ2 = .052, POz, F(1.692, 240.319) = 
9.567, p < .001, ɳ2 = .063, P4, F(2, 284) = 3.641, p = .028, ɳ2 = .025; Beta: F3, F(1.868, 265.186) = 
21.505, p < .001, ɳ2 = .132, Fz, F(1.555, 220.755) = 37.623, p < .001, ɳ2 = .209, F4, F(1.870, 
265.609) = 6.402, p = .002, ɳ2 = .043, C3, F(1.825, 259.129) = 17.729, p < .001, ɳ2 = .111, Cz, 
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F(1.876, 266.410) = 21.579, p < .001, ɳ2 = .132, C4, F(1.832, 260.108) = 7.576, p = .001, ɳ2 = .051, 
P3, F(1.661, 235.876) = 6.256, p = .004, ɳ2 = .042; Theta: F3, F(2, 284) = 8.169, p < .001, ɳ2 = 
.054, Fz, F(1.807, 256.555) = 17.703, p < .001, ɳ2 = .111, Cz, F(2, 284) = 17.720, p < .001, ɳ2 = 
.111, C4, F(1.872, 265.874) = 8.185, p < .001, ɳ2 = .054. The workload profile of EEG activity 
during the threat detection task is represented in Figure 53. There are nine graphs, each representing 
one level of task demand (from left to right: low, medium, or high) at one region of the brain (from 
top to bottom: frontal, central, or parietal). Within each graph are the three frequency bands of 
interest (alpha, beta, and theta) and each channel at the specified brain region (from left to right: X3, 
Xz, and X4).  
The EEG activity that significantly changed from baseline are represented in Table 45. The 
graph is separated into three main columns, each representing one band of frequency (alpha, beta, or 
theta). Within each frequency column are the three levels of task demand (low, medium, and high). 
The channel column represents the nine EEG sensors and location at the specified brain region. To 
read the graph, look at the frequency band. Then look down at the level of demand of interest. 
Below each demand level shows which other levels at the specified channel showed a significant 
change in activity. For instance, alpha activity at the low level of demand at channel F3 was 
significantly different than the high level activity in the same frequency band and channel. All the 
results trended in the same direction, which showed that increased change in activity was associated 
with increased task demand, except activity for Theta-F3 declined. 
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Figure 53. Workload profile of EEG results for the threat detection task. Each graph represents one level of task demand from left to right (low, medium, 
and high) and one brain region separated from top to bottom (frontal, central, and parietal). Within each graph are the three frequency bands of interest 
(alpha, beta, and theta) for each of the three channels at that region. Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided.. 
F3 Fz F4 F3 Fz F4 F3 Fz F4
Alpha (α) -986.332 (1279.606) 263.77 (1472.889) -680.177 (957.626) Alpha (α) -1037.61 (1289.55) 176.294 (1464.426) -730.39 (967.053) Alpha (α) -1111.467 (1358.347) 18.294 (1332.897) -815.152 (1018.843)
Beta (β) 22.097 (318.281) -1242.352 (1725.072) 65.954 (545.308) Beta (β) -35.254 (312.659) -1347.93 (1811.152) 29.716 (662.683) Beta (β) -85.005 (350.917) -1475.551 (1945.163) -26.39 (682.745)
Theta (θ) -75.322 (805.685) 11.696 (300.621) -31.357 (636.782) Theta (θ) -29.069 (879.83) -38.229 (303.032) 0.148 (671.223) Theta (θ) 87.048 (866.853) -89.982 (336.575) 33.413 (604.144)
C3 Cz C4 C3 Cz C4 C3 Cz C4
Alpha (α) -2048.865 (2784.582) 26.24 (2982.087) -749.345 (1148.297) Alpha (α) -2182.37 (2880.077) 24.005 (2682.28) -786.971 (1171.368) Alpha (α) -2345.759 (3035.285) 148.653 (2210.41) -851.621 (1181.952)
Beta (β) -46.079 (351.277) -1646.655 (2101.583) 137.531 (322.982) Beta (β) -104.466 (334.732) -1725.337 (2159.365) 92.727 (329.563) Beta (β) -148.86 (377.83) -1829.004 (2251.917) 63.581 (383.36)
Theta (θ) -168.725 (726.97) -52.84 (418.206) 100.722 (1075.468) Theta (θ) -179.382 (728.599) -103.954 (426.765) 226.039 (1386.368) Theta (θ) -108.805 (762.241) -155.123 (455.405) 351.59 (1247.545)
P3 POz P4 P3 POz P4 P3 POz P4
Alpha (α) -722.88 (1009.465) -2827.598 (4242.297) -566.629 (964.41) Alpha (α) -748.507 (1002.991) -2967.174 (4213.619) -590.133 (971.512) Alpha (α) -785.865 (1056.495) -3211.131 (4211.901) -635.082 (1009.013)
Beta (β) 56.919 (376.258) -458.063 (1871.395) 203.632 (559.142) Beta (β) 3.506 (340.794) -493.33 (1678.143) 175.492 (541.912) Beta (β) -28.317 (480.759) -596.262 (1234.083) 185.628 (854.811)
Theta (θ) -74.981 (569.412) 259.691 (1154.822) 81.303 (722.04) Theta (θ) -63.176 (586.279) 276.743 (1121.413) 199.37 (1094.19) Theta (θ) -10.633 (603.554) 201.734 (770.278) 355.9 (1791.752)
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Table 45 
EEG activity that significantly changed from baseline during threat detection task 
 Alpha Beta Theta 
Channel L M  H L M  H L M  H 
F3 H H L/M M/H L/H L/M H H L/M 
Fz H - L M/H L/H L/M M/H L/H L/M 
F4 M/H L/H L/M H - L - - - 
C3 M/H L/H L/M M/H L/H L/M - - - 
Cz - - - M/H L/H L/M M/H L/H L/M 
C4 H H L/M H H L/M H - L 
P3 - - - M/H L L - - - 
POz H H L/M - - - - - - 
P4 H - L - - - - - - 
(-) denotes a channel that did not capture significant changes in brain activity. All the results trended in the 
same direction, which showed that increased change in activity was associated with increased task demand, 
except activity for Theta_F3 declined. 
 
TCD 
TCD results indicate that the event rate manipulation did not have a significant main effect 
on CBFV (cm/s) between left and right hemispheres or at any level of demand of the threat 
detection task, (p > .05). 
fNIR  
fNIR results indicate that the event rate manipulation did have a significant main effect on 
frontal cortex blood oxygenation (%), F(2, 274) = 4.843, p = .009, ɳ2 = .034 (Table 46), but not 
between left and right hemispheres, (p > .05). Frontal cortex blood oxygenation (%) increased as 
event rate increased (Figure 54).  
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Table 46 
Results of event rate manipulation on frontal cortex blood oxygenation (%) during the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
fNIR Variables Low Medium High 
Mean left frontal rSO2 -1.99a (3.95) -2.16 (3.89) -2.34a (4.04) 
Mean right frontal rSO2 -1.66a (3.12) -1.79 (3.19) -1.91a (3.30) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of demand. Means 
designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with equivalent subscripts (p < 
.0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 54. Frontal cortex blood oxygenation during the threat 
detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard errors. 
 
ECG 
ECG results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on the 
dependent variables Average IBI, F(1.569, 222.803) = 10.495, p < .001, ɳ2 = .069, Average HR, 
F(1.621, 230.183) = 11.774, p < .001, ɳ2 = .077, and Average HRV, F(1.909, 271.135) = 32.057, p < 
.001, ɳ2 = .184. IBI increased, HR decreased, and HRV decreased as event rate increased (Table 47; 
Figures 55, 56, 57). 
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Table 47 
Results of event rate manipulation on cardiac activity during the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
ECG Variables Low Medium High 
Average IBI 31.11a (80.92) 39.67b (84.07) 57.41ab (87.78) 
Average HR -2.22a (8.47) -3.37b (8.63) -5.26ab (8.90) 
Average HRV 15.17a (51.12) 7.96a (47.63) -6.51a (46.69) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from 
means with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 55. Event rate manipulation on average IBI during the 
threat detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard 
errors. 
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Figure 56. Event rate manipulation on average HR during the 
threat detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard 
errors. 
 
 
Figure 57. Event rate manipulation on average HRV during the 
threat detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard 
errors. 
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Eye tracking 
Eye tracking results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on 
Number of Fixations, F(1.818, 247.315) = 5.707, p = .005, ɳ2 = .040, Number of Saccades, F(1.900, 
258.433) = 9.972, p < .001, ɳ2 = .068, Average Fixation Duration (seconds), F(1.885, 254.426) = 
7.009, p = .001, ɳ2 = .049, Square-NNI, F(1.890, 253.275) = 14.298, p < .001, ɳ2 = .096, and Convex 
Hull-NNI, F(1.790, 239.871) = 4.710, p = .013, ɳ2 = .034, but not Average ICA (p > .05). Number 
of Fixations increased, Number of Saccades decreased, Average Fixation Duration decreased, and 
both Square- and Convex-Hull-NNI increased as event rate increased (Table 48; Figures 58, 59, 60, 
61, 62). 
Table 48 
Results of event rate manipulation on ocular behavior during the threat detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Eye tracking Variables Low Medium High 
Average Number of Fixations 819.27a (147.65) 835.26 (160.54) 868.48a (199.4) 
Average Number of Saccades 4400.20ab (1202.99) 4195.92a (1098.78) 4001.22b (1307.18) 
Average Fixation Duration (sec) 0.231 (0.024) 0.234a (0.024) 0.229a (0.024) 
Square-NNI 0.012ab (0.132) 0.033a (0.123) 0.043b (0.129) 
Convex Hull-NNI 0.009a (0.129) 0.019 (0.12) 0.029a (0.131) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of demand. Means 
designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with equivalent subscripts (p < 
.0167 in each case). 
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Figure 58. Event rate manipulation on number of fixations during 
the threat detection task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 59. Event rate manipulation on number of saccades during 
the threat detection task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
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Figure 60. Event rate manipulation on average fixation duration 
during the threat detection task. Error bars in this figure 
represent standard errors. 
 
 
Figure 61. Event rate manipulation on square-NNI during the 
threat detection task. Error bars in this figure represent standard 
errors. 
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Figure 62. Event rate manipulation on convex hull-NNI during 
the threat detection task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
 
Change Detection 
EEG 
Results revealed that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on many EEG 
variables, Alpha: F3, F(1.819, 256.460) = 4.899, p =.010, ɳ2 = .034, F4, F(1.632, 230.096) = 8.086, p 
= .001, ɳ2 = .054, C3, F(1.711, 241.246) = 10.322, p < .001 ɳ2 = .068, POz, F(1.829, 257.822) = 
4.466, p = .015, ɳ2 = .031; Beta: F3, F(1.884, 265.666) = 4.064, p = .020, ɳ2 = .028, Fz, F(2, 282) = 
11.808, p < .001, ɳ2 = .077, C3, F(1.699, 239.590) = 3.311, p =.046, ɳ2 = .023, Cz, F(2, 282) = 5.765, 
p = .004, ɳ2 = .039. The workload profile of EEG activity during the change detection task is 
represented in Figure 63. There are nine graphs, each representing one level of task demand (from 
left to right: low, medium, or high) at one region of the brain (from top to bottom: frontal, central, 
or parietal). Within each graph are the three frequency bands of interest (alpha, beta, and theta) and 
each channel at the specified brain region (from left to right: X3, Xz, and X4). 
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The EEG activity that significantly changed from baseline are represented in Table 49. The 
graph is separated into three main columns, each representing one band of frequency (alpha, beta, or 
theta). Within each frequency column are the three levels of task demand (low, medium, and high). 
The channel column represents the nine EEG sensors and location at the specified brain region. To 
read the graph, look at the frequency band. Then look down at the level of demand of interest. 
Below each demand level shows which other levels at the specified channel showed a significant 
change in activity. For instance, alpha activity at the low level of demand at channel F3 was 
significantly different than the high level activity in the same frequency band and channel. All the 
results trended in the same direction, which showed that increased change in activity was associated 
with increased task demand. 
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Figure 63. Workload profile of EEG results for the change detection task. Each graph represents one level of task demand from left to right (low, 
medium, and high) and one brain region separated from top to bottom (frontal, central, and parietal). Within each graph are the three frequency bands of 
interest (alpha, beta, and theta) for each of the three channels at that region. Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided.. 
F3 Fz F4 F3 Fz F4 F3 Fz F4
Alpha (α) -805.471 (1297.906) 46.694 (1272.571) -540.629 (952.63) Alpha (α) -853.567 (1264.806) 73.393 (1227.183) -604.56 (905.904) Alpha (α) -910.62 (1306.129) -34.166 (1132.488) -672.746 (953.134)
Beta (β) 22.611 (369.406) -1043.106 (1766.589) 52.764 (542.092) Beta (β) 29.223 (313.331) -1087.613 (1789.927) 40.713 (564.171) Beta (β) -18.302 (326.156) -1252.149 (1833.138) 6.671 (535.16)
Theta (θ) 200.403 (1086.858) -17.589 (356.332) 138.668 (999.928) Theta (θ) 131.088 (773.153) -14.083 (386.565) 49.287 (506.291) Theta (θ) 259.22 (914.859) -56.93 (303.103) 124.904 (601.208)
C3 Cz C4 C3 Cz C4 C3 Cz C4
Alpha (α) -1826.43 (2886.225) 406.736 (3128.053) -631.346 (1176.038) Alpha (α) -1902.592 (2840.7) 119.603 (1699.291) -668.752 (1106.622) Alpha (α) -2059.077 (2907.655) 297.325 (1853.297) -718.515 (1176.419)
Beta (β) -63.138 (396.327) -1425.255 (2128.932) 98.231 (374.673) Beta (β) -65.863 (352.109) -1534.442 (2169.921) 110.675 (316.766) Beta (β) -104.894 (342.448) -1597.876 (2132.129) 82.199 (332.84)
Theta (θ) 70.612 (1168.452) -63.48 (481.459) 368.001 (1486.235) Theta (θ) -35.498 (658.192) -73.784 (453.85) 329.018 (948.067) Theta (θ) 23.264 (690.206) -97.202 (470.198) 495.673 (1477.548)
P3 POz P4 P3 POz P4 P3 POz P4
Alpha (α) -598.742 (1054.075) -2543.557 (3979.17) -511.578 (994.434) Alpha (α) -654.502 (1013.447) -2727.683 (3950.801) -544.456 (913.99) Alpha (α) -683.008 (1024.278) -2865.074 (3930.25) -581.004 (985.326)
Beta (β) 43.595 (433.837) -519.56 (1042.491) 99.204 (484.216) Beta (β) 27.016 (411.474) -538.738 (970.931) 113.595 (459.101) Beta (β) -11.548 (379.945) -584.19 (1014.878) 93.421 (519.971)
Theta (θ) 148.814 (1168.848) 66.58 (594.453) 227.43 (1159.968) Theta (θ) 37.155 (530.556) 120.161 (620.027) 192.89 (716.944) Theta (θ) 89.216 (566.401) 74.584 (589.467) 260.805 (911.058)
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Table 49 
EEG activity that significantly changed from baseline during change detection task 
 Alpha Beta Theta 
Channel L M  H L M  H L M  H 
F3 H - L - H M - - - 
Fz - - - H H L/M - - - 
F4 H H L/M - - - - - - 
C3 H H L/M  H M - - - 
Cz - - - H - L - - - 
C4 - - - - - - - - - 
P3 - - - - - - - - - 
POz H - L - - - - - - 
P4 - - - - - - - - - 
(-) denotes a channel that did not capture significant changes in brain activity. All the results trended in the 
same direction, which showed that increased change in activity was associated with increased task demand. 
 
TCD 
TCD results indicate that the event rate manipulation did not have a significant main effect 
on CBFV (cm/s) between left and right hemispheres or at any level of demand of the change 
detection task, (p > .05). 
fNIR 
fNIR results indicate that the event rate manipulation did not have a significant main effect 
on blood oxygenation (%) between left and right hemispheres or at any level of demand of the 
change detection task, (p > .05). 
ECG 
ECG results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on the 
dependent variables Average IBI, F(2, 282) = 4.253, p = .015, ɳ2 = .029, Average HR, F(2, 282) = 
4.999, p = .007, ɳ2 = .034, and Average HRV, F(2, 282) = 10.380, p < .001, ɳ2 = .069 Average IBI 
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increases, Average HR decreases, and Average HRV decreased as event rate increased (Table 50; 
Figures 64, 65 66). 
Table 50 
Results of event rate manipulation on cardiac activity during the change detection task 
 Level of Demand 
ECG Variables Low Medium High 
Average IBI 33.27 (87.32) 31.52a (81.2) 45.61a (80.89) 
Average HR -3.03 (9.92) -2.86a (9.33) -4.58a (8.84) 
Average HRV -4.14a (42.99) -0.40b (44.8) -12.73ab (46.98) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from 
means with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 64. Event rate manipulation on average IBI during the 
change detection task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
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Figure 65. Event rate manipulation on average HR during the 
change detection task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
 
 
Figure 66. Event rate manipulation on average HRV during the 
change detection task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
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Eye tracking 
Eye tracking results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on 
ICA, F(1.901, 260.369) = 5.272, p = .007, ɳ2 = .037. ICA increased as event rate increased. (Table 
51; Figure 67). Number of Fixations, Number of Saccades, Average Fixation Duration, and Square- 
and Convex Hull-NNI were not statistically significant (p > .05). 
Table 51 
Results of event rate manipulation on ICA during the change detection task 
 Level of Demand 
Eye tracking Variables Low Medium High 
Average ICA 0.005a (0.136) 0.017 (0.128) 0.027a (0.148) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with 
equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 67. Event rate manipulation on average ICA during the 
change detection task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors.  
 
Threat Detection with Change Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
EEG 
Results revealed that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on many EEG 
variables, Alpha: F3, F(1.709, 242.692) = 16.260, p < .001, ɳ2 = .103, F4, F(1.820, 258.430) = 18.193, 
p < .001, ɳ2 = .114, C3, F(1.741, 247.251) = 17.316, p < .001 ɳ2 = .109, C4, F(1.748, 248.247) = 
11.261, p < .001, ɳ2 = .073, POz, F(1.689, 239.783) = 6.564, p = .003, ɳ2 = .044, Beta: F3, F(1.872, 
265.816) = 5.510, p = .005, ɳ2 = .037, Fz, F(1.718, 243.904) = 20.923, p < .001, ɳ2 = .128, F4, 
F(1.904, 270.438) = 3.756, p = .027, ɳ2 = .026, Cz, F(1.756, 249.363) = 8.061, p = .001, ɳ2 = .054. 
The workload profile of EEG activity during the threat detection dual-task is represented in Figure 
68. There are nine graphs, each representing one level of task demand (from left to right: low, 
medium, or high) at one region of the brain (from top to bottom: frontal, central, or parietal). 
Within each graph are the three frequency bands of interest (alpha, beta, and theta) and each channel 
at the specified brain region (from left to right: X3, Xz, and X4).  
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The EEG activity that significantly changed from baseline are represented in Table 52. The 
graph is separated into three main columns, each representing one band of frequency (alpha, beta, or 
theta). Within each frequency column are the three levels of task demand (low, medium, and high). 
The channel column represents the nine EEG sensors and location at the specified brain region. To 
read the graph, look at the frequency band. Then look down at the level of demand of interest. 
Below each demand level shows which other levels at the specified channel showed a significant 
change in activity. For instance, alpha activity at the low level of demand at channel F3 was 
significantly different than the high level activity in the same frequency band and channel. All the 
results trended in the same direction, which showed that increased change in activity was associated 
with increased task demand. 
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Figure 68. Workload profile of EEG results for the threat detection dual-task. Each graph represents one level of task demand from left to right (low, 
medium, and high) and one brain region separated from top to bottom (frontal, central, and parietal). Within each graph are the three frequency bands of 
interest (alpha, beta, and theta) for each of the three channels at that region. Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided. 
F3 Fz F4 F3 Fz F4 F3 Fz F4
Alpha (α) -965.531 (1228.747) 48.179 (1180.862) -710.657 (909.343) Alpha (α) -1010.758 (1229.031) 66.187 (1291.372) -760.592 (923.262) Alpha (α) -1102.57 (1322.203) 50.645 (1356.891) -827.162 (997.675)
Beta (β) -5.132 (331.655) -1275.63 (1740.858) 2.69 (591.993) Beta (β) -29.242 (336.167) -1373.592 (1771.38) -23.851 (556.568) Beta (β) -67.84 (355.956) -1479.198 (1883.968) -57.874 (563.53)
Theta (θ) 180.128 (1041.12) -19.871 (364.3) 49.201 (530.476) Theta (θ) 170.325 (1009.798) -47.95 (345.466) 58.285 (626.812) Theta (θ) 169.416 (867.212) -57.316 (375.609) 51.569 (494.193)
C3 Cz C4 C3 Cz C4 C3 Cz C4
Alpha (α) -2143.258 (2871.703) 649.637 (5736.398) -732.433 (1105.559) Alpha (α) -2225.106 (2919.699) 341.8 (2024.818) -768.597 (1092.917) Alpha (α) -2346.95 (3006.451) 324.199 (1826.464) -842.5 (1179.909)
Beta (β) -84.192 (368.079) -1693.426 (2147.069) 95.85 (329.351) Beta (β) -101.384 (382.267) -1765.27 (2205.696) 95.059 (337.783) Beta (β) -102.472 (399.444) -1822.014 (2226.667) 61.128 (327.656)
Theta (θ) -70.924 (620.789) -93.065 (454.5) 426.571 (1200.964) Theta (θ) -67.137 (681.231) -115.697 (478.489) 413.719 (1179.557) Theta (θ) -47.239 (676.29) -107.379 (475.064) 437.403 (1182.632)
P3 POz P4 P3 POz P4 P3 POz P4
Alpha (α) -652.149 (1293.505) -2895.868 (4010.256) -594.19 (914.615) Alpha (α) -732.015 (1020.046) -3008.639 (4030.672) -611.664 (905.613) Alpha (α) -779.669 (1065.4) -3196.136 (4160.764) -660.555 (976.589)
Beta (β) 5.501 (408.795) -550.293 (999.647) 120.403 (571.821) Beta (β) -22.576 (385.8) -511.354 (1170.803) 136.89 (581.03) Beta (β) -25.885 (460.167) -594.453 (1171.166) 135.592 (644.253)
Theta (θ) 483.948 (5465.006) 135.743 (598.086) 230.928 (822.568) Theta (θ) 93.156 (984.804) 204.46 (759.887) 293.234 (996.221) Theta (θ) 52.966 (606.282) 183.908 (761.648) 256.504 (784.802)
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Table 52 
EEG activity that significantly changed from baseline during threat detection dual-task 
 Alpha Beta Theta 
Channel L M  H L M  H L M  H 
F3 H H L/M H - L - - - 
Fz - - - M/H L/H L/M - - - 
F4 M/H L/H L/M H - L - - - 
C3 M/H L/H L/M - - - - - - 
Cz - - - M/H L L - - - 
C4 H H L/M - - - - - - 
P3 - - - - - - - - - 
POz H H L/M - - - - - - 
P4 - - - - - - - - - 
(-) denotes a channel that did not capture significant changes in brain activity. All the results trended in the 
same direction, which showed that increased change in activity was associated with increased task demand. 
 
TCD 
TCD results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on CBFV 
(cm/s) between brain hemispheres, F(1, 107) = 4.824, p = .030, ɳ2 = .043 (Table 50). Further, the 
effects were also significant on CBFV (cm/s) between levels of task demand, F(1.880, 201.132) = 
5.275, p = .007, ɳ2 = .047, but none on the interaction between hemispheres and event rate (p > .05; 
Table 53). CBFV was higher on the left than the right hemisphere and showed the same decreasing 
trend in both hemispheres as task demand increased (Figure 69). 
Table 53 
Results of event rate manipulation on CBFV during the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
TCD Variables Low Medium High 
Mean left CBFV -1.76a (4.86) -1.49 (4.85) -1.03a (4.82) 
Mean right CBFV -0.54a (5.10) -0.40 (4.66) -0.091a (4.48) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with 
equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 69. Event rate manipulation on average CBFV during the 
threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
 
fNIR  
fNIR results indicate that the event rate manipulation did not have a significant main effect 
on blood oxygenation (%) between left and right hemispheres or at any level of demand of the 
threat detection dual-task, (p > .05). 
ECG 
ECG results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on the 
dependent variables Average IBI, F(2, 284) = 3.545, p = .030, ɳ2 = .024, Average HR, F(1.898, 
269.567) = 4.449, p = .014, ɳ2 = .030, and Average HRV, F(2, 284) = 8.089, p < .001, ɳ2 = .054. 
Average IBI increased, Average HR decreased, and Average HRV decreased as event rate increased 
(Table 54; Figures 70, 71, 72).  
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Table 54 
Results of event rate manipulation on cardiac activity during the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
ECG Variables Low Medium High 
Average IBI 29.84a (78.03) 42.96a (71.85) 42.41 (84.01) 
Average HR -2.71a (8.18) -4.36a (6.88) -4.12 (8.94) 
Average HRV -8.01a (47.41) -15.31a (44.95) -18.00 (48.69) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means 
with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 70. Event rate manipulation on average IBI during the 
threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
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Figure 71. Event rate manipulation on average HR during the 
threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
 
 
Figure 72. Event rate manipulation on average HRV during the 
threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
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Eye tracking 
Eye tracking results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on 
Number of Fixations, F(2, 274) = 4.372, p = .014, ɳ2 = .031, Number of Saccades, F(2, 274) = 
9.518, p < .001, ɳ2 = .065, Square-NNI, F(2, 268) = 26.148, p < .001, ɳ2 = .163, and Convex Hull-
NNI, F(2, 268) = 12.092, p < .001, ɳ2 = .083. Number of Fixations increased, Number of Saccades 
decreased, and Square- and Convex Hull-NNI both increased as event rate increased (Table 55; 
Figures 73, 74, 75, 76). Average Fixation Duration and Average ICA were not statistically significant 
(p > .05). 
Table 55 
Results of event rate manipulation on ocular behavior during the threat detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Eye tracking Variables Low Medium High 
Number of Fixations 834.12a (158.17) 840.12 (196.42) 876.59a (168.23) 
Number of Saccades 5235.21a (1379.6) 5050.58 (1399.55) 4827.76a (1259.06) 
Square-NNI -0.087a (0.125) -0.078b (0.116) -0.056ab (0.123) 
Convex Hull-NNI -0.091a (0.12) -0.084b (0.108) -0.067ab (0.113) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of demand. 
Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with equivalent 
subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
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Figure 73. Event rate manipulation on number of fixations during 
the threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
 
 
Figure 74. Event rate manipulation on number of saccades during 
the threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
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Figure 75. Event rate manipulation on square-NNI during the 
threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
 
 
Figure 76. Event rate manipulation on convex hull-NNI during 
the threat detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
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Change Detection with Threat Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
EEG 
Results revealed that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on many EEG 
variables, Alpha: F4, F(1.485, 215.327) = 4.332, p = .024, ɳ2 = .029, C3, F(2, 290) = 4.307, p = .014, 
ɳ2 = .029; Beta: Fz, F(2, 290) = 8.580, p < .001, ɳ2 = .056; Theta: C3, F(1.537, 222.937) = 4.549, p 
=.019, ɳ2 = .030. The workload profile of EEG activity during the change detection dual-task is 
represented in Figure 77. There are nine graphs, each representing one level of task demand (from 
left to right: low, medium, or high) at one region of the brain (from top to bottom: frontal, central, 
or parietal). Within each graph are the three frequency bands of interest (alpha, beta, and theta) and 
each channel at the specified brain region (from left to right: X3, Xz, and X4). 
The EEG activity that significantly changed from baseline are represented in Table 56. The 
graph is separated into three main columns, each representing one band of frequency (alpha, beta, or 
theta). Within each frequency column are the three levels of task demand (low, medium, and high). 
The channel column represents the nine EEG sensors and location at the specified brain region. To 
read the graph, look at the frequency band. Then look down at the level of demand of interest. 
Below each demand level shows which other levels at the specified channel showed a significant 
change in activity. For instance, alpha activity at the low level of demand at channel F3 was 
significantly different than the high level activity in the same frequency band and channel. All the 
results trended in the same direction, which showed that increased change in activity was associated 
with increased task demand, except activity for Theta-C3 decreased. 
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Figure 77. Workload profile of EEG results for the change detection dual-task. Each graph represents one level of task demand from left to right (low, 
medium, and high) and one brain region separated from top to bottom (frontal, central, and parietal). Within each graph are the three frequency bands of 
interest (alpha, beta, and theta) for each of the three channels at that region. Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided. 
F3 Fz F4 F3 Fz F4 F3 Fz F4
Alpha (α) -1010.447 (1309.304) 186.745 (1853.031) -710.132 (980.427) Alpha (α) -1003.413 (1328.541) 3.985 (1375.204) -697.513 (1130.957) Alpha (α) -1043.896 (1296.881) 69.186 (1417.31) -780.561 (998.901)
Beta (β) -12.181 (398.191) -1323.327 (1805.617) 16.622 (558.508) Beta (β) -37.657 (350.136) -1368.154 (1860.631) -9.753 (735.996) Beta (β) -36.829 (351.84) -1416.033 (1812.52) -32.319 (550.747)
Theta (θ) 79.223 (877.51) -45.541 (361.887) 64.027 (809.444) Theta (θ) 79.631 (735.212) -67.12 (350.878) 133.217 (1509.324) Theta (θ) 153.466 (742.53) -61.457 (353.903) 79.331 (588.048)
C3 Cz C4 C3 Cz C4 C3 Cz C4
Alpha (α) -2155.646 (2931.889) 530.147 (4132.562) -771.781 (1150.748) Alpha (α) -2175.391 (2961.113) 176.228 (1981.045) -751.85 (1174.154) Alpha (α) -2245.25 (2934.955) 256.174 (1824.82) -796.653 (1131.626)
Beta (β) -84.779 (431.026) -1537.652 (2713.866) 92.377 (383.614) Beta (β) -100.657 (392.503) -1716.788 (2194.303) 82.264 (347.541) Beta (β) -94.585 (427.938) -1749.446 (2197.405) 82.939 (317.698)
Theta (θ) -91.646 (733.971) -29.605 (1010.344) 338.333 (1211.604) Theta (θ) -88.798 (734.833) -130.296 (478.094) 360.718 (955.74) Theta (θ) -39.639 (712.332) -95.058 (515.493) 429.501 (955.129)
P3 POz P4 P3 POz P4 P3 POz P4
Alpha (α) -740.615 (1054.226) -2767.81 (4591.131) -598.759 (968.287) Alpha (α) -739.973 (1109.471) -3025.591 (4153.109) -577.112 (994.434) Alpha (α) -758.043 (1085.887) -3112.922 (4089.432) -614.635 (970.759)
Beta (β) 2.721 (488.91) -489.544 (1695.884) 140.457 (594.097) Beta (β) -32.778 (442.195) -568.83 (1080.715) 135.534 (587.207) Beta (β) 2.327 (476.985) -605.433 (1014.371) 136.125 (545.155)
Theta (θ) 3.905 (573.081) 213.629 (1087.468) 219.526 (771.033) Theta (θ) 17.704 (584.298) 167.06 (706.183) 273.345 (1032.522) Theta (θ) 66.725 (713.472) 161.917 (694.422) 346.228 (1130.053)
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Table 56 
EEG activity that significantly changed from baseline during change detection dual-task 
Channel Alpha Beta Theta 
 L M  H L M  H L M  H 
F3 - - - - - - - - - 
Fz - - - H - L - - - 
F4 H - L - - - - - - 
C3 H - L - - - H - L 
Cz - - - - - - - - - 
C4 - - - - - - - - - 
P3 - - - - - - - - - 
POz - - - - - - - - - 
P4 - - - - - - - - - 
(-) denotes a channel that did not capture significant changes in brain activity. All the results trended in the 
same direction, which showed that increased change in activity was associated with increased task demand, 
except activity for Theta_C3 decreased. 
 
TCD 
TCD results indicate that the event rate manipulation did not have a significant main effect 
on CBFV (cm/s) between left and right hemispheres or at any level of demand of the change 
detection dual-task, (p > .05). 
fNIR 
fNIR results indicate that the event rate manipulation did not have a significant main effect 
on blood oxygenation (%) between left and right hemispheres or at any level of demand of the 
change detection dual-task, (p > .05). 
ECG 
ECG results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on 
Average HRV, F(1.892, 274.347) = 4.184, p = .018, ɳ2 = .028, but not on Average IBI and HR (p > 
.05) (Table 57; Figure 78). 
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Table 57 
Results of event rate manipulation on cardiac activity during the change detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
ECG Variables Low Medium High 
Average HRV -8.19a (47.17) -11.63 (45.74) -15.38a (50.18) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of 
demand. Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from 
means with equivalent subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 78. Event rate manipulation on average HRV during the 
change detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
 
Eye tracking 
Eye tracking results indicate that the event rate manipulation had a significant main effect on 
Average Fixation Duration, F(2, 282) = 8.054, p < .001, ɳ2 = .054, and Convex Hull-NNI, F(2, 280) 
= 8.324, p < .001, ɳ2 = .056. Average Fixation Duration and Convex Hull-NNI both decreased as 
event rate increased (Table 58; Figures 79, 80). 
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Table 58 
Results of event rate manipulation on ocular behavior during the change detection dual-task 
 Level of Demand 
Eye tracking Variables Low Medium High 
Average Fixation Duration 0.223 (0.027) 0.219 (0.024) 0.217 (0.024) 
Convex Hull-NNI -0.073 (0.113) -0.084 (0.116) -0.093 (0.115) 
Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are provided for each level of demand. 
Means designated with subscripts are significantly different from means with equivalent 
subscripts (p < .0167 in each case). 
 
 
Figure 79. Event rate manipulation on average fixation duration 
during the change detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure 
represent standard errors. 
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Figure 80. Event rate manipulation on convex hull-NNI during 
the change detection dual-task. Error bars in this figure represent 
standard errors. 
Regressions 
Hierarchical 
Hierarchical multiple regression was used to assess the ability of subjective (ISA, TLX, & 
MRQ) and physiological measures (EEG, TCD, fNIR, ECG, & eye tracking) to predict 
performance. For all analyses, unless otherwise noted, an alpha level of .017 was used. Pairwise 
deletions were applied when necessary. Preliminary analyses were conducted to ensure no violation 
of the assumptions of normality, linearity, multicollineraity, and homoscedasticity. Based on the 
theoretical assumption that subjective workload measures are the most widely accepted assessments 
of workload, subjective measures entered at Step 1 included the ISA, TLX, and MRQ. To test for 
incremental variance accounted for by physiological measures, the variables entered at Step 2 
included Alpha, Beta, and Theta for each EEG channel, CBFV in the left and right hemisphere, 
oxygenation in the left and right hemisphere, HRV, HR, IBI, and ICA, average fixation duration, 
number of fixations, and number of saccades.  
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Performance for a single level of task demand was regressed on workload measures for all 
three levels of demand for that task, making a total of nine combinations for each task. For instance, 
the performance on the low level threat detection was regressed on the low, medium, and high 
workload level variables separately for that task. This allowed for the investigation of a universal 
predictor of workload across task and demand levels within each task. Specifically, regression 
addressed a holistic workload approach for predicting the most pertinent task success factor, 
performance. Results presented in tables represent those predictors that significantly contributed to 
the model. 
Threat detection 
Low event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Low event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to low 
event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the model was 
still not significant, (p > .017).  
Low event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to 
medium event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the 
model was still not significant, (p > .017). 
Low event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 21.3% of the variance in high 
event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 110) = 3.027, p < .001. After entry of 
physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model was increased to 32.8% 
when adjusted for shrinkage, F(55, 72) = 2.129, p = .001. In the final model, the following variables 
were included (Table 59). 
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Table 59 
Results of regressing high demand level threat detection performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .565 17, 110 .213    
Constant    92.508 2.859  
TLX_Frustration   -0.16 0.054 -.337 
Step 2 .787 55, 72 .328    
TLX_Frustration   -0.183 0.059 -.384 
EEG_Beta_C4   -0.014 0.006 -.541 
EEG_Beta_P4   0.027 0.013 .923 
EEG_Theta_C4   0.019 0.009 .804 
fNIR_Left rSO2   2.974 0.568 2.54 
fNIR_Right rSO2   -2.684 0.557 -2.334 
 
Medium event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Medium event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to 
low event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, (p > .017). After entry of physiological 
measures at Step 2, the model was still not significant, (p > .017). 
Medium event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to 
medium event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the 
model was still not significant, (p > .017). 
Medium event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 12.7% of the variance in 
high event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 111) = 3.027, p = .012. After entry 
of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model was increased to 
56.5% when adjusted for shrinkage, F(55, 73) = 4.027, p < .001. In the final model, the following 
variables were included (Table 60). 
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Table 60 
Results of regressing high demand level threat detection performance on medium demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .493  .127    
Constant    92.502 4.004  
TLX_Frustration   -0.143 0.068 -.298 
MRQ_Vocal   -0.23 0.101 -.26 
Step 2 .752  .565    
TLX_Physical Demand  -0.098 0.048 -.177 
TLX_Temporal Demand  0.171 0.066 .364 
TLX_Frustration   -0.21 0.054 -.438 
TLX_Performance   -0.109 0.042 -.199 
MRQ_Spatial Positional  -0.159 0.052 -.358 
MRQ_Visual Lexical   0.112 0.052 .206 
MRQ_Visual Temporal  0.117 0.055 .247 
EEG_Alpha_C3    .021 .008 1.201 
EEG_Alpha_P3    -.015 .007 -1.049 
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.025 .006 -1.125 
EEG_Beta_C3    -.007 .003 -.303 
EEG_Beta_C4    -.014 .005 -.518 
EEG_Beta_F3    .006 .003 .421 
EEG_Beta_P3    .020 .008 .675 
EEG_Theta_C3    -.024 .005 -1.340 
EEG_Theta_C4    .036 .008 1.666 
fNIR_Left rSO2   4.289 .460 3.666 
fNIR_Right rSO2   -3.916 .460 -3.350 
Average Fixation Duration  -89.175 41.766 -.196 
Number of Saccades     -0.003 0.001 -.273 
 
High event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 but did not significantly relate to low 
event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance 
explained by the model was 32.6% when adjusted for shrinkage, F(55, 65) = 2.056, p = .003. In the 
final model, the following variables were included (Table 61). 
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Table 61 
Results of regressing low demand level threat detection performance on high demand level workload variables 
 
R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B Β 
Step 2 .797 55, 65 .326    
Constant    96.517 40.702  
ISA    4.164 1.468 .329 
TLX_Physical Demand    -.094 .044 -.266 
TLX_Frustration    -.131 .056 -.352 
TLX_Effort    -.142 .054 -.398 
EEG_Alpha_P4    -.017 .007 -1.364 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.015 .006 -.778 
EEG_Theta_C4    .022 .009 1.404 
 
High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 but did not significantly relate to 
medium event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the 
model was still not significant, (p > .017). 
High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, explained 39.2% of the variance in 
high event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 102) = 5.512, p < .001. After entry 
of physiological measures at Step 2 the total variance explained by the model was increased to 48.3% 
when adjusted for shrinkage, F(55, 64) = 3.019, p = .001. In the final model, the following variables 
were included (Table 62). 
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Table 62 
Results of regressing high demand level threat detection performance on high demand level workload variables 
 
R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .692 17, 102 .392    
Constant    89.787 3.799  
TLX_Mental Demand    .128 .047 .321 
TLX_Performance    -.186 .051 -.367 
MRQ_Spatial Attentive    -.102 .044 -.280 
MRQ_Spatial Emergent    .175 .053 .373 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.178 .047 -.438 
Step 2 .850 55, 64 .483    
TLX_Mental Demand    .136 .056 .341 
MRQ_Spatial Emergent    .131 .059 .279 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.140 .054 -.343 
EEG_Theta_POz    -.023 .011 -1.287 
Left_CBFV    -.173 .075 -.220 
Number of Fixations    .013 .006 .264 
 
Change detection 
Low event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Low event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 17.8% of the variance in low 
event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 109) = 2.601, p = .001. After entry of 
physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model increased to 47.5% when 
adjusted for shrinkage, F(55, 71) = 3.073, p < .001. In the final model, the following variables were 
included (Table 63). 
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Table 63 
Results of regressing low demand level change detection performance on low demand level workload variables 
 
R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .537 17, 109 .178    
Constant    69.042 5.284  
TLX_Performance    -.257 .073 -.364 
Step 2 .839 55, 71 .475    
TLX_Performance    -.187 .071 -.266 
MRQ_Vocal    -.340 .133 -.272 
EEG_Alpha_Fz    .022 .010 1.331 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -0.022 0.011 -.748 
EEG_Beta_P3    .037 .013 .943 
EEG_Theta_F4    0.012 0.005 .909 
EEG_Theta_P4 
 
 
0.025 0.012 1.534 
Right_CBFV 
 
 
0.345 0.147 .231 
Oximeter_Right_rS02 
 
 
0.362 0.179 .232 
Average Fixation Duration 
 
 
250.392 56.048 .657 
Number of Saccades 
 
 
0.004 0.001 .468 
ICA      
33.75 9.389 .314 
 
Low event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 19.8% of the variance in 
medium event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 98) = 2.671, p = .001. After 
entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model increased to 
35.2% when adjusted for shrinkage, F(55, 60) = 2.138, p = .002. In the final model, the following 
variables were included (Table 64). 
Table 64 
Results of regressing medium demand level change detection performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .563 17, 98 .198    
Constant    68.818 5.022  
TLX_Performance    -.216 .068 -.350 
Step 2 .814 55, 60 .352    
Average Fixation Duration  210.025 63.496 .565 
ICA     22.960 10.266 .222 
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Low event rate subjective measures were entered at Step 1 explained 14.9% of the variance 
in high event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 109) = 2.296, p = .005. After 
entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model increased to 
24.3% when adjusted for shrinkage, F(55, 71) = 1.735, p = .015. In the final model, the following 
variables were included (Table 65). 
Table 65 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .513 17, 109 .149    
Constant    45.053 3.368  
TLX_Performance   -0.115 0.047 -.259 
Step 2 .757 55, 71 .243    
MRQ_Spatial Attentive  0.16 0.071 .364 
MRQ_Spatial Positional  -0.127 0.063 -.3 
EEG_Theta_F4   0.009 0.004 1.072 
Average Fixation Duration  146.303 42.167 .613 
Number of Saccades     0.003 0.001 .473 
 
Medium event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Medium event rate subjective measures were entered at Step 1 explained 14.9% of the 
variance in low event rate performance, F(17, 111) = 2.314, p = .017. After entry of physiological 
measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model increased to 29.4%, F(54, 73) = 1.967, 
p = .023. In the final model, the following variables were included (Table 66). 
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Table 66 
Results of regressing low demand level change detection performance on medium demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .512 17, 111 .149    
Constant    75.816 6.584  
TLX_Frustration   -0.123 0.061 -.206 
TLX_Performance   -0.208 0.068 -.279 
Step 2 .773 55, 73 .294    
TLX_Performance   -.164 .078 -.220 
EEG_Theta_C3    -.030 .011 -1.091 
Average Fixation Duration  139.115 53.303 .417 
ICA     22.109 10.862 .196 
 
Medium event rate subjective measures were entered at Step 1 explained 24.1% of the 
variance in medium event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 111) = 3.391, p < 
.001. After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model 
increased to 46.4% when adjusted for shrinkage, F(53, 73) = 3.014, p < .001. In the final model, the 
following variables were included (Table 67). 
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Table 67 
Results of regressing medium demand level change detection performance on medium demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .585 17, 111 .241    
Constant    68.175 5.512  
TLX_Frustration    -.129 .051 -.244 
TLX_Performance   -0.15 0.057 -.228 
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic   0.197 0.093 .238 
MRQ_Spatial Positional   0.147 0.069 .234 
MRQ_Visual Lexical   -0.162 0.065 -.261 
MRQ_Vocal    -0.312 0.129 -.244 
Step 2 .833 55, 73 .464    
Constant    52.820 20.918  
TLX_Performance    -.128 .060 -.193 
MRQ_Spatial Positional    .166 .075 .265 
MRQ_Vocal    -0.374 0.128 -.292 
Average HR     -.226 .099 -.225 
Average Fixation Duration   144.846 41.171 .490 
ICA      19.576 8.39 .196 
 
Medium event rate subjective measures were entered at Step 1 explained 12% of the variance 
in high event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 111) = 2.024, p = .015. After 
entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the model was no longer significant (p > .017). In the final 
model, the following variables were included (Table 68). 
 Table 68 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection performance on medium demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .486 17, 111 .12    
Constant    47.919 4.194  
TLX_Performance    -.095 .043 -.203 
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High event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly related to low 
event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance 
explained by the model was 32.1% when adjusted for shrinkage, F(55, 64) = 2.024, p = .003. In the 
final model, the following variables were included (Table 69). 
Table 69 
Results of regressing low demand level change detection performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 2 .797 55, 64 .321    
Average Fixation Duration  281.692 67.764 .670 
Number of Saccades  .005 .002 .466 
ICA     32.138 12.443 .277 
 
High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 14.9% of the variance in 
medium event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 103) = 2.236, p = .007.After 
entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model was 42.2% when 
adjusted for shrinkage, F(55, 65) = 2.591, p < .001. In the final model, the following variables were 
included (Table 70). 
Table 70 
Results of regressing medium demand level change detection performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .519 17, 103 .149    
Constant    54.577 7.523  
TLX_Frustration    -.139 .056 -.269 
Step 2 .834 55, 65 .422    
MRQ_Manual    .140 .068 .258 
EEG_Alpha_Cz    .024 .010 1.481 
Average Fixation Duration  247.371 54.404 .666 
ICA     21.411 10.066 .209 
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High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 20.2% of the variance in 
high event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 102) = 2.768, p = .001. After entry 
of physiological measures at Step 2 the total variance explained by the model was increased to 42.5% 
when adjusted for shrinkage, F(55, 64) = 2.597, p < .001. In the final model, the following variables 
were included (Table 71). 
Table 71 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .562 17, 110 .202    
Constant    39.115 5.219  
Step 2 .831 55, 72 .425    
MRQ_Spatial Attentive    .150 .071 .293 
EEG_Theta_POz    -.019 .007 -1.130 
Average Fixation Duration    167.474 39.115 .635 
Number of Saccades     .002 .001 .350 
 
Threat detection with change detection held constant (dual-task) 
Low event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Low event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to low 
event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the model was 
still not significant, (p > .017). 
Low event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to 
medium event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the 
model was still not significant (p > .017). 
Low event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to high 
event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the model was 
still not significant, (p > .017). 
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Medium event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Medium event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to 
low event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the model 
was still not significant, (p > .017). 
Medium event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to 
medium event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the 
model was still not significant, (p > .017). 
Medium event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to 
high event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the model 
was still not significant, (p > .017). 
High event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to low 
event rate performance, (p > .017).After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the model was 
still not significant, (p > .017). 
High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to low 
event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the model was 
still not significant (p > .017). 
High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to low 
event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the model was 
still not significant, (p > .017). 
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Change detection with threat detection held constant (dual-task) 
Low event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Low event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to low 
event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance 
explained by the model was 17.9% when adjusted for shrinkage, F(54, 74) = 1.516, p = .048. In the 
final model, the following variables were included (Table 72). 
Table 72 
Results of regressing low demand level change detection dual-task performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .442 17, 111 .073    
Constant    38.375 6.736  
TLX_Performance   -0.126 0.058 -.214 
MRQ_Spatial Concentrative  0.155 0.077 .241 
Step 2 .725 55, 72 .179    
TLX_Performance   -.148 .066 -.251 
EEG_Alpha_C3    -.052 .020 -2.416 
EEG_Theta_C3   0.021 0.008 1.074 
EEG_Theta_C4    -.022 .010 -.693 
EEG_Theta_F3   -0.013 0.007 -.959 
Average Fixation Duration    308.905 89.296 .561 
Number of Saccades     0.005 0.002 .466 
 
Low event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 9.1% of the variance in 
medium event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 111) = 1.758, p = .043. After 
entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model increased to 23% 
when adjusted for shrinkage, F(54, 74) = 1.706, p = .016. In the final model, the following variables 
were included (Table 73). 
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Table 73 
Results of regressing medium demand level change detection dual-task performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .461 17, 111 .091    
Constant    41.514 6.445  
Step 2 .745 54, 74 .230    
EEG_Alpha_C3   -0.04 0.019 -1.917 
EEG_Theta_C3   0.016 0.008 .852 
Average Fixation Duration  347.76 83.622 .654 
Number of Saccades     0.005 0.002 .489 
 
Low event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 23.2% of the variance in high 
event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 111) = 3.269, p < .001. After entry of 
physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model increased to 30.4% when 
adjusted for shrinkage, F(54, 74) = 2.037, p = .002. In the final model, the following variables were 
included (Table 74). 
Table 74 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection dual-task performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .578 17, 111 .232    
Constant    32.128 3.604  
TLX_Temporal Demand  -0.137 0.054 -.362 
TLX_Performance   -0.064 0.031 -.186 
MRQ_Visual Lexical   -0.105 0.045 -.259 
Step 2 .773 54, 74 .304    
TLX_Temporal Demand  -0.164 0.061 -.435 
TLX_Performance   -0.074 0.036 -.212 
Average Fixation Duration  189.787 48.309 .587 
Number of Saccades     0.002 0.001 .371 
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Medium event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Medium event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to 
low event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the model 
was still not significant, (p > .017). 
Medium event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 11.3% of the variance in 
medium event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 111) = 1.957, p =. 020. After 
entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model increased to 
29.6% when adjusted for shrinkage, F(54, 74) = 1.995, p = .003. In the final model the following 
variables were included (Table 75). 
Table 75 
Results of regressing medium demand level change detection dual-task performance on medium demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .48 17, 111 .113    
Constant    39.300 7.186  
Step 2 .77 54, 74 .296    
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic  -.270 .114 -.318 
EEG_Alpha_C3    -.030 .012 -1.776 
EEG_Alpha_C4    0.02 0.008 .998 
EEG_Alpha_F4    -.028 .011 -1.287 
EEG_Beta_C3    0.021 0.008 .920 
EEG_Theta_F4   0.007 0.003 .565 
Average Fixation Duration    368.594 82.706 .616 
Number of Saccades     0.005 0.001 .538 
 
Medium event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 16% of the variance in 
high event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 106) = 2.381, p = .004. After entry 
of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model increased to 36.9% 
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when adjusted for shrinkage, F(54, 69) = 2.330, p < .001. In the final model the following variables 
were included (Table 76). 
Table 76 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection dual-task performance on medium demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .526 17, 106 .160    
Constant    32.066 4.542  
TLX_Frustration   -.094 .039 -.276 
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic   -.159 .070 -.296 
Step 2 .804 54, 69 .369    
TLX_Frustration    -.103 .044 -.303 
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic  -.171 .070 -.319 
EEG_Beta_P0Z    -.030 .011 -1.386 
EEG_Beta_C4    -.012 .005 -.624 
EEG_Beta_P4   .027 .013 1.133 
Number of Fixations   .014 .006 .274 
Average Fixation Duration  158.572 45.828 .434 
Number of Saccades   .002 .001 .415 
ICA     19.556 7.945 .242 
 
High event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 13.6% of the variance in 
high event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 97) = 2.055, p = .15 (Table 77). 
After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the model was still not significant, (p > .017). 
Table 77 
Results of regressing low demand level change detection dual-task performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .515 17, 97 .136    
Constant    36.731 8.693  
MRQ_Spatial Attentive   .296 .114 .357 
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High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1, but did not significantly relate to 
medium event rate performance, (p > .017). After entry of physiological measures at Step 2, the 
model was still not significant, (p > .017). 
High event rate subjective measures entered at Step 1 explained 23.1% of the variance in 
high event rate performance when adjusted for shrinkage, F(17, 110) = 3.055, p < .001. After entry 
of physiological measures at Step 2, the total variance explained by the model increased to 27% 
when adjusted for shrinkage, F(54, 62) = 1.793, p = .013. In the final model the following variables 
were included (Table 78).  
Table 78 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection dual-task performance on high demand level workload variables  
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .587 17, 99 .231    
Constant       30.161 4.782   
TLX_Effort    .143 .058 .326 
Step 2 .781 54, 62 .270    
TLX_Temporal Demand    -.136 .066 -.328 
TLX_Effort    .183 .066 .416 
Average Fixation Duration    181.510 62.274 .504 
 
Stepwise 
Stepwise entry method (pin = .05, pout = .10) was used to assess the best combination of 
subjective (ISA, TLX, & MRQ) and physiological measures (EEG, TCD, fNIR, ECG, & eye 
tracking) to predict performance. For all analyses, unless otherwise noted, an alpha level of .017 was 
used. Pairwise deletions were applied when necessary. Preliminary analyses were conducted to 
ensure no violation of the assumptions of normality, linearity, multicollineraity, and 
homoscedasticity. 
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Performance for a single level of task demand was regressed on workload measures for all 
three levels of demand for that task, making a total of nine combinations for each task. Hence, the 
performance on the low level threat detection was regressed on the low, medium, and high workload 
level variables separately for that task. This allowed for the investigation of a universal predictor of 
workload across tasks, domains, and demand levels within in each task. 
Threat detection 
Low event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Low event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to low event rate performance, F(4, 123) = 7.323, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 79). 
Table 79 
Results of regressing low demand level threat detection performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df 
Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .288 1, 126 .075 
   Constant    59.759 4.542 
fNIR_Left rSO2    .242 .072 .288 
Step 2 .37 2, 125 .123    
Constant    63.373 4.608  
fNIR_Left rSO2    .210 .071 .250 
TLX_Frustration    -.080 .029 -.236 
Step 3 .407 3, 124 .166    
Constant    66.753 4.829  
fNIR_Left rSO2    .201 .070 .239 
TLX_Frustration    -.068 .029 -.199 
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.003 .001 -.175 
Step 4 .439 4, 123 .192    
Constant    65.824 4.793  
fNIR_Left rSO2    .193 .069 .230 
TLX_Frustration    -.092 .031 -.269 
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.003 .001 -.182 
TLX_Mental Demand       .056 .028 .177 
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Low event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to medium event rate performance F(2, 125) = 9.596, p < .001. In the final 
model the following variables were included (Table 80). 
Table 80 
Results of regressing medium demand level threat detection performance on low demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .297 1, 126 .081    
Constant    69.763 4.274  
fNIR_Right rSO2    .238 .068 .297 
Step 2 .365 2, 125 .119    
Constant    72.785 4.351  
fNIR_Right rSO2    .212 .067 .265 
TLX_Frustration     -.071 .028 -.214 
 
Low event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to high event rate performance F(4, 123) = 16.148, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 81). 
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Table 81 
Results of regressing high demand level threat detection performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .433 1, 126 .181    
Constant    93.064 1.224  
TLX_Frustration    -.206 .038 -.433 
Step 2 .47 2, 125 .209    
Constant    79.150 6.091  
TLX_Frustration    -.192 .038 -.403 
fNIR_Left rSO2    .218 .094 .186 
Step 3 .565 3, 124 .303    
Constant    78.105 5.721  
TLX_Frustration    -.186 .036 -.390 
fNIR_Left rSO2    2.081 .448 1.777 
fNIR_Right rSO2    -1.862 .439 -1.620 
Step 4 .587 4, 123 .323    
Constant    76.564 5.685  
TLX_Frustration    -.218 .038 -.459 
fNIR_Left rSO2    2.246 .448 1.919 
fNIR_Right rSO2    -2.038 .441 -1.773 
TLX_Mental Demand       .077 .036 .174 
 
Medium event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to low event rate performance F(3, 125) = 7.490, p < .001. In the final model the 
following variables were included (Table 82). 
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Table 82 
Results of regressing low demand level threat detection performance on medium demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .293 1, 127 .079       
Constant    59.446 4.522  
fNIR_Left rSO2    .246 .071 .293 
Step 2 .352 2, 126 .11    
Constant    63.220 4.728  
fNIR_Left rSO2    .240 .070 .286 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.003 .001 -.195 
Step 3 .39 3, 125 .132    
Constant    64.902 4.741  
fNIR_Left rSO2    .226 .070 .269 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.003 .001 -.176 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -0.067 0.033 -.171 
 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to medium event rate performance F(2, 126) = 8.285, p < .001. In the final 
model the following variables were included (Table 83). 
 Table 83 
Results of regressing medium demand level threat detection performance on medium demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .290 1, 127 .077    
Constant    69.883 4.332  
fNIR_Right rSO2   0.236 0.069 .29 
Step 2 .341 2, 126 .102    
Constant    71.692 4.356  
fNIR_Right rSO2   .226 .068 .278 
MRQ_Visual Lexical   -0.068 0.032 -.179 
 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to high event rate performance F(4, 124) = 13.928, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 84). 
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Table 84 
Results of regressing high demand level threat detection performance on medium demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .37 1, 127 .130       
Constant    93.243 1.374  
TLX_Frustration    -0.177 .040 -.370 
Step 2 .432 2, 126 .174    
Constant    76.672 6.127  
TLX_Frustration    -0.169 .039 -.352 
fNIR_Left rSO2    0.261 .094 .223 
Step 3 .534 3, 125 .269    
Constant    77.222 5.766  
TLX_Frustration    -0.154 .037 -.321 
fNIR_Left rSO2    2.018 .431 1.725 
fNIR_Right rSO2    -1.791 0.430 -1.533 
Step 4 .557 4, 124 .288    
Constant    71.676 6.277  
TLX_Frustration    -0.175 .037 -.365 
fNIR_Left rSO2    2.106 .427 1.801 
fNIR_Right rSO2    -1.861 0.426 -1.593 
MRQ_ Spatial Emergent       0.076 .036 .164 
 
High event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
High event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to low event rate performance F(4, 122) = 8.498, p < .001. In the final model the 
following variables were included (Table 85). 
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Table 85 
Results of regressing low demand level threat detection performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .315 1, 124 .092       
Constant    59.678 4.150  
fNIR_Left rSO2    0.244 .066 .315 
Step 2 .386 2, 123 .135    
Constant    62.33 4.168  
fNIR_Left rSO2    0.226 .065 .291 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -0.086 .032 -.224 
Step 3 .431 3, 122 .166    
Constant    66.079 4.439  
fNIR_Left rSO2    0.219 .064 .282 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -0.08 .031 -.211 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -0.004 0.002 -.193 
Step 4 .467 4, 121 .192    
Constant    63.384 4.487  
fNIR_Left rSO2    0.228 .063 .294 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -0.083 .031 -.218 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -0.005 0.002 -.246 
EEG_Theta_C4       0.003 .001 .187 
 
High event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to medium event rate performance F(5, 45) = 8.304, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 86). 
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Table 86 
Results of regressing medium demand level threat detection performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .411 1, 49 .152       
Constant    86.646 1.070  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.158 .050 -.411 
Step 2 .536 2, 48 .258    
Constant    81.309 2.137  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.137 .047 -.356 
ICA     14.874 5.260 .349 
Step 3 .599 3, 47 .318    
Constant    96.263 6.858  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.148 .046 -.386 
ICA    13.208 5.096 .310 
Average Fixation Duration    -61.417 26.878 -.271 
Step 4 .643 4, 46 .363    
Constant    96.371 6.626  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.174 .046 -.454 
ICA    12.087 4.952 .283 
Average Fixation Duration    -68.521 26.189 -.302 
MRQ_Manual    .053 .025 .246 
Step 5 .693 5, 45 .422    
Constant    97.595 6.332  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.173 .044 -.450 
ICA    13.213 4.741 .310 
Average Fixation Duration    -63.125 25.049 -.278 
MRQ_Manual    .070 .025 .324 
TLX_Temporal Demand    -.072 .030 -.271 
 
High event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to high event rate performance F(3, 122) = 22.646, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 87). 
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Table 87 
Results of regressing high demand level threat detection performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .527 1, 125 .272    
Constant    94.811 1.239  
fNIR_Left rSO2    -.316 .046 -.527 
Step 2 .577 2, 124 .322    
Constant    95.931 1.245  
fNIR_Left rSO2    -0.246 0.049 -.410 
TLX_Frustration    -.140 .044 -.263 
Step 3 .597 3, 123 .340    
Constant    102.953 3.576  
fNIR_Left rSO2    -.235 .049 -.391 
TLX_Frustration    -0.149 0.043 -.280 
EEG_Beta_Fz       -.150 .072 -.152 
 
Change detection 
Low event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Low event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to low event rate performance F(4, 122) = 12.834, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 88). 
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Table 88 
Results of regressing low demand level change detection performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .418 1, 125 .168    
Constant    73.756 2.285  
TLX_Performance    -.295 .057 -.418 
Step 2 .493 2, 124 .231    
Constant    56.197 5.683  
TLX_Performance    -.248 .057 -.351 
Number of Fixations    .020 .006 .270 
Step 3 .523 3, 123 .256    
Constant    65.834 7.036  
TLX_Performance    -.242 .056 -.343 
Number of Fixations    .016 .006 .208 
EEG_Beta_POz    -.007 .003 -.185 
Step 4 .544 4, 122 .273    
Constant    50.665 10.312  
TLX_Performance    -.226 .056 -.319 
Number of Fixations    .017 .006 .223 
EEG_Beta_POz    -.006 .003 -.173 
Average Fixation Duration       58.538 29.388 .154 
 
Low event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to medium event rate performance F(8, 118) = 14.048, p < .001. In the final 
model the following variables were included (Table 89). 
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Table 89 
Results of regressing medium demand level change detection performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .415 1, 125 .165       
Constant    39.869 4.427  
Number of Fixations    .028 .005 .415 
Step 2 .52 2, 124 .258    
Constant    15.284 7.336  
Number of Fixations    .029 .005 .426 
Average Fixation Duration    105.722 25.941 .313 
Step 3 .585 3, 123 .327    
Constant    18.581 7.045  
Number of Fixations    .028 .005 .419 
Average Fixation Duration    113.297 24.797 .335 
EEG_Theta_F3    -0.003 0.001 -.271 
Step 4 .627 4, 122 .373    
Constant    28.916 7.544  
Number of Fixations    .024 .005 .360 
Average Fixation Duration    100.946 24.252 .299 
EEG_Theta_F3    -0.003 0.001 -.249 
TLX_Performance    -.147 .046 -.234 
Step 5 65 5, 121 .399    
Constant    31.329 7.450  
Number of Fixations    .023 .005 .347 
Average Fixation Duration    100.694 23.747 .298 
EEG_Theta_F3    -0.003 0.001 -.229 
TLX_Performance    -.126 .046 -.201 
MRQ_Vocal    -.198 .079 -.179 
Step 6 .669 6, 120 .421    
Constant    30.800 7.315  
Number of Fixations    .023 .005 .339 
Average Fixation Duration    108.684 23.550 .322 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.007 .002 -.640 
TLX_Performance    -.127 .045 -.203 
MRQ_Vocal    -0.229 0.079 -.207 
EEG_Theta_C3    0.006 0.002 .445 
Step 7 .685 7, 119 .439    
Constant    37.489 7.819  
Number of Fixations    .020 .005 .298 
Average Fixation Duration    104.252 23.271 .309 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.007 .002 -.632 
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TLX_Performance    -.128 .045 -.205 
MRQ_Vocal    -.209 .078 -.188 
EEG_Theta_C3    0.006 0.002 .486 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -0.004 0.002 -.163 
Step 8 .698 8, 118 .453    
Constant    28.201 8.957  
Number of Fixations    0.019 0.005 .279 
Average Fixation Duration    125.471 25.209 .371 
EEG_Theta_F3    -0.007 0.002 -.662 
TLX_Performance    -.122 .044 -.195 
MRQ_Vocal    -.223 .077 -.201 
EEG_Theta_C3    .006 .002 .501 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.004 .002 -.154 
ICA    14.350 7.027 .150 
 
Low event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to high event rate performance F(6, 120) = 10.320, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 90). 
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Table 90 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .343 1, 125 .111       
Constant    45.220 1.089  
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.194 .048 -.343 
Step 2 .454 2, 124 .193    
Constant    50.802 1.828  
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.181 .045 -.320 
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.005 .001 -.298 
Step 3 .505 3, 123 .236    
Constant    53.260 1.977  
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.142 .046 -.251 
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.005 .001 -.280 
TLX_Performance    -0.103 0.036 -.233 
Step 4 .539 4, 122 .268    
Constant    42.115 4.856  
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.129 .046 -.228 
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.005 .001 -.272 
TLX_Performance    -0.094 0.036 -.214 
Average Fixation Duration    46.346 18.519 .194 
Step 5 .56 5, 121 .285    
Constant    41.956 4.798  
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.140 .045 -.246 
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.004 .002 -.212 
TLX_Performance    -0.087 0.035 -.198 
Average Fixation Duration    50.326 18.403 .211 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.001 .001 -.164 
Step 6 .583 6, 120 .307    
Constant    32.408 6.413  
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.116 .046 -.205 
EEG_Beta_Fz    -0.003 0.002 -.159 
TLX_Performance    -.073 .035 -.166 
Average Fixation Duration    55.465 18.267 .232 
EEG_Theta_F3    -0.001 0.001 -.18 
Number of Fixations       0.009 0.004 .182 
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Medium event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures into the regression significantly 
related to low event rate performance, F(7, 121) = 11.083, p < .001. In the final model the following 
variables were included (Table 91). 
Table 91 
Results of regressing low demand level change detection performance on medium demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .355 1, 127 .119       
Constant    72.682 2.409  
TLX_Performance    -.264 .062 -.355 
Step 2 .446 2, 126 .187    
Constant    52.383 6.406  
TLX_Performance    -.281 .060 -.377 
Average Fixation Duration    90.612 26.770 .272 
Step 3 .501 3, 125 .234    
Constant    35.571 8.432  
TLX_Performance    -.257 .059 -.345 
Average Fixation Duration    93.686 26.008 .281 
Number of Fixations    0.019 0.007 .231 
Step 4 .550 4, 124 .280    
Constant    40.409 8.328  
TLX_Performance    -.262 .057 -.352 
Average Fixation Duration    98.184 25.251 .295 
Number of Fixations    0.019 0.006 .230 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.004 .001 -.226 
Step 5 .581 5, 123 .311    
Constant    47.316 8.585  
TLX_Performance    -.255 .056 -.342 
Average Fixation Duration    87.991 25.030 .264 
Number of Fixations    0.018 0.006 .213 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.004 .001 -.226 
TLX_Physical Demand    -.134 .053 -.191 
Step 6 .604 6, 122 .334    
Constant    55.411 9.147  
TLX_Performance    -.235 .056 -.315 
Average Fixation Duration    86.151 24.620 .258 
Number of Fixations    .014 .006 .166 
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EEG_Theta_F3    -.003 .001 -.212 
TLX_Physical Demand    -0.146 0.052 -.208 
EEG_Beta_P4    -0.006 0.003 -.176 
Step 7 .625 7, 121 .355    
Constant    53.592 9.034  
TLX_Performance    -.229 .055 -.308 
Average Fixation Duration    90.266 24.290 .271 
Number of Fixations    .013 .006 .160 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.005 .001 -.324 
TLX_Physical Demand    -.153 .051 -.218 
EEG_Beta_P4    -0.008 0.003 -.24 
EEG_Theta_P4       0.007 0.003 .207 
 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures into the regression significantly 
related to medium event rate performance, F(5, 123) = 15.777, p < .001. In the final model the 
following variables were included (Table 92). 
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Table 92 
Results of regressing medium demand level change detection performance on medium demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .314 1, 127 .092    
Constant    27.273 4.133  
Average Fixation Duration    65.667 17.589 .314 
Step 2 .446 2, 126 .186    
Constant    30.831 4.014  
Average Fixation Duration    71.186 16.707 .341 
TLX_Performance    -.148 .037 -.317 
Step 3 .510 3, 125 .243    
Constant    34.925 4.075  
Average Fixation Duration    72.493 16.122 .347 
TLX_Performance    -.140 .036 -.300 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.004 .001 -.249 
Step 4 .547 4, 124 .276    
Constant    39.063 4.291  
Average Fixation Duration    66.097 15.954 .317 
TLX_Performance    -.133 .035 -.286 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.005 .001 -.274 
TLX_Physical Demand    -.088 .034 -.200 
Step 5 .569 5, 123 .296    
Constant    40.683 4.297  
Average Fixation Duration    68.100 15.757 .326 
TLX_Performance    -.137 .035 -.293 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.004 .001 -.248 
TLX_Physical Demand    -.086 .033 -.196 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.002 .001 -.161 
 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to high event rate performance F(5, 123) = 11.782, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 93). 
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Table 93 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection performance on medium demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .314 1, 127 .092    
Constant    27.273 4.133  
Average Fixation Duration    65.667 17.589 .314 
Step 2 .446 2, 126 .186    
Constant    30.831 4.014  
Average Fixation Duration    71.186 16.707 .341 
TLX_Performance    -.148 .037 -.317 
Step 3 .510 3, 125 .243    
Constant    34.925 4.075  
Average Fixation Duration    72.493 16.122 .347 
TLX_Performance    -.140 .036 -.300 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.004 .001 -.249 
Step 4 .547 4, 124 .276    
Constant    39.063 4.291  
Average Fixation Duration    66.097 15.954 .317 
TLX_Performance    -.133 .035 -.286 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.005 .001 -.274 
TLX_Physical Demand    -.088 .034 -.200 
Step 5 .569 5, 123 .296    
Constant    40.683 4.297  
Average Fixation Duration    68.100 15.757 .326 
TLX_Performance    -.137 .035 -.293 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.004 .001 -.248 
TLX_Physical Demand    -.086 .033 -.196 
EEG_Theta_F3       -.002 .001 -.161 
 
High event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
High event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to low event rate performance, F(8, 119) = 9.021, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 94). 
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Table 94 
Results of regressing low demand level change detection performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .266 1, 126 .063       
Constant    38.127 8.499  
Average Fixations Duration    113.604 36.736 .266 
Step 2 .372 2, 125 .138    
Average Fixations Duration    113.492 35.510 .265 
Number of Fixations    .025 .008 .261 
Step 3 .432 3, 124 .167    
Constant    24.584 10.448  
Average Fixations Duration    116.732 34.658 .273 
Number of Fixations    .024 .008 .253 
TLX_Performance    -.167 .061 -.220 
Step 4 .465 4, 123 .191    
Average Fixations Duration    202.112 52.226 .473 
Number of Fixations    .017 .008 .179 
TLX_Performance    -.185 .061 -.244 
Number of Saccades       .003 .001 .274 
Step 5 .514 5, 122 .234    
Average Fixations Duration    268.860 56.158 .629 
Number of Fixations    .014 .008 .151 
TLX_Performance    -.200 .060 -.264 
Number of Saccades       .004 .001 .360 
ICA    26.636 9.523 .243 
Step 6 .545 6, 121 .262    
Constant    -49.307 20.007  
Average Fixations Duration    269.021 55.093 .629 
Number of Fixations    .014 .008 .153 
TLX_Performance    -.209 .059 -.276 
Number of Saccades       .004 .001 .371 
ICA    28.536 9.376 .260 
fNIR_Right rSO2    .289 .121 .185 
Step 7 .570 7, 120 .285    
Constant    -47.457 19.713  
Average Fixations Duration    282.803 54.594 .661 
Number of Fixations    .013 .008 .136 
TLX_Performance    -.189 .058 -.250 
Number of Saccades       .004 .001 .380 
ICA    29.394 9.238 .268 
fNIR_Right rSO2    .268 .119 .171 
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EEG_Theta_F3    -.003 .001 -.170 
Step 8 .556 6, 121 .275    
Constant    -48.010 19.848  
Average Fixations Duration    312.158 51.944 .730 
TLX_Performance    -.197 .059 -.260 
Number of Saccades    .005 .001 .463 
ICA       31.226 9.235 .285 
fNIR_Left rSO2    .265 .120 .169 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.003 .001 -.182 
Step 9 .591 7, 120 .311    
Average Fixations Duration    292.690 51.143 .684 
TLX_Performance    -.201 .057 -.266 
Number of Saccades    .005 .001 .438 
ICA       31.296 9.002 .285 
fNIR_Left rSO2    .242 .117 .154 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.003 .001 -.194 
HRV    -.069 .026 -.204 
Step 10 .614 8, 119 .336    
Average Fixations Duration    309.046 50.716 .723 
TLX_Performance    -.204 .056 -.270 
Number of Saccades    .005 .001 .436 
ICA       30.642 8.845 .279 
fNIR_Left rSO2    .244 .115 .156 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.006 .002 -.429 
HRV    -.067 .025 -.196 
EEG_Theta_F4    .006 .002 .289 
 
High event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to medium event rate performance F(7, 120) = 14.137, p < .001. In the final 
model the following variables were included (Table 95). 
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Table 95 
Results of regressing medium demand level change detection performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .389 1, 126 .144       
Constant    28.012 7.203  
Average Fixation Duration    147.368 31.132 .389 
Step 2 .499 2, 125 .237    
Constant    34.857 7.012  
Average Fixation Duration    135.583 29.549 .357 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.177 .044 -.314 
Step 3 .568 3, 124 .306    
Average Fixation Duration    136.822 28.177 .361 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.156 .042 -.278 
Number of Fixations    0.023 0.006 .274 
Step 4 .613 4, 123 .355    
Constant    19.138 8.315  
Average Fixation Duration    148.125 27.377 .391 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.161 .041 -.287 
Number of Fixations    0.021 0.006 .252 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.003 .001 -.234 
Step 5 .639 5, 122 .385    
Average Fixation Duration    143.466 26.808 .378 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.160 .040 -.284 
Number of Fixations    0.021 0.006 .247 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.003 .001 -.250 
ISA    3.039 1.161 .183 
Step 6 .657 6, 121 .404    
Average Fixation Duration    139.930 26.433 .369 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -0.149 0.039 -.265 
Number of Fixations    .019 .006 .229 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.003 .001 -.232 
ISA    2.942 1.144 .178 
EEG_Beta_C4    -0.005 0.002 -.156 
Step 7 .672 7, 120 .420    
Average Fixation Duration    151.321 26.640 .399 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -0.141 0.039 -.251 
Number of Fixations    .020 .006 .245 
EEG_Theta_F3    -.006 .002 -.463 
ISA    2.757 1.132 .166 
EEG_Beta_C4    -0.005 0.002 -.178 
EEG_Theta_Fz    0.002 0.001 .275 
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High event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to high event rate performance F(6, 121) = 13.324, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 96). 
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Table 96 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .387 1, 126 .143    
Constant    18.705 5.093  
Average Fixation Duration    103.689 22.011 .387 
Step 2 .481 2, 125 .219    
Constant    23.122 5.011  
Average Fixation Duration    96.085 21.118 .359 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.114 .031 -.287 
Step 3 .540 3, 124 .274    
Constant    25.551 4.887  
Average Fixation Duration    100.895 20.406 .377 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.103 .030 -.259 
EEG_Alpha_P4    -.003 .001 -.248 
Step 4 .581 4, 123 .316    
Constant    33.370 5.442  
Average Fixation Duration    93.107 19.986 .347 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.088 .030 -.221 
EEG_Alpha_P4    -.003 .001 -.251 
HRV    -.047 .016 -.221 
Step 5 .606 5, 122 .342    
Constant    36.331 5.482  
Average Fixation Duration    94.250 19.619 .352 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.082 .029 -.206 
EEG_Alpha_P4    -.002 .001 -.229 
HRV    -.050 .016 -.233 
TLX_Performance    -.083 .035 -.175 
Step 6 .631 6, 121 .368    
Constant    31.081 5.777  
Average Fixation Duration    91.194 19.262 .340 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.083 .029 -.209 
EEG_Alpha_P4    -.002 .001 -.222 
HRV    -.048 .015 -.227 
TLX_Performance    -.093 .034 -.196 
TLX_Effort    .087 .035 .176 
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Threat detection with change detection held constant (dual-task) 
Low event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Low event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression, but only 
physiological variables were significantly related to low event rate performance F(2, 124) = 6.398, p 
= .002. In the final model the following variables were included (Table 97). 
Table 97 
Results of regressing low demand level threat detection dual-task performance on low demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .244 1, 125 .052    
Constant    76.658 1.794  
EEG_Beta_C4    -0.005 0.002 -.244 
Step 2 .306 2, 124 .079    
Constant    84.586 4.073  
EEG_Beta_C4    -.004 .002 -.234 
Right_CBFV   -0.168 0.078 -.185 
 
Low event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to medium event rate performance F(2, 124) = 6.570, p = .002. In the final 
model the following variables were included (Table 98). 
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Table 98 
Results of regressing medium demand level threat detection dual-task performance on low demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .208 1, 125 .036    
Constant    90.470 4.605  
Right_CBFV    -.222 .093 -.208 
Step 2 .273 2, 124 .059    
Constant    95.327 5.131  
Right_CBFV    -.221 .092 -.207 
MRQ_Short-term Memory     -.239 -.083 .041 
Step 2 .334 3, 123 .090    
Right_CBFV    88.740 5.822  
MRQ_Short-term Memory    -.199 .091 -.186 
TLX_Mental Demand    -.120 .043 -.255 
      
Low event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression equation, 
but only subjective variables were significantly related to high event rate performance F(2, 124) = 
6.051, p = .003. In the final model the following variables were included (Table 99). 
Table 99 
Results of regressing high demand level threat detection dual-task performance on low demand level 
workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .235 1, 125 .048    
Constant    87.267 1.549  
TLX_Performance    -.097 .036 -.235 
Step 2 .298 2, 124 .074    
Constant    88.470 1.627  
TLX_Performance    -.093 .036 -.224 
MRQ_Visual Lexical     -.070 .033 -.184 
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Medium event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to low event rate performance F(3, 122) = 5.298, p = .002. In the final model the 
following variables were included (Table 100). 
Table 100 
Results of regressing low demand level threat detection dual-task performance on medium demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .222 1, 124 .042       
Constant    76.291 1.822  
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.004 .002 -.222 
Step 2 .284 2, 123 .066    
Constant    84.314 4.299  
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.004 .002 -.232 
ISA    -2.285 1.112 -.178 
Step 3 .34 3, 122 .094    
Constant    81.543 4.422  
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.004 .002 -.243 
ISA    -3.346 1.199 -.261 
TLX_Temporal Demand       0.098 0.045 .203 
 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression, but 
only physiological variables were significantly related to medium event rate performance F(2, 123) = 
7.227, p = .001. In the final model the following variables were included (Table 101). 
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Table 101 
Results of regressing medium demand level threat detection dual-task performance on medium demand level 
workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .232 1, 124 .045    
Constant    90.768 4.252  
Right_CBFV    -.229 .086 -.232 
Step 2 .324 2, 123 .091    
Constant    69.349 9.067  
Right_CBFV    -.239 .084 -.241  
Average Fixation Duration     99.183 37.323 .227 
 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to high event rate performance, F(2, 123) = 7.120, p = .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 102). 
Table 102 
Results of regressing high demand level threat detection dual-task performance on medium demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .248 1, 124 .054    
Constant    85.565 1.028  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.088 .031 -.248 
Step 2 .322 2, 123 .089    
Constant    88.410 1.554  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.088 .030 -.249 
EEG_Alpha_F4     -.002 .001 -.206 
 
High event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
High event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression, but only 
physiological variables were significantly related to low event rate performance, F(2, 123) = 4.567, p 
= .012.. In the final model the following variables were included (Table 103). 
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Table 103 
Results of regressing low demand level threat detection dual-task performance on high demand level 
workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .194 1, 124 .030       
Constant    75.926 1.898  
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.004 .002 -.194 
Step 2 .263 2, 123 .054    
Constant    83.149 3.998  
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.004 .002 -.199 
Left_CBFV    -.148 .072 -.178 
 
High event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression, but only 
physiological variables were significantly related to medium event rate performance F(2, 123) = 
5.445, p = .005. In the final model the following variables were included (Table 104). 
Table 104 
Results of regressing medium demand level threat detection dual-task performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .207 1, 124 .035       
Constant    55.608 10.327  
Average Fixation Duration    110.557 47.002 .207 
Step 2 .285 2, 123 .066    
Constant    64.061 10.817  
Average Fixation Duration    115.765 46.288 .216 
Right_CBFV    -.198 .087 -.197 
 
High event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to high event rate performance F(2, 123) = 5.862, p = .004. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 105). 
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Table 105 
Results of regressing high demand level threat detection dual-task performance on high demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .226 1, 124 .043    
Constant    87.335 1.629  
EEG_Alpha_F4    -0.003 0.001 -.226 
Step 2 .295 2, 123 .072    
Constant    88.87 1.748  
EEG_Alpha_F4    -.003 .001 -.230 
MRQ_Visual Lexical     -0.073 0.033 -.190 
 
Change detection with threat detection held constant (dual-task) 
Low event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Low event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to low event rate performance F(4, 122) = 8.336, p < .001. In the final model the 
following variables were included (Table 106). 
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Table 106 
Results of regressing low demand level change detection dual-task performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .306 1, 127 .086    
Constant    16.71 7.073  
Number of Fixations    0.03 0.008 .306 
Step 2 .382 2, 126 .132    
Constant    22.731 7.225  
Number of Fixations    0.03 0.008 .303 
TLX_Performance    -0.135 0.049 -.229 
Step 3 .428 3, 125 .163    
Number of Fixations    0.03 0.008 .307 
TLX_Performance    -0.137 0.048 -.232 
MRQ_Spatial Concentrative    0.124 0.052 .193 
Step 4 .460 4, 124 .187    
Constant    16.897 7.94  
Number of Fixations    0.028 0.008 .283 
TLX_Performance    -0.133 0.047 -.225 
MRQ_Spatial Concentrative    0.147 0.052 .230 
MRQ_Visual Lexical       -0.121 0.057 -.176 
 
Low event rate subjective and physiological measures were entered into the regression 
significantly related to medium event rate performance, F(5, 123) = 9.407, p < .001. In the final 
model the following variables were included (Table 107). 
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 Table 107 
Results of regressing medium demand level change detection dual-task performance on low demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .250 1, 127 .055       
Constant    51.989 3.886  
Average Fixation Duration    -.077 .026 -.250 
Step 2 .333 2, 126 .097    
Constant    26.036 10.626  
HRV    -.078 .026 -.252 
Average Fixation Duration    116.897 44.695 .220 
Step 3 .460 3, 125 .193    
Constant    -39.356 19.204  
HRV    -.064 .025 -.207 
Average Fixation Duration    293.200 61.097 .551 
Number of Saccades    0.005 0.001 .461 
Step 4 .498 4, 124 .223    
Constant    -46.368 19.052  
Average Fixation Duration    312.402 60.433 .587 
Number of Saccades    0.006 0.001 .526 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.133 .055 -.200 
Step 5 .526 5, 123 .247    
Constant    -42.698 18.830  
Average Fixation Duration    316.457 59.528 .595 
Number of Saccades    0.005 0.001 .514 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.126 .054 -.190 
TLX_Performance       -.098 .044 -.171 
 
Low event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to high event rate performance, F(7, 121) = 12.968, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 108). 
Table 108 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection dual-task performance on low demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .361 1, 127 .124       
Constant    33.444 1.512  
TLX_Frustration    -.119 .027 -.361 
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Step 2 .445 2, 126 .185    
Constant    34.764 1.513  
TLX_Frustration    -.101 .027 -.308 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.107 .033 -.265 
Step 3 .492 3, 125 .223    
Constant    38.136 1.939  
TLX_Frustration    -.101 .026 -.308 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.102 .032 -.253 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -0.003 0.001 -.210 
Step 4 .538 4, 124 .267    
Constant    33.937 2.376  
TLX_Frustration    -.122 .026 -.371 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.117 .032 -.288 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -0.004 0.001 -.236 
MRQ_ Spatial Concentrative    .088 .030 .235 
Step 5 .569 5, 123 .296    
Constant    36.063 2.479  
TLX_Frustration    -.081 .031 -.247 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.117 .031 -.288 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -0.004 0.001 -.223 
MRQ_ Spatial Concentrative    .117 .032 .311 
TLX_Temporal Demand    -.093 .038 -.247 
Step 6 .602 6, 122 .331    
Constant    22.539 5.569  
TLX_Frustration    -.078 .030 -.239 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -0.111 0.030 -.274 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.004 .001 -.247 
MRQ_ Spatial Concentrative    .114 .031 .303 
TLX_Temporal Demand    -0.099 0.037 -.263 
Average Fixation Duration    63.91 23.705 .198 
Step 7 .646 7, 121 .383    
TLX_Frustration    -.073 .029 -.222 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -0.131 0.030 -.324 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.003 .001 -.201 
MRQ_ Spatial Concentrative    .101 .030 .269 
TLX_Temporal Demand    -.093 .035 -.245 
Average Fixation Duration    143.698 32.79 .444 
Number of Saccades    0.002 0.001 .353 
Step 8 .662 8, 120 .401    
TLX_Frustration    -0.046 0.031 -.139 
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.132 .029 -.327 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -0.003 0.001 -.192 
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MRQ_ Spatial Concentrative    .092 .030 .245 
TLX_Temporal Demand    -.092 .035 -.243 
Average Fixation Duration    148.801 32.388 .460 
Number of Saccades    .002 .001 .353 
TLX_Performance    -.059 .027 -.169 
Step 9 .655 7, 121 .396    
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -0.138 0.029 -.341 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -0.003 0.001 -.184 
MRQ_ Spatial Concentrative    0.088 0.03 .235 
TLX_Temporal Demand    -0.117 0.031 -.309 
Average Fixation Duration    153.064 32.418 .473 
Number of Saccades    0.002 0.001 .361 
TLX_Performance       -0.075 0.025 -.215 
 
Medium event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to low event rate performance, F(4, 124) = 7.219, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 109). 
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Table 109 
Results of regressing low demand level change detection dual-task performance on medium demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .278 1, 127 .070       
Constant    23.668 5.732  
Number of Fixations    0.022 .007 .278 
Step 2 .348 2, 126 .106    
Number of Fixations    0.022 .007 .286 
MRQ_ Spatial Attentive    0.157 .064 .206 
Step 3 .400 3, 125 .139    
Constant    18.06 7.954  
Number of Fixations    0.019 .007 .249 
MRQ_ Spatial Attentive    0.18 .063 .236 
EEG_Beta_C4    -0.007 0.003 -.206 
Step 4 .435 4, 124 .163    
Constant    22.548 8.127  
Number of Fixations    0.017 .007 .222 
MRQ_ Spatial Attentive    0.172 .062 .226 
EEG_Beta_C4    -0.006 0.003 -.196 
MRQ_ Visual Lexical       -0.118 .056 -.174 
 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to medium event rate performance, F(6, 122) = 9.013, p < .001. In the final 
model the following variables were included (Table 110). 
Table 110 
Results of regressing medium demand level change detection dual-task performance on medium demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .311 1, 127 .090       
Constant    21.525 5.482  
Number of Fixations    .023 .006 .311 
Step 2 .383 2, 126 .133    
Number of Fixations    .023 .006 .300 
Average Fixation Duration    133.765 49.304 .224 
Step 3 .427 3, 125 .163    
Constant    -38.243 17.687  
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Number of Fixations    .012 .008 .164 
Average Fixation Duration    251.266 69.828 .420 
Number of Saccades    .003 .001 .300 
Step 4 .406 2, 126 .152    
Constant    -44.916 17.328  
Average Fixation Duration    302.748 62.796 .506 
Number of Saccades    .004 .001 .424 
Step 5 .463 3, 125 .196    
Average Fixation Duration    276.985 61.838 .463 
Number of Saccades    .004 .001 .406 
HRV    -.067 .024 -.225 
Step 6 .503 4, 124 .229    
Constant    -25.402 17.464  
Average Fixation Duration    270.131 60.612 .451 
Number of Saccades    .004 .001 .406 
HRV    -.066 .023 -.221 
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.167 .066 -.196 
Step 7 .527 5, 123 .249    
Average Fixation Duration    265.797 59.859 .444 
Number of Saccades    .004 .001 .410 
HRV    -.068 .023 -.229 
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.173 .065 -.204 
MRQ_Spatial Concentrative    .102 .049 .159 
Step 8 .554 6, 122 .273    
Average Fixation Duration    261.352 58.910 .437 
Number of Saccades    .004 .001 .397 
HRV    -.069 .023 -.231 
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.176 .064 -.208 
MRQ_Spatial Concentrative    .169 .057 .265 
TLX_Temporal Demand    -.138 .061 -.201 
 
Medium event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to high event rate performance F(5, 123) = 12.418, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 111). 
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Table 111 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection dual-task performance on medium demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .351 1, 127 .116       
Constant    30.513 .994  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.139 .033 -.351 
Step 2 .447 2, 126 .187    
Constant    19.307 3.361  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.121 .032 -.305 
Number of Fixations    .013 .004 .281 
Step 3 .500 3, 125 .232    
Constant    24.819 3.785  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.117 .031 -.294 
Number of Fixations    .011 .004 .240 
EEG_Beta_C4    -.004 .002 -.228 
Step 4 .542 4, 124 .271    
Constant    28.614 3.934  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.097 .031 -.245 
Number of Fixations    .010 .004 .222 
EEG_Beta_C4    -.004 .001 -.214 
TLX_Frustration    -.073 .026 -.217 
Step 5 .579 5, 123 .308    
Constant    22.248 4.465  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.093 .030 -.235 
Number of Fixations    .010 .003 .225 
EEG_Beta_C4    -.005 .001 -.245 
TLX_Frustration    -.084 .026 -.249 
MRQ_Spatial Emergent    .094 .034 .209 
 
High event rate variables predicting low, medium, and high performance 
High event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression 
significantly related to low event rate performance F(3, 123) = 8.192, p < .001. In the final model the 
following variables were included (Table 112). 
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Table 112 
Results of regressing low demand level change detection dual-task performance on high demand level workload variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .272 1, 126 .067       
Constant    45.643 1.736  
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.237 .075 -.272 
Step 2 .381 2, 125 .116    
Constant    52.484 2.939  
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.228 .073 -.261 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.007 .002 -.237 
Step 3 .407 3, 124 .145    
Constant    40.496 5.997  
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.224 .072 -.257 
EEG_Beta_Cz    -.007 .002 -.241 
MRQ_Spatial Attentive    0.152 0.067 .187 
 
High event rate subjective and physiological measures entered into the regression equation 
significantly related to medium event rate performance, F(5, 122) = 8.932, p < .001. In the final 
model the following variables were included (Table 113). 
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Table 113 
Results of regressing medium demand level change detection dual-task performance on high demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .335 1, 126 .105       
Constant    54.968 3.642  
HRV    -.104 .026 -.335 
Step 2 .413 2, 125 .157    
Constant    22.982 11.341  
HRV    -.103 .025 -.333 
Average Fixation Duration    146.824 49.467 .242 
Step 3 .461 3, 124 .194    
Constant    27.184 11.213  
HRV    -.100 .025 -.324 
Average Fixation Duration    138.513 48.494 .228 
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -0.173 0.067 -.206 
Step 4 .492 4, 123 .217    
HRV    -.099 .024 -.321 
Average Fixation Duration    136.497 47.782 .225 
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -0.169 0.066 -.201 
TLX_Effort    .121 .056 .172 
Step 5 .518 5, 122 .238    
HRV    -.094 .024 -.304 
Average Fixation Duration    125.478 47.449 .207 
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -0.161 0.066 -.192 
TLX_Effort    .160 .058 .227 
TLX_Frustration    -.096 .046 -.172 
 
High event rate subjective and physiological measures were entered into the regression 
significantly related to high event rate performance F(4, 123) = 11.935, p < .001. In the final model 
the following variables were included (Table 114). 
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Table 114 
Results of regressing high demand level change detection dual-task performance on high demand level workload 
variables 
 R df Adjusted 
R2 
B SE B β 
Step 1 .326 1, 126 .099       
Constant    30.222 .993  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.113 .029 -.326 
Step 2 .413 2, 125 .157    
Constant    34.388 1.647  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.100 .028 -.290 
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.004 .001 -.256 
Step 3 .453 3, 124 .186    
Constant    37.395 2.071  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.090 .028 -.261 
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.004 .001 -.245 
TLX_Performance    -.070 .030 -.189 
Step 4 .501 4, 123 .227    
Constant    20.246 6.550  
MRQ_Visual Lexical    -.079 .028 -.230 
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.004 .001 -.247 
TLX_Performance    -.082 .030 -.222 
Average Fixation Duration    80.745 29.339 .219 
Step 5 .533 5, 122 .255    
Constant    21.124 6.440  
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.004 .001 -.251 
TLX_Performance    -.091 .029 -.246 
Average Fixation Duration    82.386 28.807 .223 
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.117 .049 -.228 
Step 6 .529 4, 123 .256    
Constant    20.517 6.401  
EEG_Beta_Fz    -.004 .001 -.259 
TLX_Performance    -.097 .029 -.261 
Average Fixation Duration    85.774 28.547 .232 
MRQ_Auditory Linguistic    -.143 .039 -.280 
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DISCUSSION OF STUDY 2 
In order to most easily understand the many variables and findings for this experiment, the 
discussion first includes an interpretation of each dependent variable with an accompany explanation 
for the findings. After investigating the use of subjective and objective measures of workload to 
identify a universal and comprehensive measure or set of measures, based on the present study, it 
can only be concluded that not one or a set of measures exists. Arguably, it is not to say that one will 
never be conceived and developed, but at this time, one does not reside in the psychometric catalog. 
Instead, it appears that a more suitable approach is to customize a set of workload measures based 
on the task.  
Proceeding is a description of the utility of the regression results in terms of workload 
profiles. Consistency found within the regression outputs for the change detection task suggests that 
workload predictors of variation in performance are task dependent. Further, a single predictor 
might not be sufficient, and therefore a combination of variables might be more effective. Following 
is a synthesized report of what all of this output means for the measurement of workload. The 
discussion concludes with future research recommendations. 
Manipulation Checks 
A manipulation check first conducted ensured the levels of demands still elicited the same 
effects on subjective and performance workload measures. The effects remained consistent with 
Study 1, which allowed for the addition of physiological measures to investigate the physical state of 
the body at each distinct level of demand. In general, inconsistency between physiological measures 
and between subjective measures suggests that further investigation is required to better understand 
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the relationship of all these measures for investigating workload. The task manipulations were 
standardized against the TLX because of its widespread acceptance as a workload measure. Future 
studies should investigate standardizing these task manipulations against other subjective or 
physiological workload measures to see if the findings of the present study remain consistent. Also, 
to evaluate whether these findings are task and domain specific, the same methodology should be 
applied to two theoretically different tasks in an entirely different domain. 
Threat Detection 
MRQ 
The MRQ was found to be sensitive to all levels of threat detection task demand. Going 
beyond the diagnostic ability of the ISA and TLX, the MRQ was able to identify the load on specific 
resources. Unlike the ISA and TLX, the MRQ was derived from the multiple resource theory and 
designed to identify influences on resources that would otherwise go undetected by the other two 
subjective measures. Based on the ratings of the MRQ, the threat detection requires a high demand 
on spatial processing, with the demand on spatial attentive, concentrative, emergent, and positional 
processing. 
The MRQ was originally validated with 17-items, but investigators are encouraged to remove 
items that are irrelevant to the task or add items that might identify other loads on resources (Boles, 
Bursk, Phillips, & Perdelwitz, 2007). The present study deemed seven items irrelevant to the task, 
and thus removed. The items remained if they identified any portion of the task, even if the portion 
was simply answering the questionnaires. For instance, the vocal process item was included, 
although the only time the participants’ voice was required during the task was to answer the ISA 
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prompt. Of the ten items used, the only three items that were not statistically significant were the 
auditory linguistic, visual lexical, and vocal process. These three items were specifically added to 
identify the processing required to answer the questionnaires and results indicate that these were not 
affected by the task manipulation. Hence, the MRQ was sensitive at capturing the effects of task 
manipulation on workload associated with the threat detection task itself without interference from 
responses to online- and post-task subjective workload measures. These results support the use of 
the MRQ as a sensitive and diagnostic measure of threat detection workload manipulated by event 
rate and, more generally, provides evidence for multiple resource theory. 
On the other hand, deleting items from the MRQ increases the chances of missing an effect 
of task demand on a specific mental process. Of the seven items removed from the questionnaire 
for the present study, the facial figural process might provide insight into an explanation for the 
performance-workload dissociation that was found for the threat detection task. The results of the 
present study suggest that the content might have influenced the participants’ performance by acting 
on emotional processing. The facial figural process item aims to identify any demands related to 
recognizing emotions on faces using the sense of vision. The purpose of threat detection task was to 
identify threats, not to recognize emotions, hence the removal of this item. Yet, emotions might 
have played an important role. Therefore, a new item should be added, such as visual emotional 
process, which requires assessing whether or not the task demanded use of emotional processing 
presented through the sense of vision. If this additional item does find evidence for emotional 
processing, the multiple resource theory might require expansion to include emotional processing 
unless it were explained as being a part of an existing resource pool. 
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EEG 
 The EEG measured statistically significant brain activity in all three measured regions. 
Significant activity found in the frontal lobe showed increased task demands were associated with 
increased alpha and beta at all three channels and theta at the frontal midsagittal channel, but theta 
decreased in the frontal left hemisphere. Compared to the change detection task, the threat detection 
task might require strategic planning when performing surveillance. Higher-order processing is 
associated with the frontal cortex.  
The parietal cortex also showed a host of significant EEG activity within the three frequency 
bands. The threat detection task not only required strategic planning, but also required fine motor 
response to successfully detect and identify a moving target. The motor strip is located within the 
parietal cortex of the brain. This region is also associated in part with visuospatial processing. 
Increased alpha in the left and right hemispheres, beta at all three channels, and theta at the parietal 
midsagittal channel indicated increased task demand, while theta showed a decrease in the right 
central parietal.  
The occipital lobe showed some significant alpha and beta activity, but not nearly as much as 
the other two regions. This region is highly associated with visual processing. The threat detection 
task was visual and the targets were presented in a three-dimensional atmosphere requiring use of 
visual and spatial abilities. Increased alpha at the posterior midsagittal and right hemisphere and beta 
posterior left hemisphere indicated increased task demand. 
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TCD 
The TCD was insensitive to capturing changes in CBFV during the threat detection task. 
The task demands might not have required a change in blood flow velocity that was detectable by 
this measure.  
fNIR 
The fNIR was sensitive to measuring changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin 
in the frontal cortex. Both left and right hemisphere blood oxygenation percentage levels increased 
with increased task demands. As stated above, the task might have required high-order processing 
associated with the frontal cortex, hence an increase in oxygenated hemoglobin in this area would 
support cognitive processing. 
ECG 
 The ECG was sensitive to changes in cardiac activity associated with varying demand during 
the threat detection task. It has been argued that ECG is more sensitive to physical workload (Hart 
& Wickens, 1990), but the threat detection task required little physical demand as was indicated by 
the subjective ratings. Therefore, the findings are more likely to reflect effortful information 
processing. 
HR increased with increased task demand. The literature suggests that increasing task 
demand is expected to require more cognitive processing. From a physiological perspective, these 
resources can be in the form of oxygenated hemoglobin. Therefore, increased task demands should 
increase HR, directly increasing blood flow to the regions that necessitate resources. IBI decreased 
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with increased task demand. This finding is associated with increasing HR, which would naturally 
lead to an decrease in the time between heartbeats.HRV also increased with increased task demand. 
This measure has typically been associated with mental workload in comparison to the other ECG 
measures (Mulder & Mulder, 1981; Veltman & Gaillard, 1996; Wilson, Fullenkamp, & Davis, 1994; 
Roscoe, 1992, 1993). Support for this relationship provides further validation for its use as a 
workload measure.  
Eye Tracking 
Eye tracking was very sensitive to capturing ocular behavior related to changes in task 
demand. The number of fixations increased as task demand increased. Combined with decreased 
number of saccades, it is no surprise that the increased number of potential threats led to this result 
because this increase in the number of events would typically require more visual scanning. The 
average fixation duration decreased because less time was required to identify a threat. This supports 
the proposed argument of the homogenized background stated in the discussion of Study 1. The 
presence of noise (i.e. friendly soldiers and civilians) allowed simultaneous comparison, therefore 
less saccadic movement and fixation duration were needed to visually scan and identify targets in a 
densely filled environment. The task itself might have also led to this result. The window of activity 
was only a portion of the entire screen and signals were only on two sides of the road within the 
tasking environment, so fixation might have increased along these two paths, reducing the amount 
on longer eye movements required to scan the tasking environment. 
It is interesting that the ICA was insensitive to capturing workload associated with event rate 
for the threat detection task when this measure was developed and validated to specifically assess 
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cognitive workload through eye tracking. The preferred method uses head-mounted eye trackers, but 
the present study used desk-mounted cameras and therefore might have led to the lack of precision 
(Palinko, Kun, Shyrokov, Heeman, 2010).  
Both NNI indexes found similar trends. As task demand increased, square- and convex hull-
NNI both became more random. At the low level of task demand, participants had more time to 
observe the display elements, leading to less random eye movements. At the high level, less 
clustering suggested that increased random patterns jumped around only to areas that were needed 
to perform the task. 
Change Detection 
MRQ 
The MRQ was found to be sensitive to all levels of change detection task demand, but not 
between low and medium task demand. Although the MRQ was able to identify loads on specific 
resources, it was not as sensitive as the ISA and TLX at capturing distinct levels of workload for the 
change detection task. Based on the ratings of the MRQ, the change detection requires a high 
demand on spatial processing, with demand on spatial attentive, concentrative, emergent, and 
positional processing, as well as on short-term memory. 
Fortunately, similar to the threat detection task, of the ten items used, the only two items 
that were not statistically significant were the auditory linguistic and vocal process. The visual lexical 
was statistically significant, but its effects were minor compared to the other items of the 
questionnaire. Therefore, the MRQ was sensitive at capturing the effects of task manipulation on 
workload associated with the change detection task itself without interference from processing 
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responses to online- and post-task subjective workload measures. These results support the use of 
the MRQ as a sensitive and diagnostic measure of change detection workload manipulated by event 
rate and adds more evidence to support multiple resource theory. 
EEG 
The EEG showed statistically significant brain activity in all three measured regions, but not 
nearly as much as the threat detection task. Most significant activity was found in the frontal lobe, 
which showed increased task demands were associated with increased alpha left and right 
hemispheres, and beta frontal midsagittal and left hemisphere activity Compared to the threat 
detection task, the change detection task might also require higher-order processing when 
performing surveillance. Not only did participants have to identify and report the detection of a 
change, they also had to identify the type of change, theoretically imposing more demand on 
cognitive processing, such as working memory or encoding and retrieval on information. 
The parietal cortex also showed significant EEG activity within the alpha and beta frequency 
bands. The change detection task not only required strategic planning, but also required fine motor 
response to successfully detect and identify icon behavior, similar to the threat detection task. 
Specifically, activity was concentrated in the left central hemisphere, with beta activity also in the 
parietal midsagittal channel. The left hemisphere controls the motor functioning of the right side of 
the body, therefore the fact that all participants were required to be predominantly right-handed 
might account for these results. 
The occipital lobe showed significant alpha activity at the posterior midsagittal channel. This 
dorsal stream is associated with spatial processing. The change detection task was visual and the 
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targets were presented in a two-dimensional atmosphere requiring use of visual abilities. Compared 
to the threat detection task, more activity was found in the parietal cortex for that task because of 
the difference in target types. The change detection targets were simple, single colored icons, but the 
threat detection targets were people (i.e. enemy soldiers), which are more visual complex figures that 
might carry emotional ties. Hence, less activity was found in the occipital cortex during the change 
detection task. Once again, to support resource theories, a reduction in EEG activity at increasing 
task demand suggests fatigue in this area.  
TCD 
The TCD was insensitive to capturing changes in CBFV during the change detection task. 
The task demands might not have required a change in blood flow velocity that was detectable by 
this measure.  
fNIR 
The fNIR was insensitive to measuring changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated 
hemoglobin in the frontal cortex during the change detection task. The task demands might not 
have required a change in frontal cortex oxygenated hemoglobin that was detectable by this measure.  
ECG 
The ECG was sensitive to capture changes in cardiac activity associated with varying 
demand during the change detection task. It has been argued that ECG is more sensitive to physical 
workload, but along the same argument for the threat detection task, the change detection task 
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required little physical demand as was indicated by the subjective ratings. Therefore, the findings are 
more likely to reflect effortful information processing.  
A notable point to make is that the same statistically significant trends were found for HR, 
HRV, and IBI for both the threat and change detection task. Increased HR and HRV, and decreased 
IBI indicated increased task demand. The demands of two theoretically different based tasks elicited 
the same physiological state as measured by the ECG. When viewed together, the results of these 
ECG measures for both tasks begins to provide support to the inquiry of the possibility that a 
physiological sensor is both a universal and comprehensive measure of workload. Universal in the 
sense of applicability across tasks and domains and comprehensive in the sense of being able to 
detect distinct workload differences among varying levels of demand.  
Eye Tracking 
 Only the ICA eye tracking variable was found to be sensitive to varying demand levels 
during the change detection task. This is in direct opposition to the eye tracking results of the threat 
detection task, which found all variables to be sensitive except the ICA. Both tasks are visual, yet eye 
tracking is not consistent with its measurement across tasks. The data suggests using eye tracking as 
a measure of workload is task dependent. 
Threat Detection with Change Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
MRQ 
The MRQ was found to be sensitive to all levels of demand of the threat detection dual-task, 
consistent with the single-task. Although the MRQ was able to identify loads on specific resources, it 
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was not as sensitive as the ISA and TLX at capturing distinct levels of workload for the threat 
detection dual-task. Across the board, the ratings for all processes were much higher than the single-
task, but still indicated it to be a highly spatial demanding task.  
Consistent with the threat detection single-task, the same three items were not statistically 
significant. Therefore, the MRQ was sensitive at capturing the effects of task manipulation on 
workload associated with threat detection in a multi-tasking scenario without interference from 
processing responses to online- and post-task subjective workload measures. These results support 
the use of the MRQ as a sensitive and diagnostic measure of threat detection dual-task workload 
manipulated by event rate and adds more evidence to support multiple resource theory. 
EEG 
The EEG showed statistically significant brain activity in all three measured regions, but not 
as much as the threat detection single-task. In fact, the EEG profile actually resembled that of the 
change detection single-task. The data indicates the change detection task had more of an influence 
on brain activity, which is shown by the physiological response to the addition of the change-
detection task. Another interpretation might be that EEG is more sensitive to the brain activity 
required to perform the change detection task or the activity resembles that of task switching 
between two visually demanding tasks. 
TCD 
The TCD was sensitive to capturing changes in CBFV within the left and right hemispheres 
during the threat detection dual-task, with the left hemisphere having a higher CBFV overall. 
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Decreased CBFV in the left and right hemisphere accompanied increased task demand. The addition 
of a second task elicited a demand for more resources in order for participants to maintain 
performance on both tasks, but resources were not replenished at the same rate of depletion. 
Unitary resource theory would argue the single threat detection task demanded less resources than 
were available, but in the dual-task condition, the single pool of resources had to be allocated to two 
tasks simultaneously. Therefore, an decrease in CBFV was shown to vary with dual-task demand. 
Multiple resource theory would also expect a demand difference between a single and dual-task that 
taxed the same modality. Hence, both theories can provide explanations of participant behavior and 
might address different factors associated. 
fNIR 
The fNIR was insensitive to measuring changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated 
hemoglobin in the frontal cortex during the threat detection dual-task. The task demands might not 
have required a change in frontal cortex blood oxygenation that was detectable by this measure. 
Although CBFV did decrease overall, the amount of oxygen received by the frontal cortex might not 
have varied significantly, hence the lack of sensitivity of the fNIR sensors. 
ECG 
The ECG was sensitive to capture changes in cardiac activity associated with varying 
demand during the threat detection dual-task. Another noteworthy point to make is that the same 
statistically significant trends found for HR, HRV, and IBI for the single threat and change detection 
tasks we the same as for the threat detection-dual task, adding more support to this as a 
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comprehensive and universal measure of workload. Even within dual-task conditions, the ECG 
measures are consistent. 
Eye Tracking 
Eye tracking was very sensitive to capturing ocular behavior related to changes in dual-task 
demand. Consistent with the threat detection single-task, the same eye tracking variables were 
statistically significant with the exception of average fixation duration. The rest of the variables 
trended in the same direction, which provides support to the argument that using eye tracking as a 
measure of workload is task dependent.  
Change Detection with Threat Detection Held Constant (Dual-task) 
MRQ 
The MRQ lost almost all sensitivity when assessing workload associated with the change 
detection dual-task. Results are inconsistent with ratings of the single task. Either resources were 
shifted to support the threat detection task, or the MRQ was only sensitive at capturing the most 
demanding processes of the two tasks. Based on the ratings, the change detection dual-task has the 
highest demands on spatial concentrative and emergent processing, and judgment of timing of 
events.  
Therefore, the MRQ was sensitive, to some degree, at capturing the effects of task 
manipulation on workload associated with change detection in a multi-tasking scenario. Ratings were 
also consistent with the other scenarios with respect to no interference from online- and post-task 
subjective workload measures. These results do support the use of the MRQ as a sensitive and 
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diagnostic measure of change detection dual-task workload manipulated by event rate, but dual-task 
effects must be taken into consideration. Meaning, the interaction of combining tasks into multi-
tasking scenario could drastically effect the sensitivity of workload measures. 
EEG 
The EEG showed statistically significant brain activity in frontal and parietal regions, but not 
nearly as much the other threat and change detection scenarios. The frontal lobe showed an increase 
in alpha in the right hemisphere and beta in the frontal midsaggital channel was indicative of 
increased task demands. Performing in a multi-tasking environment requires planning and 
strategizing. Higher-order processing is associated with the frontal cortex, therefore accounting for 
activation in this region. The alpha on the left side of the parietal cortex increased and theta at the 
same channel decreased as task demand increased. No significant activity was measured in the 
occipital lobe, which counters the brain activity of the other three tasks. It is possible that the visual 
processing associated with performing the change detection at all levels and the threat detection task 
held constant requires structurally different process or activation of other areas that were not 
measured.  
TCD 
The TCD was insensitive to capturing changes in CBFV during the change detection dual-
task. The task demands might not have required a change in blood flow velocity that was detectable 
by this measure. 
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fNIR 
The fNIR was sensitive to measuring changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin 
in the frontal cortex. Both left and right hemisphere blood oxygenation percentage levels increased 
with increased task demands. As stated above, the task might have required high-order processing 
associated with the frontal cortex, hence an increase in oxygenated hemoglobin in this area would 
support cognitive processing. 
ECG 
Only one ECG variable, HRV, was sensitive to capture changes in cardiac activity associated 
with varying demand during the change detection dual-task. The sensitivity to capture physiological 
responses to demand was lost for the HR and IBI with the addition of the threat detection task. 
Although not all ECG measures were consistent with the other three scenarios, the variable that was 
statistically significant exhibited the same trend. Therefore, ECG as a whole might not be 
comprehensive and universal as a measure of workload, but separated, the HRV holds the highest 
potential based on the present study. 
Eye Tracking 
Eye tracking was sensitive to capturing ocular behavior related to changes in dual-task 
demand. Results are inconsistent with the change detection single-task, which only found the ICA to 
be statistically significant. The addition of the threat detection task masked the sensitivity of the eye 
tracker to capture the ICA. On the contrary, two previously insensitive measures were now 
responsive to the ocular behavior associated with the task demands, average fixation duration and 
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convex hull-NNI. It is difficult to say which task was responsible for causing the physiological 
reactions, but looking at the single-task eye tracking data provides insight. 
Regressions 
 The regressions were conducted to predict variation in performance from both subjective 
and physiological measures of workload. Regressions were also used to compare the model outputs 
to the outputs of the ANOVAs. The ANOVAs results revealed that both subjective and objective 
measures were sensitive to capture the effects of task manipulation on each task, but their relative 
predictive power was unknown. The regressions were utilized to identify variables that were both 
sensitive to the effects of task manipulation and significant predictors of performance. 
Hierarchical 
The results for the threat detection task indicate that only four models were significant at 
predicting variation in performance. The level of performance predicted was not consistent among 
any of the models. Of the significant regression models, five predictor variables were common 
across more than one model, which were the frustration subscale, beta and theta brain activity in the 
right hemisphere in the parietal and occipital regions, and left and right blood oxygenation in the 
frontal cortex. These traces are too week to credit any, or combination of, as an universal predictor. 
The one model had an additional 13 predictors, a mix of TLX, MRQ, EEG, fNIR, and eye tracking 
variables, which adds to the complexity of the model interpretation. 
The results of the change detection analysis found a statistically significant model of 
predicting variation in performance at every demand level using every combination of workload 
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variables. When comparing the predictors across all nine regression models for the change detection 
tasks, four variables were included in multiple models. Of the four variables, one was a TLX 
subscale and three were eye tracking related. The TLX-Performance subscale and number of 
saccades were included in four models, but no pattern exists. The ICA was included in six models, 
the only three models that it was not significant was predicting high level task performance. Average 
fixation duration was included in five of the same models as ICA, but also in two others, almost 
accounting for some variation in every model. Based on these analyses, eye tracking variables are the 
most consistent physiological workload predictors of variation in change detection performance. 
The difficulty comes in trying to understand how the ANOVAs found almost no effects for the task 
manipulations on the eye tracking workload measures, yet they were not indicative of their predictive 
power, as was shown.  
The regression outputs for the threat detection dual-task did not find any statistically 
significant models of performance variation prediction. It is not surprising to find these results, 
especially when first analyzing the threat detection single-task. Although the ANOVAs found many 
of the workload measures to be sensitive to the changes in task demand, none were significant 
predictors of variations in performance. 
The results of the change detection dual-task found seven statistically significant models. 
Three variables were shared among multiple models and were consistent with the predictors of the 
change detection single-task. The TLX-Performance subscale was included in two models, but 
predicting different performance levels than the single-task models. The number of saccades was 
included in five and average fixation duration was included in six of the models that used low and 
medium level variables to predict levels of task demand performance. Common predictor variables 
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among the change detection single- and dual-task models suggest that predictive workload measures 
might be task specific. 
A final note related to all the hierarchical models which found significant variables to have β 
greater than 1. This indicates some level of correlation among the variables. After reviewing the 
correlational matrix, it was found that highly correlated variables were physically within relatively 
close proximity. Channels that were next to each other on the EEG cap were more likely to be 
correlated, (i.e. F3 & Fz). The same was found for the left and right fNIR sensors. Although there 
was high correlation, it does not warrant collapsing variables, for the models in this case were not 
purely meant for predictive purposes, but for a comparison between the predictors generated from a 
theoretical approach (hierarchical) and ones from a pure mathematical approach (stepwise), to 
identify common ones within and across tasks and regression approaches. Also, if variables were 
collapsed, the presence of synchronization could not be concluded between activated areas in 
further proximity (i.e. F3, P4). 
Stepwise 
The results of the stepwise regressions show a much different outcome for predicting 
variation in threat detection performance than did the hierarchical outputs. Three common 
predictors were found across many of the models, which included the TLX-Frustration subscale,  
both left and right frontal cortex blood oxygenation, and average fixation duration. Right frontal 
cortex blood oxygenation was found in four, TLX-Frustration subscale in five, while the left frontal 
cortex blood oxygenation variable was found in six of the nine models. There is a consistency 
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between the variables that were found to predict threat detection performance and those sensitive to 
the task load manipulations found in the ANOVAs. 
 The change detection stepwise regression results found some predictors that were 
consistent with the findings of the hierarchical models. Of the common predictors across all the 
stepwise models for the change detection task, four stood out the most, including a TLX subscale, a  
channel of EEG activity, and the other two were eye tracking variables. The TLX-Performance 
subscale was found in almost every model and was common in the hierarchical models. The first 
common EEG predictor found across models was theta in the front left hemisphere, which was 
found in seven of the change detection regression models. Number of fixations was a predictor in 
five models, but was not found in the hierarchical models. Average fixation duration was in the 
hierarchical models and both eye tracking variables were found in more than half of the stepwise 
models.  
The results of the threat detection dual-task stepwise regression outputs are not consistent 
with the single-task predictors. None of the predictors that were found in the single-task were found 
to also predict performance in the dual-task scenario. The right hemisphere CBFV was the only 
variable that showed any trends across many threat detection dual-task regression models. This 
variable was found in four of the models and was found to account for variation of performance 
mostly in the medium demand level. This supports the argument that predictive workload measures 
appear to be task specific. In addition, the predictors of a task are not consistent at predicting the 
variation of performance when the task is combined in a multi-tasking scenario. 
The stepwise regression outputs for the change detection dual-task were consistent with 
both the single-task models and the hierarchical outputs. The results indicate that the eye tracking 
variables, specifically the number of fixations, number of saccades, and average fixation duration, 
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and the TLX-Performance subscale were not only the most common predictors across all levels of 
task demand for the change detection task, but also consistent between single- and dual-task 
performance prediction. 
The Full Picture 
Now that an exorbitant amount of information was presented, an attempt to synthesize this 
into a coherent explanation of human performance will ensue with an emphasis on using workload 
measures to assess physiological state. The operators’ performance was a result of perceptual and 
physiological processing. Both tasks required visual processing of stimuli and fine motor responses. 
Visual stimuli were presented at varying rates and first captured by the eyes. The significant results 
of the eye tracking measures are indicative of their sensitivity to capturing ocular behavior with 
varying threat and change detection task demands and consistent with past findings (Di Nocera, 
Terenzi, & Camilli, 2006; Marshall, 2002; May, Kennedy, Williams, Dunlap, & Brannan, 1990; Van 
Orden, Limbert, Makeig, & Jung, 2001; Zeghal, Grimaud, Hoffman, Rognin, 2002) supporting their 
use as workload measures. Visual information was processed through pathways to the visual cortex 
within the occipital lobe. Projections of the dorsal ventral stream carried visuospatial information to 
the parietal cortex. Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) proposed that the posterior parietal cortex is 
involved in spatial processing. Visuospatial information was sent through motor tracts from the 
parietal cortex to the primary motor cortex, where voluntary movement is processed (Martin, 2006). 
The motor strip is located along the anterior coronal plane within the parietal cortex. Brain activity 
showed high beta and theta activity in this area, which was consistent with past research that found 
increases in these frequency bands were associated with increases in task demand (Mulholland, 
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1995). Therefore, EEG utilization to capture the physiological processing of varying demands of 
visual stimuli is supported. While visual information is processed and encoded throughout the brain, 
other areas are focused on higher-order processes, such as working memory, spatial attention, and 
decision-making, specifically within the frontal lobe. Brain activity within the frontal lobe, in 
combination with online and post-task subjective ratings, indicated both task loads elicited 
perceptions of time pressure and high mental effort on spatial processing and working memory. Not 
only does this provide additional support for EEG as a workload measure, but also suggests that 
perceived interpretations of task demand are informative workload measures.  
In order for the brain to undertake information processing, it requires resources. The body 
has many types of resources, such as water, blood, and oxygen, that can be metabolized, converted, 
and transported to support physiological processes. The threat detection single-task resulted in 
significant increased blood oxygenation in the frontal cortex as was captured by the fNIR and the 
dual-task led to a significant decrease in CBFV monitored by the TCD, which are both in line with 
past research (Warm & Parasuraman, 2007; Reinerman, 2006; Ayaz et al., 2010 Butti  et al., 2006; 
Helton et al., 2007; Molteni, Butti, Bianchi, & Reni, 2008). These resources require energy to 
physically transport them throughout the body. The heart is the mechanism that pumps the blood. 
The same significant HRV was detected through ECG for all four tasks, but inconsistent with past 
work (Mulder & Mulder, 1981; Veltman & Gaillard, 1996; Wilson, Fullenkamp, & Davis, 1994; 
Roscoe, 1992, 1993). HR and IBI were consistent with past research (Jorna, 1993; Veltman & 
Gaillard, 1996; Wilson, 1992; Wilson, Fullenkamp, & Davis, 1994), but did not change significantly 
for the change detection dual-task. Collectively, all the information processed, encoded, and 
retrieved resulted in one final decision that was conveyed by physical movement, the decision to 
click on a target or response button, depending on the task. 
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As far as supporting theories is concerned, evidence suggests that a combination of the 
resource theory and multiple resource theory can provide explanations for variations in 
performance. On some occasions, unitary resource theory is sufficient, but often multiple resource 
theory provides additional justification, not suggesting they are interchangeable, but rather 
complimentary. Therefore, it might not be correct to subscribe to a single theory. Instead, it might 
be more appropriate to view workload from a framework of interacting factors that influence the 
operator’s experienced workload (Megaw, 2005). Further, workload might be the operator’s 
perceived evaluation and accompanying physiological response to the experience imposed by task 
demands, rather than a direct reflection of the task demands themselves. The assumption that 
workload is multidimensional suggests that a multitude of factors can affect this construct. Similar to 
the medical profession, a single doctor is not able to diagnose and treat every symptom of a patient, 
but a team of doctors from varying backgrounds and specialties can address the issues from multiple 
perspectives to get at the core of the problem. Workload is no different. By combining theories and 
measures, workload assessment becomes more robust. As a result, no single measure can capture the 
complexity that is workload. However, certain workload measures or a combination of workload 
measures are recommended. 
Recommendations 
The best recommendations available for workload measure usage are resultant of this study, 
which was the first study to systematically evaluate the sensitivity and comprehensiveness of all of 
these subjective, performance, and physiological measures utilized together. Recommendations 
drawn from the presented studies suggest when investigating the effects of event rate on a signal and 
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change detection task within a complex military operation both subjective and objective measures 
are sensitive to identifying differences in task demand. The ISA is highly recommended for a global, 
on-line assessment that shows minimal interference with task performance as long as administration 
taxes a different modality than required for task performance. Comparing post-task subjective 
measures, based on the present study, the MRQ is recommended over the TLX for its ability to 
capture factors affecting workload that the TLX could not reveal. Also shown was its ability to be 
selective in measuring the effects of task demand on performance without questionnaire response 
interference. The recommendations for the physiological measures are more challenging to provide. 
EEG was sensitive at picking up changes in activity, but its low resolution makes it difficult to 
monitor activity at specific areas of the brain. Therefore, if a more global approach is used, such as 
using lobes or hemisphere differences, then profiles might begin to emerge. TCD and fNIR were 
sensitive to changes during one scenario, but this does not provide compelling evidence to suggest 
their use as workload measures for these task demand manipulation levels. On the contrary, the 
ECG was sensitive to task demand for all scenarios and, combined with its low cost and easy 
application, is highly recommended as a workload measure. Finally, the eye tracker also was sensitive 
to task demands for all scenarios. The task were predominantly visual, therefore using a measure to 
capture ocular behavior would naturally seem more suitable. Although, the modern methods of 
using the eye tracker to capture ICA might not have been completely successful, the basic measures 
(i.e. average fixation duration) were effective and are recommended to use in developing workload 
profiles. Identifying the best combination of workload measures enables human factors 
practitioners, trainers, and task designers to improve methodology and evaluation of system designs, 
training requirements, and personnel selection.  
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APPENDIX C: 
RESTRICTIONS CHECKLIST 
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Participant #: Date:
Start time:
Restrictions Checklist
Yes No
Legal Are you less than 18 years old?
Are you greater than 40 years old?
Have you had any caffeine in the last 2 hours?
Have you had any nicotine in the last 2 hours? 
Have you had any Alcohol in the last 24 hours? 
Have you had any sedatives or tranquilizers in the last 24 
hours?
Have you had any aspirin, tylenol, or similar medications in 
the last 24 hours? 
Have you had any antihistamines or decongestants in the 
last 24 hours? 
Have you had any anti-psychotics or anti-depressants in the 
last 24 hours? 
Is your hair wet?
Do you have woven or articficial hair? 
Are you pregnant? 
Do you have any metal plates in your head? 
Do you lack normal or corrected to normal vision?
Do you have a history of epilepsy or seizures?
Do you have any impairment of your dominant arm or hand? 
If 
removable 
yes; if can't 
remove 
then NO GO
Are you wearing glasses? Can you remove them for the 
study?
Answering "Left" or "Either" to questions below may prohibit participation in the study
Left Right Either
Are you right handed? 
Which hand do you use to write with?
Which hand do you use to throw a ball? 
Which hand do you hold a toothbrush with? 
Which hand holds a knife when you cut things?
Which hand holds a hammer when you nail things? 
Fail Pass
Can't miss 
more than 1
Color vision test
If 1 "yes" 
answer, ok; 
if more than 
1 NO GO
Absolute 
NO GO
If 1 left or 
either, then 
OK
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Demographics Questionnaire 
Participant # _______    Age ______ Major ________________  Date ___________  Gender ___ 
1.  What is the highest level of education you have had? 
Less than 4 yrs of college ____  Completed 4 yrs of college ____  Other ____ 
2.  When did you use computers in your education? (Circle all that apply) 
Grade School  Jr. High  High School   
Technical School  College   Did Not Use 
3.  Where do you currently use a computer? (Circle all that apply) 
Home  Work  Library  Other________           Do Not Use 
4. How many hours per day do you use a computer? ___________ 
5.  For each of the following questions, circle the response that best describes you. 
How often do you: 
Use a mouse?  Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Once every few months, Rarely, Never 
Use a joystick?  Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Once every few months, Rarely, Never 
Use a touch screen?  Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Once every few months, Rarely, Never 
Use icon-based programs/software? 
    Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Once every few months, Rarely, Never 
Use programs/software with pull-down menus? 
    Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Once every few months, Rarely, Never 
Use graphics/drawing features in software packages? 
    Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Once every few months, Rarely, Never 
Use E-mail?   Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Once every few months, Rarely, Never 
Operate a radio controlled vehicle (car, boat, or plane)?   
    Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Once every few months, Rarely, Never 
Play computer/video games?   
    Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Once every few months, Rarely, Never 
6.  Which type(s) of computer/video games do you most often play if you play at least once every few months? 
7.  Which of the following best describes your expertise with computers? (check √ one) 
_____ Novice 
_____ Good with one type of software package (such as word processing or slides) 
_____ Good with several software packages 
_____ Can program in one language and use several software packages 
_____ Can program in several languages and use several software packages 
8. How many hours per day do you watch television? ________ 
9. How many hours per day do you spend reading? __________ 
10.  Are you in your usual state of health physically?   YES          NO 
     If NO, please briefly explain: 
11.  How many hours of sleep did you get last night? ______ hours 
12. What is your occupation? ______________ 
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